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Traffic Collision
Reported Tuesday
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Banning Some Speakers
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Memorial Church

Lions Hear
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Executive
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Gymnastics Program
Planned For Thursday
At University School

Workshop Planned
At Murray Art
t
Guild Orrilitirsday
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4-H Leaders
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Christian Church
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Local Persons At
Rizpalt'Temple For
Special Activities

Northeast Nebraska Declared
Disaster Area By President

Youth Core Group
Organized Sunday

Tom Rushing Named
To Post In Combs
Carroll Effort

Oriental Tourists
Are Alpha Speakers

Benefit Show For
Rescue__Squad Is
Set For Friday

The Weather
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Vol. LXXXXII No. 46

The Murray Police Department investigated a two vehicle
collision Tuesday at 3:57 p.m. on
.„
Urvan Street, according to the
Murray State University's Referring to the action taken in satisfaction that the issue has
report filed by the officers. No
board of regents has removed a special meeting Monday been resolved in this manner."
FRANKFORT, Ky. I. UPI I— plan.
been split and some represenfrom university regulations a evening, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
juries were reported.
Earlier this month the student
Vehicles involved were a 1970 The House of Representatives The Legislative Research tatives will be facing each other
policy adopted last month Murray State president, said the government voted to retain the
vrolet truck. driven by Ted reapportionment plan is about Commission staff presented five in an election, Rickert said. lie
prohititing speakers under in- board was advised by university services of an attorney of the
ayne Potts of Murray Route two-thirds completed with only possible reapportionment plans declined to elaborate. In sub.
dictment or prosecution from attorneys that the policy adopted Kentucky Civil Liberties Union to
and a 1962 Ford four door precinct maps for counties that before the committee went to mating his plan, Jewell wrote,
appearing on campus.
Jan. 23 was "to inclusive" and meet with university officials to
"By attempting to minimize
riven
by Wildy Howard were split needed to complete the work.
should be removed.
consider the constitutionality of
The plans, plus additional plans county splitting, I have been able
Paschall, 1315 Poplar Street, plan.
It read "that a speaker or the policy and, if necessary, to
Rep. Jon
Rickert, D- from representatives, and one to eliminate the serious
Murray.
performer who is under in- file a lawsuit as a -last resort."
Elizabethtown,
the
chairman of submitted by University of variations from population
Police
said
Potts
was
going
dictment or is being prosecuted
Hutchisons explained that the
north on Irvan Street which is a the House subcommittee on Kentucky political science equality contained in the
for violation of federal or state main concern of the student
one way street going north. reapportionment, said the professor Malcolm E. Jewell
laws or for contempt of court government in the issue centered
Map on Page Twelve
Paschall, going south on Irvan, precinct maps did not exist in were considered, Rickert said
permitted
to
use
the
shall not be
around the freedom of speech and
Legislative Research staff plans
Dr. Bill Clark Thomas turned left into a driveway some counties and in others they Tuesday.
facilities of Murray State the right to a free exchange of
'colliding with the rear of the had to be brought to Frankfort -We hope to have the 'skeleton' while cutting .clown on the
University nor be paid an ideas and beliefs.
Potts truck, according to the before the subcommittee could bill ready for the state govern- fragmentation of counties."
honorarium from funds collected
"Prevailing policy now is one
Jewell said he had watched U.
t the finishing touches on its ment committee not later than
police report.
by the university."
in which these rights are
'Trust everybody, but cut the Randy Hutchinson of Carlyle,
Friday," Rickert said. The S. Supreme Court cases through
Damage to the truck was on the
guaranteed under the terms of
cards" . . Finley Peter Dunne
skeleton bill would lack the the past several years and felt the
eft rear, but damage to the car
senior president of the the boards's Statement of Policy
Clark
Thomas,
Dr.
Bill
precinct names that are to be court would accept a plan that Is
was
not
listed
on
the
report.
Murray State student govern- on Freedoms, Rights and
Malaysian
president
of
the
taken
from counties that are split near equal but retains as many
Early this morning the police
ment, said his reaction to the Responsibilities passed on March
Baptist Theological Seminary in :ere called to a traffic collision
Fellow says his greatest disap- board's decision is "one of
and the government committee county boundaries as possible.
1, 1969," he said.
pointment as a boy was when he
Penang, will be the guest speaker at North 2nd and Spruce Streets,
would fill in the names when they The Senate unveiled its plan for
Hutchinson said a letter signed
reapportionment Monday. It split
at the Memorial Baptist Church but no report was filed by the
slipped under the tent to see the
are determined, he said.
by 19 of the 24 mrnbers of the
seven counties and pitted three
tonight( Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. investigating officers.
Professor's Plan
circus and found he was in a
A
gymnastics
program,
student council has been sent to
incumbent senators against each
The church pastor, Rev. Jerrell
revival meeting.
featuring children of all grades, Jewell presented a plan for
the KCLU attorney directing him
other in the new districts. The
White,invites the public to attend
reapportioning
the
State
Senate
will
be
presented Thursday
to delay instituting a suit or into hear Rev. Thomas who is now
evening at a meeting of the in 1963 that became the basis for Senate plan will go to the state
junction for a declaration of
in the states on a four month
Oue out of thirty Americans own
University School PTA at Murray the current Senate districts. government committee Thurrights in a federal court consday as the reapportionment
furlough with his wife, the former
or regularly ride horses.
State
University, Vernon shown, Jewell's plan would split 10
cerning the policy.
plan.
Ruth Douglas, and their four
counties
for
the
House
districts
in
director of the school, has anWhen the university policy was
children.
attempting to make the districts
flounced.
adopted, it had the effect of
Dr. Thomas is a 1955 graddAte
Woodman Magazine had the
nearly equal in population.
barring controversial attorney of Murray State University and The third in a series of three Following ..a,, short lstiiness
following: In the hospital there
Rickert
said
Jewell's
-Building boys is a lot easier William Kunstler from a was graduated from the Southern workshops conducted by Robert meeting, beginning at 7 p.m. in
are many funny reactions from
suggestions were coK'sidered but
the
school's
auditorium,
parents
than mending men" Richard H. speaking appearance at the Baptist Theological Seminary, D Manley, instructor in the art
children about to receive Inwere found "not to take in what
Allyn told members of the annual "Insight" lecture series Louisville. In 1963 he earned the department at Murray State and friends attending will adjections. One little boy put a bold
journ to the gymnasium where we considered after talking with
scheduled March 29-31.
Murray
Lions
Club
Tuesday
Friday, February 26, will be a
Doctor of Theology degree there. University, will be held from 6:30 the gymnastics program will be the representatives and getting
front until the very last minute,
night. Allen is Scout Executive His contract with the student
He was appointed a missionary to 9:30 p.m. on Thursday, presented under the direction of information on local problems." day of in-service education for
when he saw the approaching
for the Four Rivers Council, Boy government at Murray State for
by the Foreign Mission Board of February 25, at the Murray Art Mrs. Shirley Wilferd. She will be Jewell also did not have access the certified personnel of the
needle.
a lecture March 30 was cancelled
Scouts of America.
the Southern Baptist Convention Guild. These workshops are assisted by Tommy Turner, to census maps that showed the Calloway County Public School
Then he leaned over and
Allyn was guest speaker at the by the university in early
whispered to the physician, "I
in 1963 and served in Singapore -lade possible by a grant from Murray State track star who is locations of $ersons in the System.
Lions meeting and explained the February. The contract conKentucky Arts Commission.
Classes for all students at
think I hear your mother calling
and Taiwan before his present
counties, which Rickert said
the student teacher.
organization, program plan, and tained provision for cancellation
you "
post at the Seminary at Penang 'danley will give a short
made some of the splits im- Calloway High and the six
financing of BSA. Calloway by either party "up to 30 days
,Inonstration in the use of
possible because the prepon- elementary centers will be
County is one of three counties prior to the program date with no
turpentine, paint, and bristle Cub Scout Pack 37 Makes derance of population was on the dismissed.
-tak
comprising the Choctau District liability on the part of the canbrush to define forms in charcoal Tour Of The Court House opposite side of the counties split. The theme of the program will
Now our Poet Laureate Mr.
of the Four Rivers Council which celling party."
sketches. Members of the
James B. Curd comes up with
Rickert said all members of the be "Improved Teaching Pracworkshop will then experiment in Den Three of Cub Pack 37 of subcommittee were not satisfied tices Through The Ilse of Multiisoaw
SO
through • the Robertson School visited the with the plan, adding,"You can't media lastruetioaal
for some solution, for what they
The Zeta Department of the various techniques
G. W. Hayden, Scout Executive
Calloway County Court House on please everybody."
materials.
these
Miss Juanita Jones, Director of
call pollution . . . politics".
of
use
Woman's
Club
will
meet
Murray
for this district who recently
needed for the Monday as a part of the
Supplies
Region
I Project TRIP, will he in
Some
Counties
Split
at the club house on Thursday.
moved to Murray.
workshop are a newsprint pad, American Heritage theme. In the final plan, counties have charge of the morning program.
p.m.
February
25,
at
7:30
charcoal, one tube of black or Marvin Harris, county court
Better utilization of the film
I take it we can interpret that President Lester Nanny anThe program will be presented
one stiff bristle clerk, showed the scouts through
library; will be discussed along
oil
paint,
brown
anyway we want Mr Curd. nounced the plans for the District
by the Speaker's Bureau,
acrylic brush no smaller the court house.
with classroom operation and
Either the politicians are seeking Lions Convention to be held at
National Forensic League, of oil or
first line maintenance of audiothan It inch and no bigger than 1 Members of the pack making
a solution or politics itself is Barkley Lodge beginning April
Ronald
Murray
High
School.
17.
container of the tour were Tim Atchison,
visual equipment.
polluted.
The Recognition and Awards Beshear, who is now in his third inch, and a small
The next meeting of the
David Billington, Kris Bryan, A twenty-four hour prayer vigil
turpentine.
Teachers of grades one through
Murray Lions Club will be March Banquet for the community 4-H year of teaching Speech at Members are urged to attend Kenny Bogard, Mike Clark, Dean started this morning at seven three will be meeting with a
of
Club
sponsor
leaders
will
be
held
Murray
School,
is
at
the
High
invite guests. Hostesses Hainsworth, Mike Randloph, and o'clock at the First Christian Reading Consultant from Ginn
We have learned one thing. If you 9 at the Woman's Club House.
First United Methodist Church in the group. Wilford Bickel, a and may
evening will be Eva Joe Kim Harmon. Robert Un- Church and will continue until and Company.
for
the
have an idea, write it down, right
Murray on Saturday, February junior at Murray High servis as
derwood is the den chief.
Barbara Harrell.
All teachers will meet at the
and
Henley
seven o'clock on Thursday
then. Ideas are as volatile as a
27, at seven p.m.
Chairman of the Bureau.
rare gas and turn into
morning, according to Dr. Frank Calloway County High School at
Community leaders will be Appearing on the program will
nothingness before you can say
Tinder, interim minister of the 8:30 o'clock on Friday morning.
asked to recognize the leaders be students in the Speech Club at
church.
Wolfgang von Goethe.
and the years of service for this Murray High School. These
The special prayer vigil is the
banquet, according to plans students have prepared talks on
church's way of ushering in the
made by the Calloway County 4-H topics of major importance and
Lenten Season which begins
By the way when we. ate at the
Thomas E. Gardner, illustrious Council at its last meeting held at one of the goals of the Bureau is By United Press International stricken area. The latest death
today on Ash Wednesday . Dr.
Casa Mia the other day, we just
potentate, was honored by the the Extension office with Mrs. to serve the community by
Northeast Nebraska — de- toll issued Tuesday by Civil Tinder said this was a plan to
opened one of those little cracker
discussing issues that challenge
Rizpah Temple, Madisonville, on Glen Kelso presiding.
dared a major disaster by Defense at Jackson said at have an unbroken chain of
packages, took the crackers out,
comAnnouncement was made of America and the local
Saturday, February 20, with the
President Nixon—was under least 86 persons were dead and prayers in the church for one
and filled it with the coarse
Tom Rushing, 1401 Henry
festivities opening with a the variety show to be held by the munity, a spokesman said.
threats of more severe flooding 500 injured. Searchers conti- whole day.
ground pepper. The coarse
Street, has been named as
Hostesses for the meeting will today as springlike weather
reception at the Holiday Inn there 4-H Council at Calloway County
nued
to
find
bodies
in
creeks Other special services are registration chairman
ground pepper coursed from the
in
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Mr. and High School on Saturday, March be Mesdames-A. D. Wallace, H. began to melt up to two feet of
and under debris.
planned by the church during the Calloway County for the Combsjar, of course.
B. Bailey, Jr., J. J. Roach, I.. K. snow
Mrs. William E. Moffett of 20.
dumped by Monday's The U. S. Army Corps of enten Season which starts today
Carroll
ticket.
The
anMurray assisted at the reception. James Jarrett and Robert Pinkley," and Purdom Outland. blizzard.
Engineers said Tuesday it and continues through Easter
Brelsford
are
nouncement was made by Ron
the
two
At eight p.m. the introduction
An
intense
winter
storm
of
that would assist the Office
Sunday, April 11. A church-wide Christopher and Carl M. Stout,
Fellow got all steamed up at his
of Shrine officers and their ladies representatives to the Older
has plagued the East pushed Emergency Preparedness in a fellowship dinner is planned at
wife and says "Everytirne I ask was
co-chairmen Bert Combs for
held at the National Guard Youth Conference. Donations for
into the North Atlantic today, recovery
for
15 he church on Sunday, March 7.
program
you something you answer with
Governor and Julian Carroll for
Armory followed by the ball from this trip have been made by Jim
but
left
in
its
wake
gusty
winds
Northeast
Nebraska
counties
another question. Why? His wife
Lt. Governor.
nine p.m. to one a.m. with music Adams IGA, Moose Club,
and heavy snow over Northern declared a disaster area.
replied "Do I really do that?" by the Oliver
Rushing is the son of Mrs.
Hill Band. Break- Kiwanis Club, C. & H. Grocery,
Several young people met in New England. Travelers warn- The corps sent boats and
Cordie Rushing and the late
fast was served after the ball at and the 4-H Council.
ings
were
posted
in
Maine,
units
into
the
moving
earth
the
city
of
Murray,
Sunday
Emphasis for the 1971 program
Cordie Rushing, prominent
the Rizpah Temple.
evening to organize a core group Northeast New York, Vermont area Tuesday to begin cleanup
Women are wise to cultivate
.business and civic leader and
Between four hundred and five planning was placed on speeches from
operations and rescue work. At
which a -variety of youth and New Hampshire.
beauty rather than brains, hundred
former city judge.
Shriners, wives, and and demonstrations, livestock
Residents of the Mississippi least seven highways were Mrs. Mary Bordeaux and Mrs.
activities will emerge. The group
because for every man who is guests
Tom is a graduate of Murray
attended the event. show,and completion of projects,
recently
Hart
who
George
Baptist
out
Delta
of
washed
of
continued
cleanup
because
operarepresented a variety
closed
-blind, there are thousands who Among
High School where he was. an
the Shrine temples according to Fred L. Odium,
and
east
Australia
travelled
in
and
tions today in the tornedo- bridges. Officials estimated 305
Churches of Murray
are stupid."
honor student. After his
represented were Hadie of County Extension Agent in 4-H.
Calloway County.
square miles of land was Asian countries will present a
graduation, he entered Murray
Evansville, Ind., El Hasa of
This group will plan a series of
flooded and damages would travelouge at the February
State University where he
Ashland, Kosair of Louisville,
THREE CITED
Department
the
Alpha
meeting
of
for
especially
million.
meetings designed
exceed $2.35
received his B. S. degree in 1960.
Oleika of Lexington, and Rizpah
Three persons were cited by the
National of the Murray Woman's Club.
The ••Oklahoma
Youth of Murray and
I.: ited Press Istarmitional
of Madisonville.
the Murray Police Department Calloway
Williams, He taught at Faxon Elementary
Wayne
Mrs.
County, a spokesmanGuard scheduled an airlift early
School after graduation and then
Members of the Murray Shrine yesterday and last night. They for the
group said. The activities
today with 40 tons of hay for program chairman, will present
served two years in the United
regular
speakers
at
the
the
KentUelly :
Decreasing Club, wives, and guests attending were for disregarding a stop will be exciting and interesting,
cattle stranded in Northwest
monthly meeting in the Woman's States Army. He completed six
cloudiness with rising tem- were as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Light, unnecessary noise, and designed to show what the young
show will be held this Oklahoma by deep snowdrifts.
A
benefit
years in the reserve rising to the
Clubhouse following a 1200.
peratures today. A few light snow William E. Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. disregarding a stop sign.
people Can accomplish.
Friday night. at the Calloway State officials were awaiting
rank of Captain.
on
Saturday,
o'clock
luncheon
flurries north portion ending Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
the
The
of
officials
County High School Auditorium word from President Nixon. on
He became the head teacher at
forenoon. Clearing and mild Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
REGISTRATION
organization, which is as yet with all proceeds going to the a request to declare 16 counties February 27.
Don
Robinson,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hostesses for the affair will Hazel Elementary School and
increasing
Thursday
tonight.
Registration for the fall 1971 unnamed, are: President— Calloway County Fire and a disaster area.
went to school part time to earn
cloudiness from west portion with Marvin Pierce, all of Murray; school year is now being accepted Darrel Gibson, vice pres.—Tim Rescue Squad.
In the East Tuesday, 13,000 include Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, Mrs.
occasional rain and a few Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Beale, Mr. for three year old children at the Fannin, sec.-trea.—Laura Sits, The doors will open at 7 p.m. public school students and G. B. Scott, Mrs. Robert N. Scott his Master's Degree at Murray
and Miss Rezina Senter, ac State.
thunderstorms west portion and Mrs. Tom Van Vactor, Mr. St Leo's Cooperative Preschool reporter and P. R. rep—Kathy
and the show will start at 7:30 several thousand parochial
He is presently principal at
spreading over state by late and Mrs. Boone Hendrickson, located on North 12th Street. To Reagon, advisor—Larry Nichols p.m. Bands featured in the show school students had the day off cording to changes in the
Almo
and is a member of the
'announced
by
the
schedule
Thursday and mild. Highs today Mr and Mrs. Jack Thompson, register call Mrs. Pat Holt 753sleet
are: Rhythm Ramblers, Har- in Pittsfield, Mass., as
yearbook , chairman, Mrs Poplar Springs Baptist Church.
in the 40s to low 50s. Lows tonight and Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow 7477 or Mrs. Pat McReynolds 753Rockhouse Creek and freezing rain made the
monetts,
lie is married to the former Lita
Charles Hinds.
lOs east to 40s west. Highs Dunn, all of Benton; Mr. and 5141.
Uprising, Irvin Mardis & Blue city's roads dangerous. Streets
Tucker, daughter of J. Loyd
Thursday in the 50s to low 60s. Mrs. Bruce Wilson of Fulton; Mr.
Grass 13oys, Larry Dunn & the in Boston were also glazed with
Tucker
and the late Mrs. nicker.
and Mrs. Don Bearden, Benton,
Makes Dean's List
Tornado
Not In
Carousels, and Ralph Ragsdalle treacherous ice:
They have two daughters, LAri.
guests.
Mrs. Martha Stagner Bowen of
Ronnie
Look's
and
Mrs.
Sgt.
and
snote
—fltiftles
Snow
for
the
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Ceremonies
Master of
The Murray _group were 1302 Vine Street, Murray, was
A gospel singing will be held at veiltwllr& James L. Johnson. SPieid early Today Trom The cairedTuesday morning to report age 11 and Lee Ann,lige-1.Rushing will announce his
overnight guests at the Holiday named to the dean's list with a 4.0 the Calvary Temple, Pentecostal
Extended weather outlook for
Admission to the show will be Lower Great Lakes to New that the tornado in the Fort
committeemen at a later date.
Inn and returned home on Sun- average for the first semester at Church of God, located at
them.
area
missed
Bragg,
N.
C.,
thunder.
and
Showers
England.
for
Kentucky Friday through Sun$.75
adults
and
for
$1.00
day..,
Murray State University She is a Chestnut' and Cherry Streets, students
i Mrs. Lovins is the former Neva
storms were reported
day:
•
junior
majoring
in
elementary
Wranglers Club
Clark.
Murray, on Friday, February 26, At a meeting held last night, extreme Southern Florida.
A chance of showers Friday
education Her husband, Shelton, at 7:30 p.m.
PUPPIES FREE
The
Wranglers
Riding Club will
on.
the
descending
was
Rain
and in the east half again Sunday.
Dowdy
to
Max
the squad elected
meet Thursday, February 25, at
Half German Shepherd, half Is a teacher at New Concord, and
FREE PUPPY
The featured singers will be the serve as Squad Chief and Jerry Pacific .Northwest with snow
Othero ise fair and mild Friday
through Sunday Highs will range English shepherd puppies, nine they have two children, Karen New Hope Singers from Festus, McC.oy to serve as Assistant inland to the mountain regions. Six months old male-''puppy seven p.m at the Calloway
from the mid 40s to the mid 50s. weeks old, weaned, are free to and John Mrs. Bowen is the Mo., and the Melody Notes of Chief. Terry Mullins resigned a.s Rain and snow showers 'dotted with long black hair is free to County Court House for a
I oWS IA ill vary from the upper 203 persons for pets For information daughter of Mr and Mrs B. J. Murray. The public is invited to chief of the squad in order to sections of Arizona and New someone for a pet For further business meeting. All members
Stagner of Murray
call 7534589.
are urged to attend.
attend.
information call 753-5788.
It' the low AN
devote more time to his business Mexico.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

411.

10* Per Copy

Gospel Singing Is
Planned On Friday

po•

•
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Involved In
Future Is
FFA Theme

rt NOTICE
EFFEcTivE AS OF NOW,
ANY AMERICAN WHO 15
TO BE HONORED BY A
NATIONAL How!)
MUST BE BORN 0
/440N DAY •
By ORDER OF
CONGRESS

repeated by all members at official meetings. This official
salute is given as the members
face the Flag of the United
States, placing their right hand
over their left breast and holding
it there while repeating the
ledge in unison. FFA members
always tries to conduct themselves at all times in order to be a
credit to their organization, their
Chapter, their school and their
community.

20 Years Ago Today
SOS,,

Cob"CO*4-0

St/AY - -rYssir
BtircK in The Chicago Sun-Times
ts.

%ef

Taxpayers Ask IRS
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local
office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) Is it true IRS will figure
the tax and the retirement income credit for taxpayers this
year?

A) Yes, as long as certain
conditions are met. Briefly,
these are that your income is
$20,000 or less and consists
entirely of wages, salaries,
tips, dividends, interest, pensions and annuities. You must
also take the standard deducby Carl Riblet Jr.
tion.
The IRS will compute your
Since women acquired real cout with karate and
tax if you meet these conditions. Fill in the proper lines
since they have learned to squash the spirit of men
as indicated on page 2 of the
with a formula known as feminization, women
instructions and mail your rearen't knocked around so much any more. That's
turn to the IRS Service Center. Any retirement income
because most men would rather run than fight.
credit you are entitled to will
also be computed where the
proper lines on Schedule R
"Chivalry is the deportment of a
are filled in. Be sure to atman toward any woman not his wife."
tach Schedule
and other
necessary Schedules to your
-Anonymous
Form 1040.
After we compute your tax.
yon will either receive a retaining microdots, 3,200 to
inieromini books
one Wanspare ncy Projected.'"-, fund or bill for additional
NEV YORK (UPI)-Hunter
tax clue.
each dot is a page or

Isn't It The Truth!

It

two of
College of the City University of New - York has become written material. One transthe nation's first educational parency holds the equivalent
of five to seven volumes, reinstitution to acquire.
sands of volumes of reference pmts National Cash Register
material for its library with- Co.. which developed the liout the necessity of adding brary collection.
* ••
shelf space or 1rtiring any of
MeGavin wipis
its present volumes to accomHOLLYWOOD (UPI) modate the new books.
Darren McGavin signed with
And you can credit the
uItrafic he process- transparen- Warner Bros. to star in
cies four by six inches con- "Banyon," a two-hour feature
film for NBC-TV.

w

Q) Tate.' were withheld
from a part-time job I had
last spring. I don't ha‘e to
file a return so how do I get
this money hack?
A A return most be'Ted
to obtain a refund. Attach
W-2 statement showing the
wages paid and taxei withhel
to the yorm 1040 you complete and send it to the Internal Revenue virvice center

for 'your area.
Q) The address is srong on
my blue address label. What
should I do?
A) Make the correction
right on the label and place it
on the front of the form you /
file.

Q) What's the change in the
handling of crop insurance•
proceeds for farmers?
A) A cash basis farmer is
usually required to report income the year it is received.'
Under the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, however, a farmer receiving insurance compensa;
tion for damaged or destroyed.
crops may elect to defer reporting the proceeds until the
year folloYY ing the loss if the
income would otherwise have
been reported in any tax year
following the year of destruct'on or damage.

sult of this an other personal
driving.
A convenient table to help
ou determine the amount of
our gas tax deduction may
Page
of the
te found on
Form 1040 instructions. It is
based on the tax rate in yowr
state, number of miles driven
and type of car. '

04) Do the tax tables in the
instruction book include the
surcharge?

*res.

A ) The maximum social security tax is 8374.40 for 1970.
If more than that was withhold from your wages because
you had more than one employfyiAiawseerresti,
the excess on line 62 of your Form
1040. This is explained in the
1040 instructions.

A No:.soCiel security henents-itre-not taxable-ittid- 40
not have to. be reported.

• ---

Op I delve seteral hundred
es a Week going back and
forth from my home to %oily.
Can I deduct anything?
in

A) Commuting costs arc, a
personal expense and not deductible. However, you may
deduct the stab,: and local gasoline taxes you pay as a re-

at 7:30 & 9:15

ELLIOTT GOULD

IN A DAVID L WOLPER Pwod.wctron

"I LOVE MY...WIFE"
•anvla OCT,.

TE04•03‘05r

SALIAN MINIM& )11

In 1922 Henri Landru, best
to
the
world
as
"Bluebeard," was executed.,in
Versailles; Brance, for murtlibr-,
Mg 10 of his 13 swestheaiti.
In 1945 American troops
liberated Manila from the
known

Japanese.
In 1966 President Nnkrtunali
of Ghana was ousted from

Shown Week Days Cont from 3:30
Saturday and Sunday from 2:15

Adults 1.50
Children 75'

,MWELL
isaBIGONEr
-ARCHER WINSTEN, New York Post

office.

Publication 334, costs 75c and
is sold at our officei. They
may also be purchased from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
orrearats an
IRVING ALLEN PRODUCTION

RICHARD
ALEC
HARRIS GUINNESS

Vomwell
TflHNucoLoa•psNAtislosum)
OMWELL IS A SMASHING VICTORY, a must film
It's an epic, a terribly relevant page of history
illuminated brilliantly!"

4 Dotal*,
•

TONITE thru TUE.
Nominated
for
Including
_
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ACADEMY
AWARDS

ahl,

Carrie Snodgrass

Nominated for

BEST ACTRESS
ACADEMY AWARD
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Does her anger
at a domineering
husband justify
a wife's taking
a lover?

This
wife
was
driven
to find
out!

• tra.i.t.1,

-C-G*-110ABWA-PIC,M.014-5-Awww-www....-4,41}f,
JACK NICHOLSON
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Q) What's the maximum
social sefurity tax for 19707
I had two jobs and I think 1
paid too much.

A Yes, under certain conditions_
Fpr details on moving expenses, send a post card to
your IRS district office and
ask for Publication 521 and a
copy of Form 3903. This form
must be completed and sent
in with .)our return if you
claim 'hi. deduction.
Q) My mother just started
collecting her social security
pens:on. Does slip hate to pay
tax oh it?

•

"

Adults 1.50

sek,incl ever./
ful" mon is on
uriderstand"'g
woman •'•
or

Sterling returns to television
with a guest appearance on
AlGM's "Medical Center"

•

our stands &ripped - a: the result of a tornado
'• A ,O DAMAGE A shopping
that twisted its way' through this Waco. Tex... suburb.

753-6333

party.

A) A copy of Your Federal
Income Tax-, Publication 17,
may he purchased for 15e and
is sold at our offices. The Tax
Guide for Small Business,

One
Baltin
going
and th
to any
The
rumor
star t
White
for a
will Li
Chisox
phson
"So
Harry
direct(
"Last
had t
Califor
smith.'
None
discour
Chicagi
a publ

N.ALLCIV CIDA2MA

A thought for today: French
) No, after you have de- writer Pierre Corneille said,
termined the amount of your "He
who allows himself to be
tax from either the table or the
insulted deserves to be."
schedules, you will have to
add the surcharge. Use the
surcharge tables in the 1040
Sterling beds
instructions to determine the
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Jan
surcharge.

Q) Can you include the coot
of a house hunting trip with
other moving expenses for income tax purposes?

tbs.

(1 PI)
Sylvester Graham 1784-1851)
-Romeo and Juliet 1971'. will was a 19th Century food faddist
be produced by Palomzr Pie. While he is largely fogotten,
his
tures lutl. with Mona Wash
name lives on. Whole wheat
bourne and Paul 'Nicholas star- bread or flour lit
often still called
ring.
"Graham." And every child
knows Graham crackers.

Richard Harris prepares to lead his forces into
battle against
Charles I of England, in this scene from
the Irving Allen
production,"Cromwell." As the ill-fated monarch,
Alec Guinness
also stars in the Columbia picture, in
Panavision and Technicolor,
"Cromwell" was directed by Ken Hughes
from his own screenplay. Showing at Salem Cinema II Wed Thru
Tuesday 3-2.

By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 24
the 55th day of 1971.
The moon is between its las
quarter and new phase
morning
The
stars
ercary, Venus, Mars a
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this dah are
under the sign of Pisces.
On this day in history:
In 1920 a group of Germans
organized the National Socialist
party, a forerunner of the Nazi

Q) Where can I buy a copy
of your income tax guide?

Fri
Th

will irx

The Almanac

LIMG131•TIXra TILE

And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I
give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me
nothing.-1 Corinthians 13:3.
The most ambitious poverty program is a blunder if not urged
by love Dumping our surplus on barren shores will be cursed
unless loving concern sends the gift.

Did you Know?
'It. and J. 1971'
HOLLYWOt A/

organization.
The official FFA jacket worn
by members is a blue corduroy
jacket with the FFA emblem on
the back. The colors are national
blue and corn gold. The motto is:
Learning to do
Doing to learn
Earning to live
Living to serve.
The pledge of allegiance is

Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, senior social worker, Murray, is pictured
with other workers at the in-service training center at Kentucky
Village near Lexington.
New officers of the Murray Rotary Club elected were Tom
Hagancamp, Henry Holton, Verne Kyle, Ronald Churchill, R. L.
Ward, and Howard Olila.
The Murray State College Racers defeated Arkansas State 73 to
54 in the final home game of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett of Almo announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura
Jean, to Billy Ray Mosley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Masley of
Paris, Tenn

Mrs. Norma Lewellyn of Evansville, Ind., died February 22.
She and her husband have spent the past three summers on
Kentucky Lake and are well known here.
'The'little girl of the Edwin Stokes' is the apple of Ed's eye",
from the cohmin, 'Seen & Heard Around Murray".
In high school basketball Murray Training over Mayfield 45 to
41 and Fulton over Murray High 48 to 44.
The Murray State conference champions whipped Tennessee
Tech 56 to 46 in the opening game of the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
The Modern Dance Class of Murray State College presented the
program at the meeting of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, Mrs. John Winter, chairman.

41oneyntakers
HOLLYWOOD
alPHA
Warner Bros. is predicting thie.
re-release of "My Fair
will earn-more inority thigte::
picture did the
first time'
around-based on early boxoffice results.
* * *

This week the Calloway County
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America is "Involved in
America's Future". This is our
theme as we join with approximately 450,000 members in
9000 Chapters in 49 states, Puerto
Rica and the Virgin Islands. It is
the intent to better aquaint the
public with this rural youth

LiDGEBI a TIMIS FILII

Bible Thoughtfor Today

* * *

By Pat Ross

Ten Years Ago Today

I

Keith-Martin team
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)--Briarf
Keith has joined Dean Martin
"somefolva aiming role
thing - hie :dining bin hiatus
from "Family Affairs"television series.

PAGE

diary of a
mad housewife a frilrik perry film
richard benjamin • frank langella
carrie snodgress scwiWolay by(twang, perry

* IMTVolfbb,*v.••TiCw-e•COLCSI•
P,weed
owl on0110 by 0,9•,/
1, twW0
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teams

theses:
games
Feb. 21
... Teal
1. Assi
2. Ken
46- Con
4. LSL
5. SW
6. Fab
7. Ash
8. Woc
9. Lou
10. Ky.
11. Pug
12. Ora
13. Eva
14. Akr
15. Eat
16. S.F
17. Hoi
18. Nor
19. Phi
20. C.Si
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Frank Robinson Reportedly.
Traded By Ofioles Tuesday
By BILL MADDEN
Eddy and Dick Moloney in
UPI Sports Writer
addition to one of the two
One of these days th catchers.
Baltimore Orioles really ar
In the meantime, RobinsOn
going to trade Frank Robinson has yet to come to terms with
and then it won't be a surpr
the Orioles and is reportedly
to anyone.
seeking a two-year contract in
The latest Robinson trade addition to a raise on his
rumor has the Orioles' super $125,000 pact of last year.
star ticketed for the Chicago Robinson isn't the
only
White Sox in the early spring slugger holding out for a sizable
for a package of players tha salary increase. The Cincinnati
will include one of the two Reds have yet to sign catcher
Chisox catchers -Duane J
Johnny Bench and third basephson or Ed Herrmann.
man Tony Perez. Both Bench
"So what else is new?fi said and Perez are holding out for
Harry Dalton, Baltimore's contracts of over $100,000, but
director of player personnel. General Manager Bob Hovrsam
-Last year at this time they has gone on record as saying
had us sending Frank to that Pete Rose will be the only
California for Andy Messer- player on the club to receive
$100,000.
smith."
Nonetheless, Dalton did not The Atlanta Braves are
discount the
Robinson
to experiencing some difficulty in
Chicago story and, according to coming to terms with first
a published report, the Chisox baseman Orlando Cepeda and
will include rookie pitchers Don third baseman Clete Boyer,_
Cepeda is seeking a two year

Pro Cage
Standings

contract calling for 3240,000.
Boyer, meanwhile is resisting a
pay cut from his 1970 salary of
$45,000.
Among those players ending
salary hassles Tuesday included
first baseman Mike Epstein and
relief pitcher Darold Knowles
of the Washington senators.
Epstein settled for approximately $40,000 while Knowles,
was given a $5,000 increase.
The Senators still have not
signed slugger Frank Howard,
who received an estimated
$120,000 a year ago.
The Boston Red Sox have
dispatched scout Ray Boone to
Mexico in an effort to locate
pitcher Vicente Romo, missing
for five days while the Kansas
City Royals signed shortstop
Freddie Patek and pitcher
Aurelio Monteagudo.

Stockton Insists
He's Not Favorite
here on Thursday.
"Just because I won the PGA
six months ago in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, doesn't mean I
should be favored to win the
PGAy. this week in Florida,"
said the dark-haired, 30-year-old
champ from Westlake, Calif.
Stockton, who won by two
Stan Key
strokes in Tulsa, said the par
36-36--72 east course of the
PGA National Country Club,
where the tournament will be
held, could be the kind of
course on which he plays well.
NEW
YORK ( UPI)-The Stockton and Arnold Palmer
Stan Key, son of Mr. and Mrs.
United Press International top were not among the pros who
Calvin Key of Hazel, was
20 small college basketball competed in last weekend's
featured in the basketball
teams with first-place votes and Tucson Open and were forced
program of the game between the
to
fly
here
after
a
rain-delayed
won-lost records in parenKentucky Wildcats and the LW
theses: (Twelfth week, includes 36-hole windup on Monday. The
Tigers. In the program was Key's
games played through Sunday, Tucson players straggled into
West Palm Beach via a charter picture and a caption that reads
Feb. 21)
follows:
... Trani
• Points plane and reached their hotel at as
"Excellent ball handler .
1. Assumption (22) (21-0) 281 4:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Playinaker, cool-headed under
2. Kentucky St. (1) (22,2) 226 Some caught I14) 9n their rest
fire
. . Consistency and unleeneesee
(a-4-2/ 114iTherichsY bitt caret,v.,14ita
_4. LSU (NO.) (3) (22-01
194 Trevino, were out teging the thIfIs)nesa mark Key's play . . .
Fourth in assists 1969-70 season)
138 course.
5. S.W. Lousiana (18-3)
127 "Didn't bother me none," despite ranking eighth in time
6. Fairmont St. (25-0)
100 proclaimed the xuberant Trevi- played . . . Earned starting berth
7. Ashland (22-2)
Bo no. "I love to play this game for eight games after sparkling
8. Wooster (23-1)
9. Louisiana Tech (19-4)
78 anytime. We started playing at one-point win over Auburn .
67 8 a.m. Monday and played until Excellent shooter, hit 49.3 from
10. Ky. Wesleyan (19-5)
37 6:45 p.m., but I didn't mind the field . . . Set regional record
11. Puget Sound (18-4)
against South
It Oral Roberts (11 (21-5) 31 sticking around until the end with 53 points
scored
2,100 career
Marshall
and
because
I
noticed
that's
when
22
(1)
(16-7)
13.-Evansville
points at Calloway County . .
14. Akron (17-4)
19 they give out the money."
. . LetUnanimous All-State
. 18
15. Eau Clair (22-1)
tered four years in baseball,
17
16. S.F. Austin (20-5)
CHICAGO UPI ) . -The Chi17. Howard Payne (254)------10 cago Black hawks traded Doug hitting .531 his senior year
--8 Mohns and Terry Caffery to the Honor graduate . . . Business
111. North Dak. St. (144)
7 Minnesota North Stars Tuesday major . . . Used as guard reserve
19. Phila. Tex. (19-4)
this year."
6
20. C.W. Post (19-3)
for center Danny O'Shda.
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Fla. (UPI)-Defending champion Dave Stockton, "tired"
and suffering from low blood
pressure, insisted today he
shouldn't be the favorite in the
PGA golf championship opening

Small College
Cage Ratings

Key Featured
In UK Program

Y, a must film

tory

IY

owArla

Sports Ratings
TOP TWENTY TEAMS

Only!

Itru TUE.

d for

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.

U. C. L. A.
SO. CALIFORNIA
KANSAS
PENNSYLVANIA
MARQUETTE
KENTUCKY
JACKSONVILLE-FLA.SOUTH CAROLINA
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOUISVILLE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 10-

S. W. LOUISIANA--=-87.1
- 85.2
KENTUCKY STAIR
- 83.3
LOUISIANA TEEM
TENNESSEE STATE - 82.5
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN- 79.8
- 79.7
ORAL ROBERTS
- 78.6
ASSUMPTION
NEW ORLEANS-LSU - 78.2
78.0
ROANOKE
- 77.8
TRANSYLVANIA

layman

perry film

FEBRUARY 21. 1971:
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

DUQUESNE
WORTH CAROLINA
LASALLE
MICHIGAN
VILLANOVA
INDIANA
TENNESSEE
HOUSTON
NOIRE DAME
FORDHAM

- 92.0
- 91.7
- 91:1
E9.7
- 84.5
- 84.3
8960
68.7

FEBRUARY 21. 1971:
ODLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS
Li - INDIANA STATE
12 ,FAIRMONT
13 - EAU CLAIRE
14 - ASHLAND
PUGET
SOUND
15
16 - N. E. LOUISIANA NORTHEASTERN
17
18 - AKRON
19 - EVANSVILLE
BETHEL-TENNESSEE
-

MaRGIS

OnCeizaT

CAMPS OF 2-25-71:

re
vas
'riven
to find
out!

98.5
97.4
96.2
95.0
94.7
94.2
93.8
93.4
93.1
92.3

77.6
77.3
77.1
77.0
76.9
76.8
76.2
76.0
75.8
75.7
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Tigers Drop To Mayfield 86-80

NBA Standings
By United Press International
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
43 26 .623 .
New York
40 39 .580 3
Philadelphia
36 33 .522 7
Boston
/
2
19 51 .271 241
Buffalo
Central Division
W. L. Pct. GB
37 30 .552 ...
Baltimore
Cincinnati
26 41 .388 11
25 42 .373 12
Atlanta
12 58 .171 2644
Cleveland
Midwest Division
W. L Pet. GB
57 11 .838 ...
Milwaukee
42 25 .627 14%
Chicago
41 27 .603 16
Phoenix
/
2
39 26 .600 161
Detroit
Pacific Division
L. Pct. GB
Los Angelet•'' 41' 25 .621 ...
San Francisco 35 35 .500 8
32 38 .457 11
San Diego
30 57 .448 1142
Seattle
23 44 .343 181-2
Portland
Tuesday's Results
Los Angeles 114 Baltimore 107
San Diego 126 New York 109
Philadelphia 119 Portland 113 ,
Milwaukee 118 San Francisco
107
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston
New York at Cincinnati
San Francisco at Detroit
San Diego at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Seattle
David Alexander (36i goes in for two of his 33 points against
Portland at Atlanta
Mayfield last night. David tied for top scoring honors with
(Only games scheduted)
Mayfield's Joe Ford. The Tigers lost the contest 86-80.
ABA Standings
By United Press International
East

Staff Photo by David Hill

the charity stripe.
One big difference came in
The
Tigers
Murray High suffered a rebounding.
heartbreaking defeat on the floo outrebounded the Cards 43-27.
of the Mayfield Cardinals las Porter McCuiston led in the
rebounding with 14. David
night, 86-80.
After having led for most of the Alexander picked off 12 and
game, the Tigers lost the lea Ricky Jones had nine. Steve Hale
late in the final period. The had seven rebounds and Johnny
Williams had one for the Tigers.
Bengals' longest lead came in
third period when they led by David Alexander turned in a
fine offensive performance as he
eight at one time.
The Tigers went out front earl led the Tiger attack with 33
and managed to keep two and points. Joe Ford of Mayfield tied
four points between them and the with David for top scoring
Cardinals for most of the first honors. Ford hit 17 of his 19 free
half. Steve Hale got the Murra throw attempts. Steve Hale came
team off to a good start with eigh through with 18 points and Porter
points in the first eight minutes McCuiston netted 16.
David Alexander and Porter Other Cardinals in double
McCuiston sparked the Tigers figures were Jack Fisher with 22,
offense in the second period with Clinton Turner with 11, and Greg
six and five points respectively Waldrop with 12.
The B-team encounter between
After carrying an 18-16 ad
vantage into the quarter, the lead the two schools was almost a
changed hands back and fourth forecast of the varsity. After
until the hall. The score was being nearly hopelessly out of the
deadlocked at 43 all at in- game, the Baby Tigers came
back to take the lead at the end of
termission.
The Tigers came alive in the the game and almost won it. They
third quarter and looked as led with 20 seconds to go, but lost
though they had the game won. it 43-40.
Theie longest lead was eight The Tigers have one more
points. The Cardinals rallied, away game before the District
however, and caught the Murray Tournament. Friday night they
play Fulton County.
five in the last stanza.
SCORING
The two clubs were almost
evenly matched in every respect. Murray High (80)-Hale 18,
Murray High hit 43 per cent of Alexander 33, Jones 8, McCuiston
their field goals, on 32 of 75, while 16, Williams 5.
Mayfield hit 31 of 70, for 44 per Mayfield (86)-Fisher 22,
cent. Sixteen of 21 free tosses Turner 11, Haygood 8; Ford 33,
gave the visitors 76 per cent, and Waldrop 12.
24 of 32 gave the host quint 75 per
By David Hill

cent from

FOSTER IN TRAINING
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) -Light
Bob
heavyweight champion
Virginia
W 2
1 145 P6c81
2
Foster boxed six rounds TuesKentucky
32 .522 10/
1
2
day with sparrnates Joe Burns
New York
31 35 470 14
and Willie Wilson in preparaCarolina
28 37
431 1744
16%
tion for his March 2 title
Pittsburgh
28 39 .418
defense alinst Harold Carroll
Floridians
28 40 .412 18
By MILTON RICHMAN
West
Flood $110,000 to play for looking to get off on the wrong in Scrantoli, Pa. Foster weighed
UPI Sports Writer
W. L. Pct. GB
Washington this year. Not only foot with his new boss, was he? in Tuesday at 178 pounds, three
over the light heavy limit.
"Bad Boys"
Utah
45 20 .692 ... NEW YORK(UP!(-Bob Short that but Flood gets the money
Indiana
42 21 .667 2 calls some of his Washington whether he makes the club or "No," Flood said. "But if he
36 31 .537 10 ballplayers "tarnished."
Memphis
not. Not only that but he can't Can say it, I can dispute it. NASCAR RACES
NEW YORK (UPI) -The
23 41 .359 21%
Denver
be traded without his consent. They have called Denny McTexas
20 44 .313 2444 He doesn't mean to put them Not only that but Flood doesn't Lain and myself 'bad boys' National Association of Stock
down when he uses the word in have to drop his suit against right along. Who determines Car Auto Racing (,NASCAR)
Tuesday's Results
that? Is it the sposis writers? Tuesday announced 14 races for
connection with Denny McLain, baseball.
Pittsburgh 133 Kentucky 130
Curt Flood and Joey Foy, he Curt Flood says he has a lot Is it the Commissioner? Is it its Grand American Series,
Virginia 106 Memphis 97
including two new road races at
merely means to explain how of admiration for Bob Short- the American public?"
Utah 133 Denver 103
_road
litlanta on June 13 and S
Ahat,
Flood
trying
to
say
he obtained them.
Indiana at Texas ppd.
"he's putting his reputation, his
about
his new blVIMIT Point, W.Va., on May
never would've had any money and his franchise on the something
Wednesday's Games
chance at all to get them if line"-but he questions what teammate, Denny McLain?
Denver at Floridians
Vey weren't tarnished," says right Short has to call any of "Yes," spoke up the former
Memphis at Kentucky
Cardinals'outfielder,emphati- BOUT ANNOUNCED
the Senators' owner.
Virginia vs. Carolina
his ballplayers -tarnished."
CHICAGO (UPI) -Unbeaten
at-Charlotte "o far Curt Flood's relation- "Who determines that we cally stating that McLain got a
think if he did heavyweight. deorge Foreman,
ship with Bob Short has been have been tarnished?" Flood raw deal.
Pittsburgh at New York
anything wrong he should not winner of 26 straight, will meet
excellent. Why shouldn't it be? wants to know.
Indiana at Texas
Short is paying the 33-year-old
Only games scheduled)
Wait a minute now, he wasn't be playing baseball today. I Roosevelt Eddie in a 10-round
also feel that if he is innocent bout at the Playboy Club, Lake
he should not be Met hanging Geneva, Wis., April 3, it was
the way he is. It should not announced Tuesday. The bout
will he staged as part of a
have cost him $60,000."
dinner program with matchmaOne year out of baseball has ker Joe Kellman scheduled to
not changed Curt Flood. He still arrange a pair of five-round
says what he thinks. He says it preliminary bouts.
rather bluntly too in a book he
By United Pre." International 107, in the only other NBA first half, but Hayes' defense and writer Richard Carter did
game.
The Milwaukee Bucks did as
-held the Knicks captain score- together entitled "The Way It
Bill Cunningham and Archie
expected. They clinched a tie
less after intermission. Dave Is."
for the Midwest Division title Clark combined for 59 points to DeBusschere and Dick Barnett Flood, here to plug the book
and can wrap op the sectional offset a 43-point effort by each scored 24 points for New published by Triden Press and
championship tonight against Portland's Geoff Petrie. The York.
selling for $5.95, looks ready to
stubborn Trail Blazers trailed,
San Diego.
Gail Goodrich scored 29 play right now after a year of
109-107,
with
2:22
remaining
when
game
Milwaukee won its 57th
points and Jerry West added 26 the good life in Copenhagen. He
and
Wally for Los Angeles as the Lakers
of the season and 12th in a row Cunningham
made sure it wasn't THAT
Jones
connected to open the
Tuesday night by listing the
rallied in the second half to good.
San Francisco Warriors, 118- Philadelphia lead. Cunningham beat Baltimore. Wes Unseld's
Stops in Time
107. The Bucks have only lost finished with 35 points and 28 points were the Bullets' ••I took care of myself," he
Clark
had
24.
11
have 14
games
and
team high.
says. "I like a drink once in
remaining in which to post the Calvin Murphy and Elvin Baltimore lost forward Eddie awhile but I also know when to
Hayes
each
scored
29
points
in
best won-lost record in the
Miles for the season when he stop."
National Basketball Association San Diego's lirst victory of the suffered a torn Archilles tendon
Flood rocked the boat originand collect thellithius money season over New York:.Willis in the right foot.
ally in October of 1969 when he
that goes with the top winning Reed scored nine points in the
announced he wouldn't report
percentage.
after the Cardinals traded him
The Bucks top scaring punch
to the Phillies in a seven-matt
led Milwaukee's attack as
deal. He nearly tipped the
Oscar Robertson tallied 26
vessel overboard when he went
points and Lew Alcindor netted
ahead and brought suit against
25. They put the Bucks in front
baseball to test the reserve
for good at 37-36 early tin the
clause even though the Phillies
second quarter. Nick Jones
offered him $100,000. He said he
was postponed until tonight.
paced San Francisco with 31 By United Press International
didn't want to be a "slave."
and
Boone
Ron
Glen Combs,
points and Nate Thurmond had
Next week Flood reports to
The Scotts proved too much George Stone Scored 20 points
24 for the Warriors.
for the Jones' Tuesday night.
his new ball club, the Senators,
its
streteched
Utah
each
as
In other NBA action, Phi- Charlie Scott fired in 33
/
2 in Pompano, Fla. It'll mark his
ladelphia moved within three points and Ray Scott scored six Western Division lead to 11
first time back in
the big
games of New York in the of the last eight Virginia points games over idle Indiana. The leagues in 15 months.
halftime
and
52-42,
at
led.
Stars
Eastern Division as the 76er3 as the Squires downed Memphis
"I met Ted Williams once
beat Portland, 119-113, and the and the "Jones Boys," 106-97. tipped off eight straight points more than 10 years ago," Flood
Knicks dropped
a
126-109 Charlie Scott helped the at the start of the third quarter says. "He was still with the
to pull away.
decision to San Diego. Los
Zelmo Beaty had 19 points Red Sox and I listened to him
Angeles dovmecl Baltimore, 114Squires, the Eastern Division and 17 rebounds for Utah while and Harry Walker talking
leaders, build a 10-point half- Larry Cannon had 28 for the hitting in the dugout. I'm
FORMER STAR DIES
time lead but Memphis, with Rockets and Ralph Simpson looking forward to seeing Ted."
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Steve Jones leading the way,
Curt Flood concedes he'll
Dave Smukler, 56, a star on the cut it to 89-87 ip the last added 20.
probably
be "a little nervous"
Brisker's basket with
1935 Temple Universith football quarter The Squires pulled John
remaining and the first day but he knows he'll
seconds
nine
squad that played Tulane in the ,ahead again and _,Ea_y Scott's six
foul shot earned get over it. lie has a .293
first Sugar Bowl and a member points in the doting minutes Skeeter Swift's
victory over the lifetime average for 12 years
of the Philadelphia 'school's ihsured the Virginia triumph. Pittsbergh its
the ABA's with the Cardinals and tends to
Brisker,
Colonels.
Hall of Fame, died of an Ray Scott finished with '12
finished feel he can maintain that level
lelwi8for7orer,
second
apparent heart attack Monday points while Steve Jones was
With 42'points and broke a 130)- with the Senators.
night
high for the Pros with 31. 130 tie with his layup in the last "Some(.imes I do think what
will happen if I have the worst
Jimmy Jones had 13 and
MILWAUKEE (UPI) out- Wilburt Jones nine nor Memphis nine seconds.
year I ever had in my Iffe," he $140,000 SMILE - Boston
Kentucky
with
led
Issel
fielder
Bernie Smith
and and rookie Wendell.. Ladner Dan
confesses.
But then I say to Red Sox slugger Carl Ya36 points an Darel, Carrier,
outfielder-catcher Pete Koegel tossed in r.N.
myself
'Curt,
after 12 years of strzemski--NWings along at
have signed their 1971 contracts,In other ABA action; Utah whq fired in three consecutive playing baseball in the major ,training carein in Wintirr
from
field
goals
three-point
with the Milwaukee Brewers. blasted Denver 133-103 and
leagues and
having some Haven, Fla.,--after becomSmith hit .276 for Milwaukee, Pittsburgh edged Keraticky 133- beyond the 25-foot mark lo the degree of success, how can you ing tile.,..hiataricam lAtiguets
highest paid player at a reafter being called, up at mid- 130. The Texas-Indiana game the game at 130-130, had 30 for ever contemplate failing?"
the Colonels. •
„joaltd SIVA9.9 per annum.
season last year

Short Calls Some Of
H•
is Players Tarnished

Bucks Clinch Tie For
Midwest Division Title

Scotts Prove Too
Much For Memphis

OPkNENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
GAMES OF 2-26-71.

HARDING
18
ARK. A-M & N
BLUFFTON
ANDERSON
12
SOUTHEASTERN
BRIDGEWATER-VA. 23
MARS HILL
17
ASHEVILLE
ARIZONA
14
BRIGHAM YOUNG
THOMAS MORE
5
ASHLAND
CORTLAND
29
BUFFALO STATE
PLYMOUTH
26
BOSTON STATE
OREGoN
5
CALIFORNIA
CHATTANOOGA
9
CRARLOTTE
CORNELL-N.Y.
DARTMOUTH
16
NEW MEXICO
1
COLORADO STATE
SEEMS STATE
OONNECTICUT
21
X.
MILL MM
21
DOANE
MacKURRAY
14
E. ILLINOIS
WRIGHT STATE
23
EARLHAM
PLATTSBURG
22
GENESE0
PLATTEVILLE
29
EAU CLAIRE
JUDSON
7
GEORGE WILLIAMS
WYOMING
7
EL PASO
AUGUSTA
GEORGIA-SW.
1
FLA. SOUTHERN
13
rtnittbA STATE
TAMPA
TECH
29
GEORGIA
MARQUETTE
1
FORDHAM
COLUMBIA
7
HARVARD
ALLIANCE
15
CANNON
NEB. WESLFyAN
25
HASTINGS
RICHMOND
6
GEO. WASHINGTON
CENTENARY
14
HAWAII
LAMAR TECH
29
HOUSTON
SONOMA
STATE
26
HAYWARD
N. E. ILLINOIS
19
ILLINOIS TECH
FRANK. & MARSHALL
20
JUNIATA
HOUSTON BAPTIST
7
LOUISIANA TECH
METRO STATE
22
KANSAS CITY
ST. MARYS-CALIF,
17
LOYOLA-CALIF.
111-7tIEONCIA STATE-CER
MENEM=
14
MANHATTAN
NORWICH
MIDDLEBURY , 23
CLEVELAND STAIR:
27
MARSHALL
JERSEY CITY
29
MONTCLAIR
'
TULSA
MEMPHIS STATE
STANFORD
3
OREGON STAU
MARTIN
14
MID. TENNESSEE
BROWN
28
PENNSYLVANIA
WEST TEXAS
6
NEW MEXICO ST.
YALE
23
PRINCETON
QUINCY
3
N. E. MISSOURI
PARKSIDE
19
ST. LOUIS-U.M.
ST. MICHAELS
NORIMEASTERN
25
SAN JOSE STATE
12
LOUISIANA cou..EGE SANTA BARBARA
N. W. LOUISIANA 12
PACIFIC
SEATTLE
14
SEATTLE
PEPPERDINE
10
PACIFIC
TIM'S
19
TRINUPY-CONN.
DePAUL
PROVIDENCE
18
ARIZONA STATE
7
UTAH
RENO
28
SANTA CLARA
TEMPLE
4
VILLANOVA
N. E. LOUISIANA
S. W. LOUISIANA 12
D*PAUM
WABASH
1
SLICERS
SNAMT5E
CLEMSON
7
WAKE FOREST
CHARLESTON COL.
22
W. CAROLINA
WILMINGTON-DLLA,
20
YOP,!-FA.
ST. _LOUIS
W1,:HITA
3
PCZ:048
H11.:.CJO
%ISSED-720
SEASOSS RUORD,
ianal%3K1_1971 III_CARR SNORTS RAIIRGS SERVICI

-a
411. 111.411,al/

4/0/4
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Miss Carolyn Jean Craig Becomes Bride
Of James William Collier, Jr., In A
Ceremony At Mnoh's Chapel Church

1

vocalist. Organ selections inAlone",
"One
cluded
"liebestraum", "Oh, Lord Most
Holy", "Love Theme fr
Romeo and Juliet", "Somewhere
Wednesday, February 24
My Love", and "More". Mrs. .A book study on 'The Diakonie
White sang "One Hand, One Task" will be taught by Rev. Earl
Heart". The organist played Warlord at the Flint Baptist
The Hawaiian Wedding Song", Church at seven p.m.
after which the soloist sang "The
Song of Ruth". "My Own True
A Mardi Gras-Fiesta will be
Love" from Gone with the Wind held in meeting rooms 3 and 4,f
was an organ selection. the Waterfield Student
Union
Following the pledging of the Building, MSU, at 7:30
p.m.,
vows, Mrs. White sang "The sponsored by the French
Club
Wedding Prayer". Chimes and and the Spanish Club.
Admission
The -Bridal Chorus by Wagner is 25 cents and refreshments
may
was played as the bride entered. be purchases. Floor shows
will
The recessional was The be presented at eight
p.m. and
Traditional Wedding March by
niPe
Mendelssohn.

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 24, 1971

Houston-Haneline Engagement

.ow

Mrs 3.8.Burkeen

PINS.

I'

I

am,

7S3-11117 se 7S3-4117

I

~Ord
Providence Club
Has Regular Meet
At Herndon Home

ilif(11
41

APeizelooak\
Mrs. Harold L. Hill of Murraj
Route Two has been a patient a!
the Lourdes Hospital, Paducah

The home of Mrs. Anton
Herndon was the scene of the Recehtly dismissed fron.
meeting of the New Providence Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, we,
Homemakers Club held on George Gellman of Murray
Tuesday, February 16, at one
Mrs. I. D. Miller of Murray ha,
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Bobby Spiceland gave a been dismissed from Lourcle,
demonstration
on Hospital, Padiirah.
"Decoupaging". She has a lovely
display of pictures she had made Washington or Abraham Lincoln
Mrs. James Puckett was in
for the group to see. After her
instructive lesson, some of the charge of the recreational period
club members made some pic- with Mrs. Terry Housden winning
tures with the help of Mrs. the prize. Mrs. Hardiman Miller
Spiceland. Mrs. Herndon had gave the landscape notes.
materials for the members to Refreshments were served bj
the hostess. Other members
use.
The meeting was called to present were Mrs. Opal
order by Mrs. Don Bailey, Shoemaker, Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon,
president. Mrs. Jim Allbritten Mrs. Eunice Housden, Mrs
gave the devotion and the roll cas Mavis Elkins, and Mrs. Larry
called by Mrs. Herndon Curd. Visitors were Carroll
secretary, who also gave the Bailey, Joe Dale Curd, Mrs.
treasurer's report. The roll call Charles Smotherman, Mrs. Ruth
was answered by
members Fergerson, and Mrs. Willoughbj
giving historical facts they The next meeting will be held
remembered about George on March 9 in the home of Mrs
Terry Housden.

Bride's Dress
A style show, with fashions
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in a from The Place, will be held at
formal gown of white SU face the University School auditorium
peau de soie combined with white at 6:30 p.m., sponsored by the
peau de ange lace. The Juliet Alpha Omicron Pi pledge class.
neckline featured long gossamer Tickets are fifty cents each.
sleeves of silk organza which
were designed to fit to the elbow,
Thursday, February 25
billowing with fullness to fit again
Senior Recitals of Don Condon,
at the wrist with miniature silk Liverpool, N. Y., piano, and
Jim
button closing. The gentle A-line Evans, Dolgevilde, N.
Y., perskirt was enhanced at intervals cussion, will be at the
Recital
with re-embroidered lace motifs Hall, Fine Arts Building at eight
which were adorned with tiny p.m. No charge.
seed pearls. Her chapel length
train was accented and bordered
The Magazine Club will have a
with a deep edging of the lace luncheon at the Woman's Club
Miss Annette Houston
pattern. A full mantilla designed House with Mrs. W. Z. Carter and
for her gown was bordered en- Mrs. C. C. Lowry as hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston of Murray Route Four announce
tirely in the lace pattern and
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
attached to a Juliet crown which The Gamma
Omicron chapter
was also covered in the lace of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Annette, to Artie Haneline, son of Mr and Mrs. Burie Haneline of
pattern. She carried a classic the Baptist Student Center at 7:30 Mayfield Route Seven.
Miss Houston is presently a senior at Murray High School. She
bridal bouquet of miniature white p.m.
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jetta Houston and the late Elbert
carnations and white roses
centered by a white cattleya The Zeta Department of the Houston and of Mr.and Mrs. Walter Elkins, all of Murray.
Mrs. James William Collier, Jr.
Mr. Haneline, a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School,
orchid and cather stand of white Murrah Woman's Club will meet
currently a sophomore at Murray State University. He is the
is
The marriage of Miss Carolyn columns filled with white pearls.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Jean Craig, daughter of Mr. and snapdragons, sunburst poms and
Miss Jill Criag, sister of the Mesdames A. D. Wallace, H B. grandson of Mrs. Lottie Cooper Richey and the late Edgar
Cooper,and the late Mr.and Mrs. Claude Haneline.
Mrs. Robert Ross Craig of Hazel baby's breath. Two brass swirl bride, was the maid of honor. She Bailey, Jr., J. J. Roach, L.
K.
A June wedding is planned.
and James William collier,
candelabra with fifteen tapers wore a formal gown of lilac crepe Pinkley, and Purdom Outland
as
son of Mr. and Mrs. James were on each side of the altar. and emethyest velvet. The emWilliam Collier, Sr. of Cynthiana, Family pews were designated pire bodice was fashioned of the
hostesses.
fellowship hall of the First
was solemnized at Mason's with white candles and greenery velvet, featuring long Bishop
Christian Church at six p.m.
Chapel United Methodist Church, and white satin bows. The sleeves of crepe. The easy dirn- arrangement. Two five branch
The
Kentucky
Nurses
Hazel, on Saturday, January 2. regyater table in the entry of the dly skirt was designed of the candelabra with white candles
Association will meet at the First A gospel singing will be held at,
Rev. A. C. Morrison, pastor of church was decorated with a crepe. Her headdress was an completed the center of the table. United Methodist Church, the Calvary Temple, Pentecostal
the Galloway United Methodist miniature arrangement of the amethyest velvet tiered bow with At one end of the bride's table Mayfield, at seven p.m.
Church of God, Chestnut and
,was the beautiful four tiered cake
Church, Memphis, Tennessee, church flowers.' Miss Elizabeth shoulder lengtls illusion veil.
Cherry Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
performed the double ring Scott, cousin of the bride, The bridesmaids, Mrs. Clayton topped by three wedding bells.
The Alma PTA will sponsor a
Hargrove and Miss Sheila Scott, Mrs. Harry Furches and Mrs.
candlelight ceremony at half past presided at the register table.
grade tournament at the school
As the guests assembled, a cousin of the bride, were attired Bruce Wilson, cousins of the with
Saturday. February 27
three o'clock in the afternoon.
the doors to open at six p.m.
The altar of the church was selection of prenuptial music was identically to the maid of honor. bride, assisted with the recep- Refreshments will be on sale. The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
centered with a brass arch of presented by Mrs. Mark Lassiter, They carried colored bouquets of tion. Also assisting were Miss Admission is 10 and 25 cents.
its noon luncheon at the club
fifteen candles flanked with organist, and Mrs. John A. White, lavender poms, orchid car- Kathleen Mactrey, Mrs. Herman
nations, purple stens, and baby's K. Ellis, Mrs. Hilton Williams, The Baptist
Charles F. Hinds
•
Women and house with Mrs
break.
Miss Rcgella Henry, M.Harlan
Glen Kelso, Mrs. Robert O. Baptist Young Wotnen
of
Sinking
Miss Patricia Gaye Craig, Miller and Mrs. Henry ThompHodges,'Mrs. Robert'Hornsby;
Spring Baptist Church will have a
Or
sister of the bride, served as son.
and Mis. J. I. Hosick as
joint study of the book, "The
flower girl. She was attired Misses Pamela Solmon and
hostesses.
Diakonic Task", with Rev. R. A.
identically to adult attendants Judy Kelso, also cousins of the
Slinker as the teacher, at the
except her flowers and headdress bride, played piano selections
church at seven p.m. The public
Your Happy Shopping Store
were fashioned of miniature throughout the evening.
is invited.
!BIRTHS
flowers. The ring bearer, Scott For traveling Mrs. Collier wore
Hyde, nephew of the groom, was a natural herringbone knit pant
4
0
4.f
Robertson Cub Scout Pack 37 Mr. and
Mrs. Donald
attired in formal attire and ensemble, with which she wore a
will have its Blue and Gold Lawrence, South 16th Street,
:xtrried the rings on a white satin gaucho hat of copper and other
Banquet at the school at 6:30 p.m. Murray,are the parents of a baby
pillow, which had been used in his accessories of copper tone. Her
girl,
Elizabeth
Michelle,
mother's wedding.
comer_ was designed of bro
weighing six pounds ten ounces,
William Alfred Penn of MUM.
Friday,
,..„.
February 26
born on Monday, February 72, at
Decatur, Minois, served the After& southern wedding trip, The Church Women
Umted will 4-.16 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
groom as best man. Groomsmen Mr. and Mrs. Collier are at home have its annual business
meeting County Hospital.—
were David Lee Lusk of Paducah, at 2071 B Georgian Way, at the educational building
of the They have one son, Keith, age
FIRST ITEM .
and Stephen Coleman Garrott of Lexington, Kentucky.
.
First United Methodist Churcch seven. The father is manager of,
Fayetteville, Arkansas, formerly
Supper
REGULAR PRICE
at ten a.m. New officers will be the meat Department of the
of Murray. The men were attired After the reception, Mr. and installed.
SECOND ITEM AT
Kroger Store in the Central
in formal attire.
Mrs. Craig were hosts at a supper
Shopping Center.
Mrs. Craig, mother of the for the out of town guests, The spring banquet
1 2 PRICE!
of the Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
bride, chose for her daughter's members of the wedding party Baptist Student Uniozi
wilt be Dennis Lawrence of Brownsville,
wedding an afternoon coat and and relatives at the Southside held at the Murray Woman's
Club Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
dress ensemble of pastel pink silk Restaurant.
House at 6:30 p.m. Executive Edmonds of Vildo, Tenn
worsted. The simple skinner Out of town guests included Mi. Council members will
be infeatured long pleated chiffon and Mrs. Albert Roeder, Mr and stalled Tickets at $2.10
each are
Lunch Treat
sleeves, worn under a matching Mrs. Edwin Roeder and sons of available at the BSU,
North 15th
full length sleeveless coat. Her Hopkinsville, Mrs. Texie Jour- Street.
Use peanut butter, sliced'
accessories were of matching ney, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Solmon
hue.
and daughters, Pamela and Cub Scout Pack 57 will have its bananas and honey as a sandwich
SEW fT YOURSELF
The groom's mother, Mrs. Melinda, Mrs. Peggy Scott and Blue and Gold Dinner in the filling combination.
FASHIOAI STRATEGY
Collier, chose to wear a coat and daughters, Sheila and Elizabeth,
dress ensemble of turquoise silk of Paris, Tennessee, Rev and
worsted. The dress featured short Mrs. James Baker of Hazel and
sleeves over which was a mat- other guests who had attended
TREMENDOUS BUYS IN
ching long coat. Her headdress the rehearsal dinner
EVERY DEPARTMENT!
was a velvet bow of matching
Rehearsal [Milner
LADE(' • GIRLS • BOYS
•
shade. Both Mrs. Craig and Mrs. On Friday evening, January 1,
Collier wore white cymbidium at 6:30 o'clock, Mr. and Mrs.
orchid corsages.
James William Collier of eyeThe groom's sister, Mrs. thiana entertained with 41,
VALUES TO '8.00
George
Collin
Hyde, of rehearsal dinner at the Holiday
•••111110.11111.1••MIT.TOT
••••
••IMOT SW.••TT,
•
•tod.•
Lexington, wore a coat and dress Inn in Murray, in honor of their
oft TO MS*
wo. TIT
To,
.Tmour
•
PTT
TETT TT ..86 IS In TT-TT.
ensemble of blue crepe with a son, James William Collier, Jr.,
STOTT dry OTT.IPT y
Tom
__-_d'r
INATTs
•
corsage of white carnations at and his fiancee, Miss
T TTTo $
Two..TT 94 40 To
Carolyn
her shoulder. Mrs. Roy Bowen, of Jean Craig.
Paris, Tennessee, grandmother The T-shaped table was
cenof the bride, wore an aqua gown tered
with
a
beautiful
with jewel trim. Mrs. Hoyt Craig, arrangement of white
stock,
grandmother of the bride, wore snapdragons, baby's breath and
an afternoon dress of navy with a candles.
matching whimsey and ac- The bride's attendants
and
cessories. Both grandmothers several of the guests were lovely
wore corsages of white car- in pastel pant suits. The
bridenations.
elect chose a white crepe pant
Mrs. Stark Erwin, a cousin of suit featuring full pleated
chiffon
the bride, assisted with the sleeves and pants. She
wore
wedding
corsage of white carnations
Reception
edged in lavender
Following
the
wedding
The delicious buffet supper was
Only $1 will hold your selections up to $50!
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs Craig enjoyed by 35 guests which
inLay Ariiiy Yliaripring fashions now . . . All
were hosts to a reception at the chided members of the
wedding
Woman's Club House in Murray. party and out of town guests.
at Cato's purseThe bride's table was draped
Out of town guests and
pleasing prices!.
with white satin and tulle, caught relatives were Mr. and
Mn.
at the corners and center with George Allen Hyde of
Chico,
white satin wedding bells. The California, Mr and Mrs.
Batson
center of the table featured a Palmeter of Ashland,
Mr and
silver
compote
with
an Mrs. Collin Hyde and son, Scots,
arrangement of white stock, pink of Lexington, Shearle'13askett
°S
of
carnations, purple
statis, Cynthiana. Mr. and Mrs Henry
lavender starburst poms . and Thompson of Perry,
Florida,
baby's breath Deep purple Rev. and Mrs. A. C.
Morrison.
velvet grapes fell from the floral Jr., of Memphis, Tennessee

polyester
double knits

sale 2.88

3 88
4.88

low„
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Liberty
Grade A
Large

GGS
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(with coupon)

;
doz.
.
a

0RN

Cream Style

C

5

5

U.S. Prime
lb.

.

HENS

ow Is

CHIEF CHUM

SALMON

RS

9

A
SACRAMENTO

SES
Iff

WESSON OIL
CHILI Kelly
SCOTT
PAPEl

59`

I cans$
'
for

3

E0
5 1

ROYAL
SCOTT
QUARTER

lb.

„. FEET
,
73 BACK BONES

lb.

SMOKED

ALDORF
BAOOM
THR

29
CHUCK ROAST
lb

U.S. PRIME

t

ISSU

SWEET PICKLES
Hunt's
CATSUP

ce
AR PRICE
ITEM AT

/
9

Savory

I8-oz

STR'BERRY PRESERVES Jar 39'
49' PEACH Savory PRESERVES 18-oz. jar 39(

Qt
32-oz bot.

MAXWELL

CO

EM

PRICE!

49C

Holiday

Or

OLD JUDGE

LB

$ SALAD DRESSING
3
DRINK
NAPKINS
rGrn. Beans 5/$1 MEAL
St Potatoes 4P1 FLOUR
4:a- onzs

1

Scott Family

. ALLEN'S CUT

Qt. jar

No. 303 cans

60-ct. pkg.

23-oz. cans

15'

4„

CP

LB.

PORK
im
CHOPS
KITCHEN TREAT

SCOTT'S

5-1b. bag

ALLEN'S

,.,
3jc

MILK MAID

ITIM=EA i'T

lb.

MEALTIME
SLICED, RINDLESS

lb.

lb. 49'
lb. 49'
lb. 49'
lb. 45'
lb. 19'
lb. 10'
lb. 39'

49c

Old Fashion Large

BOLOGNA (whole or half stick)
BEEF LIVER Sliced

396
6
lb. 49

lb.

,b69;

Ends and
Center
Cuts Mixed

'

39t Hamburger ,„ 49'
29t JUICE .

49( Fruit Pies
'1" Cream Pies 25
KITCHEN TREAT

25-lb. bag

Firt Cuts
lb.
_

9;

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WHOLE LEGS
WINGS
BACKS 8 NECKS
Fresh
Fresh
lb. 89' GIZZARDS
LIVER

•HOUSE
79; /
1 4 Pork Lo'n

Miss Liberty

DOLE'S PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

LEAN, MEATY SPARE

R IBS

,

6
Center Sliced For Frying
HAM
lb. 89
t
lb. 19
NECK BONES Fresh
CHICKEN PARTS

4P

Rolls

19'

lb. 15

Fresh

(Butt Portion - lb. 59')

$

Lbs.

lb.

pSohrt
ainokn

REELFOOT
TENDER SMOKED

49'
4 39 BAcoN
.INIW„,
Can

27;

PAN-READY

S

rolls

can0Z

39.

Boneless
lb. $1 19
RUMP ROAST
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST Boneless 1119.19

Pig

PA IES

jum bo

...0_,..1.
JUICE

TOMATO
'
46-oz.

BEEF
24-oz. bat.

6n SALMON Lilly Pink Tall Can§1/2-oz. 79'
uft4
7S-- TUNA Del Monte Chunk Style

ll
Can

33

5-7 Lb. Avg.

c

303

99(P

Ready for Baking

CUT-UP,

No. 300 Can

PIC & BNS. JAY

Murray, Kentucky

ROUND

cans8
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

_

.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Southside Shopping Center

DOG FOOD Leader 25-lb. bag $2" WHITE SYRUP Crafts 5-lb jar 69
si
Welch /
1
2 Gal. 63' VIENNA SAUSAGE Armour
GRAPE
JUICE
cans 'I
4
,
Pride of Illinois

9
it

*

WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
AT LIBERTY, WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps... Double Tues. and Wed.
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WEDNESDAY-FEBRUARY 24, 1971

Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
• Shopping Convenience.

753-11111 or lf1.047

,.

LKtjV. KENTUCKV

Adams
ORANGE

3

141
/
2-oz. Pie
12-oz.
can

,— .
for

$1

25;
12
isl
OO
D
3
DO
G
%w:
:
S
7
N
.
N
0
,coLAs 4/$1
.
CABBAGE 8c APPLES 69'
PEACHESDEL
1 BANANAS
Ib

EL

Sweet Sue

.

COCA-

Cans
24-oz can Ant°
GREEN

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

CCHHIILCIKBEENAN&SDUBMuoPLNIoNsoGOS 70
cans 8 '1

B208t-toleis

Doz.

MONTE

No. 21
/
2

1

GOLDEN RIPE lb.1.

4.4t

cans
GREAT NORTHERN and PINTO

BEANS

PUREX Liquid Bleach 1/2 Gal.
t
Spoii
acdk No.
can3s03 53
/7s;
TOMATOES State Fair

4-Lb. Bag

tr--97--* LIBERTY COUPON *

—

f

.

tirade A Large
1t doz
' EGGS
. With this coupon and additional 15 00 or
more purchase.
Lai
•
i VOID AFTER MARCH 3. 1971.

lj
1

1

i=r-ir LIBERTY COUPOIT-7.:ni,
1
I
50 TRADING STAMPS SU '

CELLO

ICEBERG

LETTUCE

HPER
AD

114 CARROTS

31/14°341h
uacmas* LIBERTY COUPON *ammo
DETERGENT
Giant Pkg.,
'N ith this co4)20.1 and :he 2..irchae of
i4 I
DA
coupon
ii
ii
,
with/6s
...No additional purchase
a 2 lb. Pkg..of Beef Patties
necessary!
„ii:s4
'111
:!..: VOID AFTER MARCH 3. 1971
"
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7at
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a
* LIBERTY COUPON *
'Chef Way
24-oz bottle
With this coupon.. No r
additional purchase necessary!

OIL
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_

'

q
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Cases Are Heard In

Golden Pond Region Once Known
As Ishoonshine-Capital of World'
raids an the flow of booze from Golden Pond continued.
Upon the death of Bogard, the moonshine industry in Golden
Pond and the Land Between the Rivers tapered off temporarily.
At the death of Bogard there was reported some 12,000 gallons of
moonshine whiskey stashed away in the hills of Trigg and Lyon
In the rustic hills of western Kentucky there hen a historic and
counties.
celebrated region once known as the "Moonshine Capital of
Reorganization Brings Change
America." Situated near the community of Golden Pond, a one
At the repeal of prohibition and the reorganization of the
time thriving town of 200-300 peopk, the area is now part of the
Federal Law and Enforcemtnt agencies in 1934, the Alcohol and
Land Between the Lakes, a recreational project of the TenTobacco Tax Unit of the U. S. Treasury Department began an
nessee Valley Authority.
all-out campaign to break up the illicit whiskey production.
The "Moonshine Capital," surrounded by some 55,000 acres of
As most of the moonshine operators and "runners" lived in or
government reserve, earned its reputation during the '20's and
around Golden Pond and placed thkr stills in the hills and
early '30's as producing the finest illicit whiskey available.
According to William "Big Six" Henderson, retired federal ...A hollows of the goverrunent reserve, the only means of convicting
the violators was to apprehend them at the still site or to chase
alcohol-tobacco agent, the "king-pin" of the moonshining
them down as they were transporting the whiskey.
operations was Bill Bogard, also known as Joe Bogard. Bogard
The reorganization of the Federal Law and Enforcement
was a member of an old and distinguished family which had
agencies brought a change to west Kentucky. Investigators
been one of the first settlers of the community.
working for the federal government were assigned to the Golden
Learns Trade in Mountains
Pond community in an attempt to stop the flow of illegal
Bogard became acquainted with the distilling of whiskey on a
whiskey. Dewey Harrison was placed in charge of the alcohol
trip to the mountains of eastern Kentucky. Here he allegedly
unit. William "Big Six" Henderson, John Bays, Everet Liley,
obtained the services of a gentleman who was quite adept at the
and Orbie Mitchell were assigned to the post.
art of whiskey making. Bogard and the nameless gentleman
Harrison was well acquainted with the hills and hollows
returned to Golden Pond where Bogard set the man up in the
around Golden Pond, as was Orbie Mitchell, a former sheriff of
operation of a still. He supposedly financially backed many of
Caldwell County. Investigator Liley was a former member of
the other operators in the area. It was through the backing of
the Missouri State Troopers and was allegedly of Indian anBogard that the Golden Pond area soon became quite famous for
cestry. According to one fellow investigator Liley and Henits whiskey. Checked reports by federal agents confirm that it
derson were in such good physical shape that they could slip up
was Bogard who initiated the big whiskey production drive
on a jack rabbit and if necessary, run it down. The agents
which established the then "Land Between the Rivers" as the
worked all hours of the day and night, in rain and shine, to lessen
"moonshine center of America." Bogard established what could
the flow of the wild liquor.
be called a whiskey grange; he personally supervised the
The "Fleet-Foot" Chambers Raid
production and distribution of most of the whiskey produced.
Of the many raids made, perhaps one of the more exciting
Bogard demanded perfection and pureness of his product. He
ones occurred in May, 1942. It was in this raid that "Big Six"
was always honest in his dealings and very discerning in the
Henderson with investigators Harrison, Liley, and Mitchell
quality of moonshine whiskey sold to regular customers an
raided the celebrated "Fleet-Foot" Charlie Chambers. Infriends, according to old-timers who remember Bogard.
vestigator Henderson related this story concerning the incident.
As a result of Bogard's honesty and demands for quality
As the agents approached the still site, Chambers took off his
whiskey,the Bogard booze began showing up all over the United
boots and began running in the opposite direction from the
States. Old time residents of the area tell of planes from Chicago
approaching agents. Henderson began pursuit, and even though
and New York landing in the field in front of the Bogard house
Chambers was a good two hundred yards ahead, after a chase of
and stocking up with gallons of'the illicit whiskey, later to be
about two miles overland, Henderson finally subdued Chambers
sold in the northern cities. Large trucks moved back and forth
and returned him to the site.
from Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati and Cleveland transporting
World War Reduces "Moonshining" thousands of gallons of the whiskey to the north.
In the summer and fall of 1942, "moonshining" slacked art
Dealt With Syndicate
considerably. The agents continued their raids and the federal
Many tales are told of the Bogards and their estate, which set
government aided in reducing the flow of the wild booze by
at that time on the bank of the Cumberland River. The most
limiting the sale of sugar and other niiwzmaterals. With the onset
interesting of these concerns a story connected supposedly with
the notorious Al Capone gang. According to one of the old-time
of the second world war and the rapid decline in moonshine
reproduction, investigators Henderson and Mitchell were
residents, every Thursday night at exactly 7 p.m. there would
transferred to other field assignments, while investigator Liley
appear at the Bogard house a long black limousine with four
enlisted in the armed services.
oscuparits. All four of the occupants had beards an all four wore
blue serge suits; three of the four, all but the driver, carried
However, at the end of World War II, the moonshine
production in the Golden Pond area increased considerably.
Thompson machine guns. The limousine would pause at the
Harrison, and ten other federal investigators staged one of the
barn directly to the back of the two story house. There would be
a man waiting at the barn to service the limousine. The stainless
illegal whiskey but the local families began producing the booze
steel tank, hidden in the trunk, would be filled with moonshine
in big time style.
whiskey. When the job was completed, the men would pay for
The "moonshining" increased to such tremendous proportion
- the merchandise mint' cash and drive off. Not a word was ever
that in 1955 the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit decided to take
spoken. This continued for several years and it always happened
major action. The A&TT planted under cover agents in the rural
every Thursday night at precisely 7 p.m. It stopped as
community. These agents gained the confidence of the area folk
mysteriously as it began upon the repeal of prohibition.
and obtained the necessary evidence to substantiate the Big
Bill Bogard was an enterprising man; he was also a man of
Raid of '56.
humility and sympathetic understanding. There exist numerous
Death Knell Rung on Moonshining Operations
stories on how Bogard would go to the rescue of one of his down
On February 11, 1956, in sub-zero weather, agents Henderson,
Harrison and his agents worked diligently to ease the tide of the
and out neighbors,supplying them with food,shelter and money
if they needed it. The residents of Golden Pond looked upon
biggest raids ever in Golden Pond. As a result of the raid, 15
Bogard as a "Robin Hood", and seemingly held him in the very
violators were apprehended..In the raid, the agents confiscated
highest regard. It is said that Bogard was so well liked that his
several automobiles and trucks, two large stills, and several
neighbors would defend him from the "revenoors-, as the
hundred gallons of moonshine whiskey. It was this raid that
community folk called the revenue agents.
sounded the death knell on the moonshine industry in the Land
Bogard broadened his empire in booze by acting as distributor
Between the Rivers.
for operators in Hopkinsville, Bowling Green, Louisville, and
Of course "moonshining" continued in the Land Between the
Henderson, Kentucky. Nashville, Tennessee, and Evansville,
Rivers, but only on a small scale. The big scale operation had
Indiana also contributed to the success of Bogard and his Golden
finally seen its day—never to be revived.
Pond Confederates.
Golden Pond has passed into history now. The Tennessee
"... Poor Law Enforcement ..."
Valley Authority owns the celebrated "Between the Rivers "
Many factors were involved in the great success of the
area. It's name has been altered somewhat to read the "Land
moonshine trade at Golden Pond, but the most contributing
Between the Lakes."
,factor was namely—the poor quality of law enforcement. This,
The TVA has preserved the land and up until recently when it
along with the bribery of unscrupulous politicans and supposed
was destroyed by fire during the summer of 1969, one could see
guardians of the law, the lukewarm attitude of many of the
the original residence of the king-pin--Bill Bogard. Bogard has
courts, and the prevalent apathy of the public, provided a fertile
long been dead, and the era of moonshining in Golden Pond has
culture for the moonshining to thrive.
passed. But as long as there is a remembrance of th "Moonshine
The moonshine trade was occasionally interrupted by raids
Capital" and the man who helped to establish its reputation, the
and seizures by prohibition agents from Louisville, Nashville,
memories left by them both in the land "twixt the rivers" will
'and Owensboro, but these amounted to little more than token
not pass away

The Calloway Court
Of Judge Miller

By Darryl Armstrong
(Taken from an account by retired federal akobol and
tobacco agent William "Big Slx" Headers...1

When beautiful newcomer Angel Tompkins meets prosperous
young doctor Elliott Gould, his "cool" disappears, and even
though be is a married man, be determines to make her his
mistress in the David L. Wolper production in Technicolor for
Universal, "I Love My Wife." Mel Stuart directed and Stan
Margulies produced. Showing at Salem Cinema I Wednesday 2-24
Thru Tuesday 3-2.

Wall Street Chatter
NEW °VORK (UN)—The
market's advance indicates to
Burnham and Co. that the
economy will be strong in 1971.
Although the firm believes "a
sharp market break is possible" if the economic advance
doesn't live up to the market's
expectations, it
feels
the
market will "pause.. when the
economic turnaround becomes
visible" and begin to measure
"'reality rather than expectations." •

and theh 1,000 in 1972."
W.E. Hutton & Co. is
"impressed" at the number of
businessmen who think price
and wage controls are desirable. However, Hutton cautions
investors not to allow their
"enthusiasm about controls to
run riot (because) profits as
well as wages would be

Several cases have been
disposed of in the Calloway Court
of County Judge Robert 0. Miller
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
Jimmy Higgins, Route Five,
Cadiz, public drunkenness, fined
$10.00 costs $25.50; Sheriff.
Luther Evans, 313 Broach
Avenue, Murray, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reckless
driving,fined $100.00 costs $13.50;
State Police.
Tyler,
James Lawrence
Murray, reckless driving,
amended to speeding,fined $10.00
costs $18.50; State Police.
James Robert Cole, Murray,
willful and reasonable neglect of
his infant child under 14 years
old; ordered to pay $50.00 per
month for support of child to
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk
beginning March 1, 1971 and each
month thereafter; Sheriff.
John Kraft, Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.50; State Police.
it's
T. J. Gardner, Route Five, "HOT PANTS BAG,"
called, as modeled by MuMurray, driving while inriel Franklin in New York./
toxicated, fined $10.00 costs
It's a Koret creation and- $13.50; State Police.
comes in variety of colors. Parvin
Hill,
Paducah,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.50; State Police.
Joe Latham, Sr., Murray,
assault and battery, continued
generally; Sheriff.
Coy Rose, Hart Hall, Murray
State University, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18 50.

Persons Are Fined
In The Hazel Court

Despite the lack of confidence
in"ongldmEite issues,-Thiffiii;
The essential difference be- Upham & Co. says this group
tween the inflation of the past deseries attention. The compatwo years and that of the ny is optimistic because the
future, Hardy & Co. believes, is expected general turnaround in Five persons have appeared in
that during the past two years the economy "should benefit the Hazel Police Court with City
inflation occurred in a recession those cyclical
subsidiaries" Judge Noah Paschall presiding,
economy and in the next two owned by various conglome- according to the records of the
years it "should be encased in- rates. "Many of these stocks court. They are as follows:
a profitable economy." The have experienced substantial
company adds: "This is why moves from their respective Joe M. Rasperry, 539 Thorn- SHE'S ON TV — Kimberly:
we believe that the Dow Jones lows but further upside poten- dale, Elk Grove, Ill., speeding, Graham. 14, Morrow, Ga.,
winner of the 11th annual
stocks should continue strong tials are still warranted," the fined $20.00 costs $5.00.
"Miss Teen-Ager" at Palithis year, reaching at least' 900 company believes.
Lonnie R. Matheny, 1224'
sades Park, N.J., chswks a
Dunlap Street, Paris, Tenn., script with Diahari. Carspeeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50. roll in Beverly Hills,.Calikr.,
Davis Shoulders, Route I, Kimberly will appear with .,
Hillside Terrace, Henderson, Diahann in the TV show
Ky., driving while intoxicated, -Anyone for Tenants?" or):
March 23
amended to reckless driving
fined $122.00 costs $5.50.

Karamat of Sheik Yussef

John R. Reed, 305 Fairmount
Drive, Madison, Ind., driving
while intoxicated, fined $122.00
costs $5.50.
Joseph W. Teague, Box 222,
Paris, Tenn., driving while intoxicated, fined $122.00 costs
$5.50.

I KNEW I HEARD THE FLITTER
FLITTER FLUTTER,FLITTER,FLITTER
FLUTTER, FLUTTER, FLITTER,
FLITTER,fLUTTOR OF W1ti65!

-flutter
Nancy
FORTUNE
TELLER

WHY THE
BK5 RUSH,
SWAMI?

AN ARMORED CAR IS GOING- TO
SMASH INTO A POLE ON
MAIN STREET IN 0.:
I
TEN MINUTES
t , 1
*

111111011111
.V
.k

,Tion Colonials
SNOW IT IT SUIZE
MAKESTHE Ot'
7
-7
bfn..V=01G-IPIZETTy.

SNAKES YOU
WANT TO DO
StJA4P'N SEAL

MICE -4-

•

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

753-8119

MUTINY!!
"ALL YOU
CAN EAT

This is the Koramat- of famous old Sheik Yussef

(utter
Clutter
;iter
-flutter

PAGE

Sy STEVE LIMIT
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspa:,cr
Sheik
Jussef
is known to almost no one in the
of
THE NAME
United States. But this man was a remarkable figure, He is
generally accredited as being the man who founded Mohammedisrn in South Africa. His tomb is situated some 12 mile3 west
ara
scmha
. tin he A
nbo
elleK
Stis
of Th
an Cape.raic word meaning holy dates back
ntso
years.
f
nearly
Descendants
Sheik Yussef are now known as Cape Malays,
one of the most colorful segments of South Africa's population.
Originally they had come -from the East -Indies. Today they live
soli separated from other South Africans, primarily because of
TheMoslem
their
Dutch East India Company brought Malays to the Cape
in 1652, the year of the first colonization. Other groups appeared
of
nttime, occasionally
fromtime
as
Yussef was a dynamic per.
slaves, until the Council
Indiain 1767 prohibited this., sonaltty and a born leader with
There were political exiles, too, deep religious, convictions- but
and the influence of these men the opposition was too great.
Was far-reaching. Some re-; Taken prisoner, he was banturned after exile to their mt.!'shed to the Cape in 1691 where
tive Batavia. Others remained' he was treated with deference.
Cape.
A piece of ground near the
in South Africa's
• • •
present-day %.111age of Faure
BEST-KNOWN of all these was given to him and his loyal
was Sheik Yussef and it is his followers and before his death
tomb which is the most imPor- six years later he greatly intont in a group of five which lie flueneed the Malays of the Cape.
•' • •
1*.in the Cape Peninsula The
Cape Malays still believe their
THE
KATtAMAT
of Melli
assurance of full peace and rest 'russet
Rhutds atop-a sand dune
after death commands their liv- a half-hour's journey
from Maing within this ring of five cassar Beach at False Bay.
graves
where his brother, King Con,
Sheik Yussef was born in once reigned.
1626. At the age of-20 he went
Step stone.atepa lead to the
he
-1) with-Its blaCk
f,
preached the Moslem faith to
the people of the interior. It white walls and four white plwas there that he married the iers. Old cannon protect the indaughter of the sultan of Ban- ner court and are mounted on
surrounding walls. An obelisk,
tam.
Strained relations b:Aweeri erected in 1925 by Hndji ,s.
the Dutch colonial government Shah blohammed.AltIfL,mentor%
of Java and the people of the 6f Sheik Yrissef, stands guardeastern trrt'tortes worsened and ian to the grave of Sheik Ytisin 1652 Sheik Yusaef fed a MO- red and four faithful supporters.
The- headstones. all liter to.
Its mmedan uprising against the
Netherlands goyeenment
wards Mecca.

AT MENU
PRICES"

What BountylTender, deliciout- Shrimp, Golden
Fried Oysters, Mouth Vibtering Filet
of Flounder,.'.'. Served with
,Heavenly Cole Slaw, Mountains of
French Fries, and Smacking Good
Hushpuppies.
* FREI PERCH.or CATFISH for
PIRATES UNDER 6
* TOKEN CHARGE JUST 50 FOR
STOWAWAYS 6-12

Taptaitrs
tkitrlyn
OPEN: 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat
12 p.m. Sunday

Highway 641 North
PHONE 753-4141

Murray, Ky.

^
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FRESH

ALL MEAT

, Rh‘Ni

10-A1 t
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FIELDS CHESTNUT

Smoked BOLOGNA CATFISH BACON WIENERS Sausage:
Jowls
59;
19; ib.49; ib.99; ib.49c
5;
Country
Baking
_/
1
4 Pork
Rib Steak
Ham
99; Hens 39; Loin
59;
lb.

FRESH

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

SLICED INTO CHOPS

lb

lb

lb

lb. 99

Canned Hams
49; 3
'299

GROUND BEEF Braunschimeiger

lb.49;

lb.

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS *

••
YOU
EAT

%ENU

lins of
,
7 Good

H for

CRACKERS

"

rray, Ky.

lb. 494

CENTER SLICES

lb

-396
19'
10 lb.
49'
6 Ptck Tray
39'
4 lb.
396
3 lb.

KRAFT GRAPE

KLEENEX WHITE

EDON ASSORTED

Jelly Or Jam

Paper Towels

TISSUE

59'

21b

'2r°11

45'

4 Roil

29;

RICHTEX

DETERGENT

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Facial Tissue

Shortening

GAIN

CORN

Asst.

29'

3 lb

59'

DEL MONTE

SHOWBOAT

CATSUP

Pork & Beans

NEW JUG SIZE

55'

32 oz.

GERBER STRAINED

BABY FOOD

9;

4'4 or

KEEBLER
•

COOKIES
AL 14 or

894

Dz.

KLEENEX

0 FOR

Elen

SHANK PORTION

EGGS
>3/99' YELLOW ONIONS
RED POTATOES
8 Pack
49' TOMATOES
JONATHAN
12 oz
3/99' APPLES

SUNSHINE KRISPIE

200 ct

olden
ng Filet

lb.494

LYNN GROVE MEDIUM

MIX )1' MQ1C

CUT CORN 20 °z
SCOTT
MIXED VEGETABLES 24 oz
FROSTY ACRES
GREEN PAS 20 oz
FROSTY ACRES Tiny
COB CORN
DONALD DUCK
ORANGE JUICE

3/$

BUTT PORTION

* PRODUCE *

FROSTY ACRES

1 lb.

Ham

ARMOUR STAR

PURE

FFLER
SERVICE
8119

FIELDS

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
FIELD

— Kimberly
Morrow, Ga ,
11th annual
iger" at Paltq.J., chacks a
Diahati Cary Hills, Calif.
1 appear with
:he TV sh,,w
Tenants"- ()n
h 23.

lb.

lb.9

HARPER

S BAG," it's
,deled by Muin New York./
creation and
iety of colors.

CRADDOCKS

FIELDS

Ni) 2.7 Can

GASPAR

White Cream Style

INSTANT FOLGERS

KRAFT

Mayonnaise

23'
KELLY

WESSON
CHILI
BRAINS
OIL
300 2/39( liphoz 29 48oi

$1°9

FUDGE STRIP
_COCONUT CHOCOLATE DROPS
,DELUXE GRAHAM

COFFEE

69;
LIPTON

WITH BEANS

Can

4

FROM 10:a.m.-6

o tc.of

95;

b 01

MAXWELL HOUSE

ia
BAGS
69`

COFFEE
iih

t

79;

16 oz.

Fri ay An Satyr ay

Only 17-7 -

19;

303 Can

King Size

•REPSE

or 74IP

1:11T1

2/79; HOT DOGS 10'

8 Pack
-

Plus Bottles Or Deposit

59

-

k

.5
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A Trip Through Hollywood's Ghost Town
• By IIHUO 1111111Alt
Cinstrat Press Association
-Gogrearsadent
HOLLYWOOD--It is a late
rummer day on the St. Louis
street, a tree-shaded lane
curving gently between rows
wedding-cake . Victorian
of
homes in yellows and reds,
with gingerbread fronts.
years have
Twenty-six
passed since "Meet Me in St.
LOUJB"
was filmed here, yet
cis one climbs the squeaky stairs
to a familiar white porch it
38eIlls that at any moment the
door will fling open, and a young
Judy Garland will rush by him
on her way to a school dance.
The street is deserted now,
covered with a thick autumn
carpet of falling eucalyptus
leaves. The paint is peeling from
the graceful arches. The lawns
are dried up. The heavy curDumped together are many old street signs, used in
tains release clouds of dust with
various movies filmed during MOM'S long, long history
every touch.
They lisp in a remote corner of the studio's lot Two.
The road takes anothtrturn,
aad the houses are gone. A gas. Garbo. "Kismet." "Ben to take this route in order to
survive the new day.
dusty strip of yellow earth hugs Hur." "Showboat."
Last spring, it sold its camthe back fence of Lot Three at It is a ghost town now. The
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu- greatest in the world, with plas- era department to Panavision.
ter palaces and cardboard A few months later it sold, for
dios in Culver City, Calif.
Another turn, and the visitor castles rbtting in the Sun, acres a reported $2 million, all its
finds himself in the middle of and acres of fantasy, nostalgia, props, customs and other memath of memo- orabilia to a professional auca. western main street. facing a and the sweet
almost gone. tioneer, who later sold it with
glaring stretch of dust between ries. Going, goi
A smaD theat in -Moll ywood flair and publicity the way Holthe saloon and the sheriff's ofrbo sod Ru- lywood would have wanted him
fic. Alone at high noon, the still shows Greta
dy Girland to.
visitor catches himself walking dolph Valentino.
• . •
a small
with his hands tense and ready and Lana Turn
uffs and
RECENTLY, the 68 acres of
at his sides, fingers slightly audience of old-mo
cinema students, but they don't Lots Three sold to Levitt and
spread, ready to draw.
make movies like those any- Sona'who -announced their in• • •
more here, and the back lots, tentions'to build a new apartTHE ROAD continues, taking like many of Hollywood's ty- ment complex there. It is 'an
him to a Midwestern town hall, coons of yesteryears, look sadly end of an
Nazi barracks, frontier fort, and out of place.
The visitor crossed a stone
then two haunted mansions, alToday's movies are shot "on bridge into an English watermost hidden behind overgrown location" by young film makers front street "David ,Coppertrees and untrimmed bushes, with long sideburns and big field," wasn't it?, and sibp,ped
peeking out of darkness with ideals, using non-existing bud- in 'front of a gigantic, rotting
empty windows and broken gets and unknown actors--and hull, shooting its long bow into
stairs.
the public comes to watch their the sky.
He had never been here, yet it pictures
There was no mistaking the
• • •
, all look-s so familiar. Prerecogblue-clad figurine under the
_ Milan? Hardly. He. had seen it TRAPPED by their self-gen- beiv, still scanning the horizons
*1 before, hundreds of times, erated mass and complexity, the In search of Pitcairn's Island. It
: * dark theaters where sagas of big studios find themselves was the old Bounty, tired at the
violence, intrigue and romance dragged down by overhead and end of a long voyage:
flashed on a silvery screen conformity, unable to compete
The road led him back to
"Mrs. Miniver." "Billy the Kid." with the new breed of agile, that St. Louis street, where the
"Tarzan." Clark Gable and aggressive, innovative species— familiar mansions groaned in
Spencer Tracy jumping face the independent producer.
the afternoon breeze, their still
down into the mud in "Boom
In a frantic attempt to save magnificent fronts hiding holTown." Mickey Rooney and Judy e sinking ship they cast over- low interiors and non-existing
garland in "Babes in Arms" board all excess weight. MGM backs. An illusion, of course.
and a host of "Andy Hardy" sa- is just one of many who decided I but alas, how sweet!

Profitable business
.i.ikiiteg;getterations
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) - Steve
Sternberg works ,all day, goes
to college at night and spends
his spare time haunting discoteques and boutiques searching for youth ideas. For at 21
he is a partner in and general
manager of a thriving men's
accessory business.
Sternberg is allied with
Harold Schulman in Off The
Cuff Accessories, Inc., a firm
which achieved a measure of
fame in the men's fashion
world by putting photographs
of W.C. Fields, paintings by
:7- Vincent van Gough and 18th
7 Century enamel button designs
on cud links.
•-•
Schulman 42, and Stern• berg, 21, have bridged the gen- eration gap in a business that
: has now expanded to sell such
things as risque fortune cookies, an entire reel of licorice
• (70 feet-S8), T-shirts with red
white and blue targets painted
on the bosom and a cologne
called Tijuana Grass wrapped
in a cloth "Nickel Bag."
They collaborate closely,
with Steve handling ideas for
the younger generation and
.3„ Schulman the older generation,
• thus _covering a range Schulman
estimates at between 14 and
84. Sternberg says it works,
although "until a couple of
years ago I didn't trust any:
. -body over 30."
• Schulman started out by
founding the Canterbury Heft
in 1956. He was so sac.
-cessful he retired at the age of
38 but got bored and decided
to open Off the Cuff a couple
of years ago, bringing young
Sternberg along with him.
-•
"I was a gopher over at
Canterbury,- Sternberg volun,s" teered."When somebody want.
ed coffee I'd gopher it.
His father, Robert Stern,
berg, ran a successful men's
wear buying firm called The
!ilen's Fashion Guild and Steve
got an early taste of the men's
fashion business., The father
a close friend of Schulman.
died when 'he Was 13 and
,4chislMan has more or less
looked after him since.
"I ider our agreement, il
mrve flunks out of school
our association ends... Sault
-man said. So Sieve has attendchleellalitWO College at night
▪
;-for four sears and enrolls at
Baruch in Febrisar%
„
ss,:Bernard
•„.1. study mg business administra.
')Ir
:ar
*__11.811ighair
Stese, in deference to hi<
,ec

t

Christianity old in Samoa
PAGO, PAGO, American
Samoa (UPI)--Christianity has
'been
an important part of
Samoan culture since the landing in 1830 of John Williams of
the London Missionary Society.
The clanging of empty oxygen tanks, used to summon
worshippers to churches in virtually every village, can be
heard every morning and evening - and several times on
Sunday.
About 19 per cent are
Roman Catholic, nearly 9 per
cent are Mormon, 5 per cent
are Methodist and the remainder are members of small Proles-'
tant sects which arrived in
recent years.
*5*
The Word spread
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Re4__Dorts of jestle ministry were
spread by word of mouth for a
generation after the Crucifix ion, according to Everyday
Life in Bible 'Times, published
by the National Geographic
Society.
With the death of the leading eyewitnesses to His teaching, the accounte,of the evangelists -Matthew, krk. -1,uke
and John-vwere set -0.91,0 .in
Greek. The earliest was believed to be' Mark's, which
probably appeared -before 70
A.D.

night life with the younger
generation, was wearing his
hair down to his shoulders.
He also was wearing a lavender
body shirt with an orange and
white paisley tie (wide), navy
blue pants (belled), a Canterbury belt (naturally) and
brown and tan twotone hightop shoes with three big buttons on the sides like spats.
With it he wore a wrist
watch held on with a blue and
white enameled silver watchband, one of his designs. And
on request he showed some
others-one made in a gold
finished stirrup design. There
was a silver plated bicycle
chain made into a bracelet and
bracelets and rings made of
antique English spoon handles.
Schulman thought up the
idea of putting W.C. Fields,
Laurel and Hardy, Humphrey
Bogart and others on cuff links
and then Sternberg thought
up the idea of putting the
same pictures on T-shirts, an
idea which sold thousands of
dozens as they say in the trade.
Sternberg is currently working on a handbag for young
men whose pants are so tight
they cannot put anything in
the pocketr. lie was studying
.a canvas bag used to transport
money and stamped "U.S.
Mint, Denver." He may do
them in vinyl and if they are
successful Schulman will translate them into more sophisticated leather for the older
generation.
"The most important thing
about our relationship is that
we're a generation apart"
Schulman said. "1 don't know
how to rap with these kith
and Steve does. So he lives in
boutiques and discoteques."
"You know I've lived in
New York all rr4 life and
never knew there were so many
Main Street USA stores until
I started making the rounds,"
Sternberg said.
Schulman refers to his short
retirement as "when I was a
bum.- mostly bumming
around on his boat. He was a
well-educated bum with a master's degree in education from
Lotif Island University and served on the faculty there while
working for his doctorate.
--WINNER — Dr. James Edwards, shown liiitening, to
Wagner stars
a campaign worker in
Charleston. S.C., is the Re1101.1.1NOOD (1 1.1) Ho.
publican winner in the priher! %% agues.
-irr "ttli
mary for the-.cvngressional
hi Night.- 'a Cirienta Center
seat vacated by.death of I.
1041 1114 ill.
rof • 10E Mendel Hitters.
M.
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Still stunning

Time has
been kind
to Dolores
By JAMES DAVIS
MEXICO CITY (UPI) —
Dolores del Rio. The name
still is magic to thousands of
her fans, and the 64-year-old
Mexican actress who introduced
the two-piece bathing suit to
the screen 37 years ago plans to
keep it that way.
As long as I can draw an
audience I think I will go on
working," she said in a backstage interview. "I love mz
work and I am very dedicated.'
She currently is starring on
the Mexico City stage in 'The
Lady of the Camelias," by
Alexandre Dumas. She begins
her 51st movie in February.
Both the movie and play are
produced by her husband, Lew
Riley.
Miss del Rio called the increased realism in American
films very healthy, but said`the
emphasis on sex was just a fad.
'The people alone will discard it. Let the people have the
last word, not a censor. They
will get bored with it," she
said.
" 'Easy Rider' was my
favorite recent film. I adored
the movie and saw it three
times," she said.
The black-haired beauty was
less optimistic about Mexican
films.
"We have not been, making
better movies here," she said.
It is very difficult to make
good movies in Mexico right
nois4
•
"We need to bring people
here from all over the world.
Like in the mid-1920s, when I
arrived in Hollywood, they
were bringing wonderfully talented people from all over.'
Loves`theater
In any case, she said,"I am
more involved and more in
. love with the theater than with
the movies and theater in
Mexico is coming up."
Miss del Rio created a sensation when she bared her midriff
in a two-piece bathing suit in
the 1933 film classic "Flying
Down to Rio".
In 1933 Miss del Rio was
already a star. She was a young
and beautiful Mexico City
socialite until Hollywood director Edwin Carawe discovered
her on a 1925 visit to Mexico
City.
He urged her to take a screen
test in Hollywood and she
became a silent film screen
star for United Artists. She
quickly learned English and
moved into "talkies' in 1930.
MISS del Rio re-established
permanent residence in Mexico
City in 1942. She has returned
frequently to the United States
to appear in movies and on
television.
Her name is still big'here
and her fans don't seem to
mind that she portrays characters much younger than her
actual age. She is still beautiful
and looks much younger than
64.
She has no secret recipe for
beauty.
"I think it's one of those
things you inherit," she said.

t

James C.-Greer
Dies; Rites Set
BENTON, Ky., Feb. 22—James
C. Greer, 45, formerly of Marshall County, died at 1:45 a.m.
Sunday at Alton, Ill. Memorial
Hospital of injuries suffered Friday night in an automobile accident.
Greer, the son of the late Lee
and Mrs. Minnie Greer of the
Aurora community, had lived In
Alton 19 years and was employed by a steel company. He was
a veteran of World War H.
Funeral services are set for
11 a.m. Wednesday at Union
Ridge Baptist Church with the
Rev. Otis Jones officiating. Burial will be in Union Ridge Cemetery.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Lynda Goienor of East Alton, Ill.; four sons, Bruce, Dennis, Lonnie and Larry Greer, all
of Jerseyville, Ill.; a sister, Mrs.
Emmett Henson of Benton Rt.
four brothers. Ruyie Greer of
Clarksville, Term.. Ira Greer of
Dexter Rt. 1, and Wilson and
Kenneth Greer, both of Puryear,
Tenn., and a grandson.
NaNne in 'Cowboys'
1101.1.1 V4001; (1,1'1)
Jolin 11,nne %ill star in "The
bevk
as a fiiri•man of a
i IMO Cattle virife *Top: thy
the 18711*.
Canadian Eskimos ettmoin
dame their sii4 crOgs affer
deg eaSed members. of ihi•
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By PATRICK J. KILLEN
-MANILA (UPI) - Amair's
modern young women are
voting visibly to keep skirts
short.
The maxi is just too much
- particularly in the hotter
climes. To many of the big
city girls, the long dress represents a return to traditional
clothes they have struggled to
leave behind.
The maxi, or local versions
4thereof, has been covering
Asian limbs for years.
It is the sari in India,
Pakistan and Ceylon, the
kimono in Japan, the han bok
in Korea, the maria clara or
terno in the Philippines, the ao
dai in Vietnam and the sarong
in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Burma. All are to
the detriment of the dedicated
legman."
The cheong san, that high
'necked, Chinese dress with the
often provocative slit skirt,
-formerly provided the only
flash of thigh in an otherwise
'heavily draped world. Even
-then, most of the Chinese
girls seldom allowed the slit
above the knee.
The mini was slow in coming,
but it has,caught on and is still
-on' the ascendency in the
Philippines, South Korea (at
least in Seoul) and in Japan.
Girl watchers in Tokyo say
the sudden outbreak of maxis
this winter is only seasonal
4and the mini will bloom again
the
with the cherry blossoms in
"ring:
The megt modern girls in
Singapore, Hong Kong, Kuala
Lumpur and Bangkok also like
„„th- minis but they remain in
th* ninority.
••io •I 7 girls, traditionally
0
the year's most
or
exciting drew has been a mini
with a hare midriff or strategically placed cutouts. Only a
few of the most daring have
-• doffed their floor length
sarongs for such outfits.
Fans el the mini skirts in
Manila suffered a temporary
blow when !media Marcos, the
long-stemmed beauty queen
who is married to the Philippine
President. arrived home in
a trip to
from
October
Europe and the United States,
attired in maxi.
-C
Philippine matrons made
4some attempts at imitating the
fair first lady but short skirts
0
prevailed.
More popular in the Philippines and Japan was the pant
suit which became standard
attire for parties and the opera.
Like the maxi, the pant suit
was not new to Asia either.
Pakistani girls have been wearthe salwar Unlit and
ing
Vietnamese girls the graceful
• so dai, each with trousered
- legs, for centuries.

•

a

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.-MURRAY
OPEN 9a.m.-9p.m. MON.-SAT.

Si

BENTON, Ky., Feb. 22 — Funeral services for Roy A. Henderson, Si, 304 E. 13th St., who
died Sunday at 910 a.m. at Benton Municipal Hospital, will be
held at 1 p.m. Tuesday at Linn
Funeral Chapel, The Rev. William Baldwin and the Rev. Garton Sills will officiate and burial
will be in Maple Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Henderson is survived by
his wile, Mrs. Thelma Henderson; a daughter, Mrs. Kathryn
Cathay of Hardin; a step-daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Elkins, also
of Hardin; a son, Wilbert Henderson of Norma. Okla.; a stepson, Pat Holt, also of Norma;
three sisters, Mrs. Nina Hamrick of Benton, Mrs. Lela Edwards and Mrs. Lovie Washburn, both of Benton Rt. 5; nine
grandchildren, five step-grandchildren. 10 great-grandchildren
and nine step-great-great-grandchildren.

" They make scents
UNIVERSITY PARK. P.1
(I 1'1) %lost paced- perfumes
row from direr flowers rose,
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Ii extension cfothing
Stair
11w Penns" lvania
iii'.rrsit,
Estracting nil,. from these
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poss. oil.
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BLAZER STRIPED KNITS
This beautiful hand washable material is
45 inches wide and would make lovely
dresses or pant tops. 95% textured

sse
PRINTED VELOUR

ROW 51.17 SAVE

BATH TOWELS

SAYE $2-341
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POLYESTER

0

a.

DOUBLE KNIT
60 inches wide. In assorted colors

A great buy!
- 48 INCHES WIDE
MACHINE, WASHABLE
You would be fashionable in dresses or
pant tops from this lovely material.
Beautiful colors.

yd

KNITTING
YARN

RUG YARN
From American thread.
180 yds.
Assorted colors.

SKYLARK
KNITS
New shipment of soft,
sewable knits for just about
anything from dresses to
pant suits.'
WASHABLE
60 INCHES WIDE

0

0

JAQUARD DENIM
& SHEPARD
•
CLOTH
Machine washable. Just in .
time for Spring. Large selection.
45 inches wide, machine
washable.
yd. $

1•97

NTS
"FUNN1N" PRI
from zodiac print

skein

$ 1 18

a

All the latest mod designs
a
A.
to comic book print. Be really "In" with
l.
materia
sportswear or curtains made from this
45 Inches Wide
$
Machine Washable yd.

38

POLYESTER AND COTTON

DAN RIVER FABRIC
and
36 inches
matching solids. Would make
attractive yet long-wearing
sportswear.

ROSES has a
complete
Sewing
Deportment
with patterns
and.sewing
notions

V
tr8

$388
RED HEART

LOST:
medi
• name 0
of Shad

TERRY CLOTH
PRINTS - STRIPES
SOLIDS
Great for beach coats
or playwear. Be ready
for fun in the sun!

LOST:
Pup, fl
vicinity
name o
Phone 7
-4

a

AMERICANA

PLAY WEAR

PRINTS

DUCK MATERIAL

of red, white and blue,
also Other colors. Real
Americana prints. 42 inches

Lots

LOST:
and one
Robe
John Ric

3

0.

For shorts, culottes, -dresses.
Conies in prints and solids.

FOUND
vicin
Wearin
Phone 7
5242 afte

36 Inches Wide

wide.
-1967 HO
electric
' Phone 7

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS *
us

WED.
NIGHT

100% POLYESTER

ALL THE SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
YOU CAN EATI Choice of 2 Vegetables. Rolls,

KNIT MATERIAL
In the latest Spring shades
Ideal for Easter sewingl

$388

FRI. NIGHT
FRIED FISH
All You Can Eat!
:Slaw, Hushpuppies,
French Fries
Coffee or, Tea

COUNTRY HAM
BREAKFAST
2 Eggs-Grits
or French Fries
Red Gravy. Hot
Biscuits- Coffee

PLASTIC
SEWING CHESTS
Sturdy, lightweight. Asst'd colors. Has
two trays for orderly storage.

SAT. MORNING
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

RESOLUTION

NOTICE

WE ARE offering Poulan Chain
saws and service at low prices.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
Hardin, Kentucky,4374412.
March 24C

CtAY FOR Sale. Phone 435-4042 or
The Chamber of Commerce of
1968 BUICK Electra, four door WHEN BETTER washers and
see Otto Chester, Lynn
hardtop with factory air, all dryers are built, Norge will build the City of Murray, Kentucky, is
Grove.
1TP power and low
mileage. Good them. Rowland Refrigeration cognizant of an irreparable loss
tires. Just like new. 1968 El Sales & Service, 110 South 12th in the demise of Luther RobertAKC REGISTERED German
F25C son and in order that the senCamino V8 automatic, power Street. Phone 753-2825.
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436- steering
timent of this group be expressed
and brakes. Brand new
F26P tires, snow and spikes on
properly, a Resolution is apALL WINTER Merchandise must 5841.
the
propriate, and
go. Ladies Car Coats, corduroy
rear. Cain and Taylor Gulf Come in and register
and plaid woolens. Values to BELTONE FACTORY fresh Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
for
the
FREE Easter
604 South 12th Murray, Kentucky Ph. 753-7114
WHEREAS, Luther Robertson
$24.95. Now $10.00 and $12.00. hearing aid batteries for all make
F24C
Outfit to be given away. was an individual whose actions
Lerman's.
F26C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC
speak much more clearly of his
1965 BUICK Electra, four door
No purchase necessary. character, integrity and
STEEL FIRE door, eight foot THREE COWS, two holsteins, hardtop. Automatic and all
dedication than these words, and
opening, heavily insualted, opens one white-face, ready for power, 6-way seats. Vinyl roof,
WHEREAS,this man's imprint
by moving to one side, counter- freshning. Phone 753-6920, sharp car. Local car. 1965 Ponon the community in which he
Denwa Collings.
504 Main St
F26P tiac Le Mans, two door hardtop.
weight. See at Ledger and
lived, the business that ,he
Times.
F25NC
326 motor, console in the floor.
Murray, Ky.
directed, the church that he loved
Local
car.
Cain and Taylor Gulf
ALL WINTER Merchandise must
and
the various and sundry
FOUR WHEEL cart, very heavy. go. Ladies winter coats. 14 left. Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
1970 CHEVROLET
Carlo Coupe. 10,000 miles, power steering,
organizations to which he gave
Large iron wheels. Apparently an $34.95 and $39.99 values. Now
F24C ELECTROI.UX SALFS & ger- his
attention, has had a profound
power brakes, like new. Dark green with green vinyl top. One owner,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
old railroad baggage cart. Good $15.00 and $20.130. Lerman's F26C
effect
in their betterment, and
Sanders,
phone
382-2468,
FarCHRYSLER
1964
K300,
door
two
for moving heavy steel or stone.
new car warranty. Air Conditioning
March 5C WHEREAS, his leadership and
hardtop. Console in the floor, all mington, Kentucky.
See at Ledger and Times. F25NC
MOBILE HOME Insurance. power and air-conditioned.
the respect and esteem in which
1963
Broad coverage. Low rates. Oldsmobile
he was held redound to the
1968 V. W., 2 door, white, local car, air
1970 Ford Maverick, 2 door Red, 6 cylin98 with factory air
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, Check with us for all your Insuccess of every area of business
conditioning, sharp.
der, 3ispeed, sharp
and all power. Really, really
remove spots as they appear with surance before you buy.
'in the county and city where he
extra nice car and good
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Galloway Insurance and Real
lived and loved, and
1965 Chevrolet Malibu, 4 door, V-8
mechanically.
1962 Cadillac, 2 door hard top, white, all
F24C
shampooer $1.00 Big K.
F27C Estate Agency, phone 753WHEREAS, his loss to his
automatic, power steering, clean.
the extras, Sharp
5842.
family, his church and to the
March4C 1961 VALIANT Fair. Cheap.
Chamber of Commerce among
ONE of the finer things of life1965 Chevy II Nova, 4 door, 6 cylinder,
1967 Ford Galaxie 500, 2 door hard top,
1956 Chevrolet.Fair. 1963 Olds 98,
many other activities create -a
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent 1965 CHEVROLET, two door four door hardtop with air and
automatic, clean
white, Black vinyl top, power steering
void which cannot be filled except
electric shampooer $1. Western hardtop with factory air, stan- power. Red with white roof: Cain
V-8,
through the memory of his
Auto, "Home of The Wishing dard shift, new tires, 48,000 miles, and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner
1966 Chevy Impala, 2 door, hard top, white,
dynamic personality and perWell."
F24C one owner. Also two 14 inch snow of 6th and Main.
V-8 automatic, power steering, sharp
1964 Chevrolet S. S. 2 door hard- top, V-8
F24C
tires and wheels. Phone 492-8360
sonal sacrifices to the ideals
automatic, power steering
after
5:00
p.m.
Also
for
rent,
corn
which he nurtured.
1966 Chevy convertible, V-8 automatic,
401
1963
Maple
753-3642
CHEVROLET
St
Impala
two
REBUILT
VOLKSWAGEN and tobacco ground with barn. 1BE
IT
THEREFORE
power
1967 Mustang, 2 door hard top, Red, 6
door
hardtop.
V8,
327 motor,
engine. Phone 753-7792 after 5:00 IC
RESOLVED by the Chamber of
cylinder, 3 speed
automatic and power steering
p.m.
F25P
ME inn En Mt OMB MN MI Commerce of Murray, Kentucky,
and brakes. 1963 Olds 98, 4 door r
1966 Dodge Dart, 4 door,
'cylinder
meeting in regular session on the
pups.
1969
IRISH
Setter
Toy
AKC
Oldsmobile
hardtop
with
all
power
Cutlass
and
442,
no air. I
automatic,
automatic
ATTENTION BOYS!!
I 22nd day of February, 1971, exALL WINTER Merchandise must Poodles and three herds of A local
power steering, mag wheels
car. Good mechanically.'
go. Girls winter coats. Only 9 to Chinchilla from certified stock.
presses to his family, friends and
LEDGER
&
1962 Chevy II, 6 cylinder, straight III ....The
sell.
Tweeds
and
business associates its sentiment
1962 Chevrolet Pick-up, clean
plaids.
Reduced
1966 Plymoth Valiant, 4 door, 6 cylinder,
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
shift. Real good car. Cain and ▪ TIMES is now taking apto $8.00 and $10.00. Lerman's. in the hope that such words will in
plications for carrier
February 26C Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
clean
some mariner perpetuate his
F26C
and Main.
F24C O routes. In order to update
1968 Chevrolet pick-up, long wheel bed, 6
memory and indoctrinate others
HOUSEBOAT, 26' x 12' wide,
our files, boys who placed
1970 Datsun wagon, automatic, luggage
cylinder, clean
with his ambition and desire to
ONE FERGUSON tractor 30- Fully equipped. 40 HP Johnson
▪ an application over three
rack, air conditioned, 20,000 miles, one
help and
be it further
1953. 14" Ford plow, 7 foot drag motor. Phone 753-7400 or 753-3619 1963 BUICK ELECTRA. Full 10 months ago should come to
owner, like new.
RESOLVED that this group will
disc, 6 foot Ford mower, one row after 5:00 petit
F27P power and air, new rubber. In top I the office and reapply.
condition. $600.00. Phone 753-5171
1967 Chevrolet Camaro coupe, Red,Black
be forever indebted to Luther
Seieral routes are now
cultivator, two row John Deere
1968 Datsun, 4 door, Beige, air conRobertson during his lifetime and
vinyl top, V-8 automatic power
days or 753-4323 nights James L. ▪ Open and will be filled
corn planter, 25 barrel ear corn.
ditioning, 4 speed, one owner, 26,000
NOTICE
Johnson.
to his memory thereafter and
steering.
F25P s
Six registered Hereford bulls
o immediately.
miles
that copies of this Resolution be
Phone 753-5042.
APPI), In person to,
F25P
1960 OLDSMOBILE Sillier 88.
sefead upon the mute book of
ASSUME $18.00 a month
1663 College Terrace Drive,
this organisation ande copies
HEAVY HENS, 10 months old, in payment on small
piano- Murray,Kentucky
delivered to the family and the
F25P
production. Ducks, Guineas and leaches Music and
T. V. in
news media
for
further
Turkeys.
Phone
Huber Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC
dissemination of this expression
1962 RAMBLER, four door,
Alexander, Sedalia 328-8563.
of love.
standard, good condition. $260.00
., March IP
or best offer. Phone 753-6476 F25C
•
Joe Dick
ONE FORD 6 foot bushhog. Used
President,
Murray
1968
FORD
Torino
GT.
only
a
few
Extra
hours.
One Ford two
LOST & FOUND
FOR RENT
Chamber of Commerce
HELP WANTED
row corn planter. Phone 436-2172.
clean. Will sell cheap. Phone 492New one 8327.
Ft5C
M2P for Denver
LOST: LIGHT brown part Collie,
Resolution Committee:
'TEST
PART time job in town"
Room
medium height, answers to the 10 x 50 MOBILE HOME, two
- HOLLYWOODMY' - Leonard Vaughn
STRAW,
ap• name of O'Hara. Lost in vicinity bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice Smiling woman under 60 to assist TIMOTHY
Bob
Denver,
star
of the defunct R. L. Ward
englit
Day 1968 OLDS 442, low mileage, four
of Shady Oaks. Phone 753-7954.
location, two miles east of town. in my business. Openings in proximately 500 bales. Phone 753speed. New tires. Will sell or "Gilligan's Island," will star in A. W. Russell
Information
Free
6770
days
after
Calloway,
or
500
4924613
Marshall
and Graves
F25P Phone 901-642-5370 after 4:00 p.m.
trade. Phone 753-7271.
F26C a new half-hour mystery
ITC
Counties. For interview ap- p.m.
F25C
comedy
television
series,
F27P
pointment call 753-8970 between 2
LOST: TRI-COLORED Collie
1967 MUSTANG convertible, 289,
Insurance
F25C APPROXIMATELY 1500 bales
pup, five months old. Lost in MODERN TWO bedroom fur- and 4:00 p.m.
power steering, autothatic
753-4199
Agency
mixed
per
good
sound hay. 60c
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
vicinity of city park. Answers to nished apartments. Zimmerman
transmission., Also 1960 Falcon
OMO M0000 0M0
name of Lady. Small reward. Apartments, South 16th Street. THE TRIANGLE Inn, now has bale. Phone 492-8257. Marc:1)1C
289, 4 speed. Phone 753-7876 after
tof
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3 sUinaim
000 MOM OM
Phone 753-6076.
RAILROAD WELDING
ese
and 5:00p.m.
F25C Phone 753-6609.
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M2P
003 M0030 onn
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n
t noc
4 cmuerare
Soele
be needing two cooks, full time. TWO UNIT service station air wrought iron work. East Maple
mnelnt
6
1 64
00W COMO
Apply in person to Triangle Inn at compressor, 60 cycle, 2 HP, 60 Street, across' from Murray
Roman
11 Exalted in
MOM ORO O000
LOST: BLUE Singer Sewing
SMALL TRAILER, $40.00 per Aurora, Kentucky at Highway 68 gallon capacity. Phone 753-4131 Lumber Co., owned by Don
WANTED
TO
BUY
MOM
WOO 303013
-; machine in blond cabinet in
1e,
NPric:iiriif4
14
2 S
month. Electric heat. Phone 489- and 80 junction.
MUM 30WOM
March lp between 12:00 and 7:00 p in. F25C Hutson, operated by Sandi.
675 oti":"'c
nten
ai(abbr
rI's
-vicinity of Coldwater on SaturGOMM
M00 OMR
measure
2595.
F25C
Phone 753-1933.
F24C WANT TO BUY: Used mobile 15 C
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name
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homes. Phone 753-5980.
ALL WINTER Merchandise must
OODOB WOO
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F25C
WANTED: Housekeeping Oriank
10 Breakfast food
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.
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11.44
0001 0000M WM
FOUR
go. Girl's car coat8.-etilltIrov anti'
BEDROOM
house, derly for Operating
11 Wipe out
Room.
OMO
W0000 WOM
Apply wool cloth, with hoods. Only 1l 3p In
13 Clayey earth
18 Suns rwer
?LOST: TWO puppies, one Beagle electric heat, air-conditioned,
accordance with Kentucky WANT
00M MOOR OHO
in person, NuNing Office,
TC buy; logs and standing 20
halAmencen 16 Ordinances
;
- and one Boston Terrier, near interior recently rewoolied. Well
$5.00 and $8.00. Lersell.
Statutes,
Sections
2.1
25.195
Badgerlike
19
animal
and
Murray -Calloway County
timber. Also have for sale lumber 23 Born
mammal
man's.
F26C 25.200: Notice is hereby given
• Robertson School. If found call located. Phone 753-3202 after 5:00
•
Hospital.
36 Destines
sawdust.
21 Encounter
and
52 Girl's name
Murray
Saw
24 Break
Mill
March
3C
F26C p.m.
John Rickman,753-6990.
that a report of Final settlement
F26C
22 Dart
seenrsly
4,c1
37 Write
54 Mac,.
and Lumber Co Phone 753-4147. 26 spud
25 Foot lever
of accounts was on 22 day of Feb.
38 Cut
57 Latin
PIANO IN STORAGE
TFC
28 Coniunction
guitar
27
Hindu
40 Movement
coniunction
FOUND: YOUNG female Collie MODERN
EFFICIENCY EMPLOYED MAN. Repair
29 Ctiem <al
Beautiful spinet-console stored filed by James Dale Cloptom,
30 Ceremonies
41
58
Step
Compass
compound
, in vicinity of South 16th Street. apartment, furnished, newly typewriters part time. Training locally. Reported like new. executor for the estate of W. D.
32 Eagle's nest
point
44 Decline
tinued
31
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TO
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Wearing thick black collar. decorated, close in, ideal for furnished, Local interview. Responsible party
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47 Short tat ket
60 A state
stories
can take at big Clopton, Dec'd and that the same
group
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Regional Manager, Box
33 Prepare tor
Phone 762-4395 before 5:00 or 753- couple. 507 N. 4th, Phone Mrs.
saving on low payment balance. has been approved by the
print
bedroom
two
RENT
F26C Write
TO
ANT
5242 after 5:00 p.m.
Calloway
F24C Preston Jones 753-6047.
County
F26C 25, Glenshaw, Pa. 15116
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Carry
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Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin,
:
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1
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F25P dered filed to lie over for ex- partment or home for March, 335
Missouri 64801.
11
NEEDED: TWO women for full
.
....*•12
Heats
ceptions. Any person desiring to pril and May. For couple with
-, FOR SALE OR RENT
WANT TO RENT a two or three or part time work. Excellent
file any exception thereto will do two children. References and 4392 Preposition
14
15
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i:;,-;:..al 7
43
Inclines
good
bedroom house. Must be com- earning. Phone 753-1711.
F24C LIVING ROOM suite,
so on or before March, 22, 1971 or deposit furnished. Phone 753- 45 Disturbance
.4.11..A.,....
1967 HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 42, fortable, with water and heat in
.w
condition and two end tables and be forever
is
19
March1C
barred. Witness my 7720.
46 Poem
electric heat, air conditioned. house. Would like it between
48 Facial
ONE RADIO operator and one one coffee table. Phone 753-9646
hand this 22 day of Feb., 1971
25
Phone 753-2583.
•hill:iiiri
F27C Murray and Hazel. Will take a meter
F24C
expression
man, prefer retired men.
By Marvin Harris
e .7l78•
50 Greek letter
lease. Contact A. C. Apply in person to
year
one
2911
3
SERVICES
32
OFFERED
Police Chief
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
County Court Clerk,
Si Small amount
Hooge, 9212 Jefferson Hwy., James M. Brown at the City
1968 NEW MOON Mobile home,
nu
53 Cougar
Calloway County, Ky.
• •'.9
. •••i...;i.•:•.•
Airi. AK•
two bedrooms. House carpet
Baton Rouge, La. 70809. Phone Hall.
55 Two (Roman
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• 33
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:4!:!:!:
By Judith Ainley, D. C
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IRON
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clothes.
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927-8009. Will consider house in
AO 41
throughout. Air-conditioned.
1TP 10c per piece. Phone 767-4527.
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tiei
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Oil
M2C "WANTED R. N. or L.P.N.,
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3-11 Excellent shape. Perfect for
1111
44 §811 45
F26C 59 Looking glass 1 AC 43
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small family. Phone 753-6737 WILL SHARE
shift.
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Salary
or
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Growing
61
t
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after
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M2P settled working woman, or will
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Family affair
Murray area? If you feel NICE FURNISHED two bedroom Fringe benefits. Write Mr. Sam
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III
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4.4..• e '53
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SILK
and
suits.
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North Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
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customers in selecting the
DOWN
ailing members of the
First quality. $100.00 value, only from
60
seen at Kelly's Pest Control, 100 42066, Phone 247-5320.
M2C
town in Colonial Building. saint. family It
most beautiful fabrics in the South 13th Street.'
and
s
Clint
$49.95. Big discounts on sport Call
F26C
1 Collects with
Mrs. Ada Simmons, 753-4741. I low aril anti ilivir
areajor their garments write
patient labor
Zial
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TWO OPENINGS available for coats, jackets, pants, shirts, ties,
Eg
F26C italic.. will be SCell in VIS111`1
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!'?:". 2 Sun god
Distr by United P.. lure Svnelicat. tnr
belts,
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mature persons. Good pay. For
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Wild
I:wintry
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We
also
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ladies sportswear
fo work in our new fabric store ECONOMICAI„ APARTMENTS interview call 753-5950 or write in nylon and polyester pant-suits,
Murray,
Kentucky
and
254,
to
rooms
Box
rent.
students
F26C
For
downtown
soon
in
open
to
blouses__InfL_slacks at huge L'il Abner
and others. Near campus. Phone
Murray
savings." Flower's Factory
-AH WISH
753-4646.
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THEN
MUST
IF
Outlet, 116 East Washington.
FO'
`101)-soreSPE
KNOW WHAT YORE
SAVIN.
We also will need full time
-TELL
Paris,Tennessee.
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DAWGM EAT
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HER
mex
and part-time help.
sfa-15ff
FAULT
430NE
USE: FIVE ROOMS, unGIVE YO'
CHILESYNTHETIC BROWN frosted
A BLACK
urnished. Phone 753-5965. F25P
If you feel qualified,
EVE?
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom wig. Also some ladies clothes,
white brick on 34 & two-thirds sizes 9-10 and 11-12. Phone 753write to:
F26C
with acres, ": mile from Lakeway 5047.
'ROOM
LARGE
refrigerator. Private entrance. Shores on black top road. Very
P.U. BOX 32-V
washer and dryer available. private, must sell. $1,6,000.00. will AUTOMATIC WASHER: slight
q'odern with air-conditioner. make.it yours, or will consider 'freight dadiage. Large discount
MURRAY, KY.
Zimmerman Apartments. South large trailer as partial payment. price. Dunn's TV & Appliance,
,,,,
4
111ISP2t.
lit
March IC Phone 436-2458 or 753-8414. F26C 118 South 12th Street,
16th Phone 753-6609.
4111''
Murray
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F'26C
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Dr. Wayne Sheeks
To Speak Tonight

Miss Cindy Koenen Will
Present Paper At Meet

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 24, 1971

RENT CXY

YfigilltURRAY

PROPOSED
KY. SENATE
DISTRICTS

Miss Cindy Koenen, senior
nursing student at Murray State
University and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Koenen of
Murray, will present a paper on
"The Patient's Knowledge of
Diabetes" at the meeting of the
Kentucky Nurses Association,
District 13, to be held at the First
Methodist Church, eth and Water
Street, Mayfield; on Thursday,
February 25, at 730 p.m.
A film on diabetes, •'A Quiet
Victory" will also be shown.
Members and visitors are invited
to attend.

The funeral tor Bob Moore of
1106 Sycamore Street, Murray,
will be held Thursday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Roy Beasley officiating.
Interment will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Moore,age 70, died Monday at
5:25 p.m. at the Western -Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maude Tucker Moore; daughter,
Miss Colleen Moore of Paducah;
son, Bobby Moore of Reidland;
two sisters, Mrs. Wayne Plymale
of Townsend, Mich., and Mrs.
President Randy Hutchinson Dorothy Farris of Murray Route
and other members of the Two; seven brothers, Clete of
Student Government at Murray Armanda, Mich., Ortis of Paris,
University will discuss the Tenn., Douglas, Jesse, and
Word has been received of the State
Student Government at Aubrey of Dearborn, Mich., Coy
of
role
of
death of Mrs. Lester Tolbert
Campus Ministry open of Romeo, Mich., and Elwood of
United
the
Clawson, Mich., who died there
to be held Thursday, Lexington; three grandchildren.
forum
will
Map prepared by Louisville Courier-Journal shows proposed redistricting of
services
Funeral
Tuesday.
February 25, at seven p.m. at the
State Senate. Dotted line through Kenton County denotes section which would be
be held in Clawson on Friday.
at 202 North 15th.
Joined with Boone County for new district. Special legislative session on
Mrs. Tolbert is the former Floy UCM located
Murray.
reapportionment is scheduled to get under way Thursday night in Frankfort.
Outland, daughter of the Sandy Street,
will
Appearing with Hutchinson'
and Virella Outland of Calloway
Raymond
County. Her husband is formerly be Council member
state assemblyman unsuccess- for murders allegedly commitInsight chairman,.
from Benton. She was a member Muzia and
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
fully attempting to legalize ted in Vietnam, explaining how
Griffith.
Hugh
of
Church
Heights
Madison
of the
stock market opened higher in
some of the large Viet Gong
in
conducted
is
forum
open
The
bingo in California after denyChrist in Clawson, Mich.
brisk trading today.
The
From
body counts were reached:
and
atmosphere
infoirnal
an
ing it had any underworld
survivors include her husband;
analysts said the
"At that time anything went
the public Some
connections:
three daughters, Mrs. Charles students, faculty, and
market is in a correction phase
a body count, Viet Cong, Federal State Market News
into
a
attend,
to
invited
are
game
and
a
it's
"We know that
Palmer, Mrs. Rick Worthley,
Service February 24, 1971
and would have to retreat to
said.
Off.)
spokesman
Pat.
S.
buffalo, pigs, cow*. If some- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
I Reg. U.
played by little old ladies."
Mrs. Sandra Moak, all of
lower levels before making a
thing was dead, you put it -on Market Report Includes 10
By United Press International
Michigan; one sister, Mrs. Edgar
new, strong assault at the 900
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
TORREMOLJNOS, Spain —A
S. C. —The your body count ..."
Rowland, 110 South 12th Street,
CHARLESTON,
Dow
Jones
the
on
level
,„Buying Stations
from
Jerry Van Dyke, dropped
member of the board of the widow of Rep. L. Mendel
Murray; seven grandchildren;
Receipts: Act. 1206 Est. 900
Griffith's new series, will industrial average. The Dow
Andy
Sciences
Academy of Arts and
several nieces, nephews, and
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)- Barrows and Gilts fully 75c lower
Rivers, 1)-S.C., praising River's
make a guest appearance on closed up 1.02' at 870.00 on
in Hollywood, commenting on godson, Mendel J. Davis who The world-famous
Mormon Sows steady to 50c lower
cousins in Murray and Calloway "Love, American Style."
Tuesday.
Scott's rt:Ttc- won nomination to succeed the Tabernacle was built in 1863
County.
Shortly after the opening, the ! The Calloway County Chapter actor George C.
nomination for late congressman:
and is today considered a re- US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $18.50-19.00;
Dow 'Jones industrial average of FFA is "Involved in America's tion of an Oscar
title role in
the
of
portrayal
his
"Nobody could fill Mendel markable work of engineering US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $18.00-18.50;
of 30 selected blue chips was up Future." This is the theme that
Its most distinctive feature
Rivers' shoes, but Mendel
0.21 at 870.21. Of 449 issues FFA members through out the the film "Patton!"
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $17.50-18.00;,
thing we've Davis is the man who can walk is the self-supporting wooden
one
proves
It
advanced,
231
tape,
parthe
across
3-4 260-280 lbs. $17.00-17.50;
US
hetion are using as they
roof which rests upon pillars
always known —a man can be in his footsteps."
108 declined.
Sows
icipate in the program.
red sandstone spaced 12
,neck . and a great
In the steel group, U.S. Steel - The Calloway Chapter has two a horse's
_Lt. feet apart. The pillars support US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 816.00-16.50;
same time."
the
at
actor
Ga.
HENNING,
FT.
1_3 300450 lbs. 115.00-16.00;
while
,
4
/
311
to
k8
Winter
are
of
Rogers
who
surrendered
Doris
Mrs.
outstanding young men
trial wooden arches which are 10 US
William L. Caller, Jr., on
4.
1
Armco gave up Is to 20/
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 814.00-15.00.
Haven. Fla., formerly of
making'applications for the State
and
feet
span
150
!hick
feet.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. —
General Motors and Chrysler Farmer Degree. This is one of the
Calloway County, died this
rose 48 apiece to 7951 and 263s, highest awards that the state
morning at one o'clock at a
respectively.
hospital in Winter Haven. She
association can make, only 2 per
4 cent of the members of the state
1
Du Pont climbed 3'1 to 139/
was 71 years of age.
The former Calloway woman
in the chemicals.
association may receive this
4 degree.
1
In the oils, Texaco dipped /
was preceded in death by one son,
to 355-8. Phillips and Occidental
Ray. Survivors include two sons,
4, Gary Evans is the son of Mr.
/
gained )s each to 337s and 221
No. 303 can
Billy Joe Rogers, and Graham
DEL MONTE
and Mrs. Ralph Evans of Ahno
in that order.
Rogers, and seven grandOne. Gary is an active
Pro Teri
children, all of Winter Havel,
Penn Central edged up Is to Route
for
Bethel United
Fla.. and >numerous relatives in
Ilss -in the rails, with North- member of the
president
west Industries ahead Is at Methodist Church and
Murray and Calloway County.
•
lb.
the,
4 of the MYF. He has been in
/
Funeral services will be held at
2214. Boeing, climbed 18 to 221
'.., COC8IA8
years
four
for
Calloway
at
FFA
Ss
Home
in the aircrafts.
-the Ottlafman Funeral
4 in and holds membership in the
1
Winter Haven, Fla., on Friday at
Motorola rose Is to 62/
No. 300 cans ProTen
SHOWBOAT
Association
ten a.m. Interment will be in the
the electronics, with Westing- American Hereford
Hereford
Polled
Memorial Gardens in Winter
house down t to 761e. RCA lost and American
He lives with his
Haven, Fla.
1/4 to 3071, but Sperry Rand Association.
parents on a 120 acre general
4.
/
gained "2 at 311
type farm, with beef as the major
Tender
MEETE.R'S
livestock enterprise.
,'"------NEW INSECTICIDE
In his four years of Vo-Ag has
MILAN, Italy ( UPI i—An
earned $8,597.52 from his
Li Jae scientist said today he
supervised forming program and
has developed a new weapon
_
has participated in many local,
'-'. Lean
against harmful insects—a cheKITCHEN
MARY
't3io.
state
IlLikac
and
district,
At
activities.
Mrs. Ruby Housden and Mrs
mical which stops their growth
Mickie Morton returned home the present time his farming
ROAST BEEF
from
them
prevents
arid
, ;I"Xsir .
last night after being-46al1ed to program consists of 100 per cent
reproducing instead of killing
1t
Charleston, West Virginia, due to ownership in 24 beef cows and 50
them.
No. 300 Can
Sliced
the death of Mrs. HousdetTs 1 Per cent ownership in 15
Prof. Giorgio Ferrari of the
nephew, Charles James Maner.[ broodsows. For Cash Crops, be
Simes Research Laboratory
The young man died on Friday grows 2 acres of tobacco and 20
said the new product will cost
lb
Del Monte No. 303 can NEW
4
1
/
and funeral and burial services acres of lespediza for seed. For
one-fifth the price of normal
were held there on Monday. his Feed Crops he grows 15 acres
insecticides and, unlike DDT, is
Maner was married to the former of corn and five acres of hay. His
3 lbs. J J
Sliced, Derined
harmless to humans.
Billie Jane Malone, daughter of Improvement Project is 30 acres
Mr. and Mrs. William Malone of of Pasture Improvement. Gary
BAN? OBBER PAROLED
*. FAMILY SIZE .*
Montgomery, W. Va.,formerly 31 plans to costinue his farming
:LONDON (UPI)—Roger J.
after
he
operations
graduates
County.
Calloway
Cordrey, 48, who has served
Mrs. Housden and Mrs. Morton from high school.
MULE TEAM
half of a 14-year sentence on
Sliced, Rindless
made
the trip by plane.
the
Grundy Falwell is the son of
in
part
taking
for
conviction
0RAX
B
ASKS NEW TRIAL - Alice
................INaue
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell,
87.3 million great tram robbery Crimmins is shown on way
lb
lbs. 3 oz.
- 8—
Murray Route Four. Grundy is a
in 1963, will be paroled soon to court in New -York to
iW
r
,
allr.1
New
the
of
member
Providence
Know
from Doldingley Prison
You
Now
seek a new trial in' the
With Borox
C,ordrey was arrested a week death of her two children
By United Peas International Church of Christ. He is a member
Grade A
after the Aug. 8, 1963 robbery She is charged with first
The force attracting earth of the Calloway County FBLA
24"x46"
iith
WITH
.
,....—
__...
Small
of a Royal Mil Tram near degree manslaughter in the
and Venus at their average and Pep Club. He lives with his
carton
linslade, 35 miles north of death o4-her daughter and
distance of 25 million miles is parents on a 122 acre farm. This
4-oz.
5-lbs.
is a general type farm with beef
nrion.
equal to 130 trillion tons.
fist degree murder in the
for
and pasture being the main endeath of her Mm.
terprise. Grundy's mother is a
$ 1 00
Gray Lady Volunteer at the
SCOTT'S
Murray 7Calloway County
25 lbs.
NABISCO
Hospital.
LEADER CHUNK
In his four years of Vo-Ag he
has earned $10,461.72 from his
supervised farming program and
has also participated in many'
local, district,' and state activities. Grundy has 100 per cent
ownership in 14 cows and calves
and one purebred bull. He also
YDROX'
owns a tobacco setter He has 50
.., ..
per cent interest in one four
#;
f
•
wheel wagon, a tractor, disk, and
-J:
.k
plows.
His present farming program
—
63,4-01
includes 4 acres of dark tobacco,
ki acre of burley tobacco, 14 beef
cows and calves, 4 acres of hay,
and 20 acres of pasture.
After graduation Grundy plans
Gaspar
oz.
to go to college and probably
major in Agriculture He plans to
No. 300
continue his farming program
and he believes that his beef
can
program and tobacco project,
(tralie
will pay his way through college

Dr._ Wayne Sheeks, associate
professor of philosophy at
Murray State University, will
present a program entitled "The
Concept of Eros in Plato's
Symposium" at a meeting of the
Humanities Forum in Room 652-3
of the Education Building at 8
p.m. tonight ( Wednesday ).
Dr.Sheeks, who was awarded a
Murray State research grant to
study Plato, did research at
Harvard and the Library of
Congress in the summer of 1969.
He has taught an upper level
course devoted to the study of
Plato's dialogues for several
years.
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Hon Blackwood and the Blackwood Singers from Nashville. Tenn., will
February 27, at
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The public is invited to
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FEBRUARY 24, 1971
WEDNESDAY
won't always be living next to them, and the next neighbors
may not want to be bothered.
Should I talk to the mother about the boys' nutrition? She
is one of those hard, tough women who runs with a
motorcycle crowd and may not appreciate my interest.
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: Talk to her anyway. Deal be
critical of her, and don't give her any cause to feel guilty and
defensive, and she'll not be resentful. Yoe have nothing to
lose and you could help those boys a lot by educating their
delinquent mother.

This mother needs
nutrition lessons
By Abigail Van Buren

Area

rket

iarket News
4, 1971
e Area Hog
Includes 10

06 Est. 900
illy 75c lower
lower
118.50-19.00;
;18.00-18.50;
817.50-18.00;
817.00-17.50;
;16.00-16.50;
215.00-16.00;
114.00-15.00.

99;

89*
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.79
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DEAR ABBY: There is a young woman living next door
to us who is in the process of divorcing her husband. She has
two beautiful sons, ages 3 and 7
These children have not been fed properly, Abby. Once
when I returned from the marketing and was putting away
the groceries, the older boy asked if he and his brother could
please share a carrot. I gave them each a carrot which they
devoured like they were starving to death. Since then I give
them a good nutritious meal with milk and fresh fruits and
vegetables every day.
I know for a fact that they have gone without lunches
before I started to feed them. Their dinners consist of
hamburgers from the corner drive-in. Their mother has a
good job and could feed them properly, but she doesn't.
My husband and I don't mind feeding the boys but we

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a wife who gives her
husband a birthday card with a note enclosed saying, "I owe
you a present"?
HURT IN LOUISVILLE
DEAR HURT: It's better than being forgotten.
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my sister. Brenda is 12
and I am 14. Our job is doing supper dishes every night. We
have a system. I clear off the table and wash, and Brenda
wipes and sweeps up. And we both put away. Doesn't that
sound fair to you? Well, Brenda always gripes that her job is
harder than my job, and she picks a fight, then my mother
hears us fighting in the kitchen so she comes in and chases
us both out and ends up doing everything herself. Brenda
goes out and watches television and I don't even want to be
in the same room with her so I go to my bedroom. How can I
JILL
teach Brenda a lesson?
DEAR JILL: Mace the argument is always over whose
job is harder—and you think they're equal, offer to switch
Jobs with Brenda. And if she still complains, tell her to keep
her voice down. Kids have been using this dodge to get eat of
'helping their mothers for years because they know mother

Film, tv
shorts
Academy scholarships
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
The Motion Picture Academy
has allocated $10,000 in schol•
arships for research in scientific and technical areas of
filmmaking by graduate student,
* **
Sidelines
MANILA (UPI) — Eightyone per cent of the 780 movie
houses in the Philippines sup-

plement their income by exhibiting advertising slides on an
assortment of products and
causes, and by operating refreshment concessions.
* * *
Rita Hayworth
in tv debut
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Rita Hayworth, after holding
out for almost two decades will
make her television debut as a
guest star on the "Carol Burnett

Leading role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Margaret Leighton will play a
leading role in "Zee & Co."
which stars Elizabeth Taylor

would rather de it herself than referee a fight.
DEAR ABBY: Is It ever possible to forgive and forget?
TRYING HARD
DEAR TRYING: Yes. But don't dwell on what it is
you're "forgiving."—or you'll never forget.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get R off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles. Cal.
*00. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send 111 I. Abby. Box 0705, Les
Angeles, Cal. Me, for Abby's booklet, "Hew te Write Letters for All Ocessiass."

Weblow leader James Bogard and members of Pack 57, Jamie
Bogard, Jim Jennings, Claude Johnson, and Ernie Dodd present
the Packs new flag to their sponsor, Carter PTA. Mrs. Ronnie
Boyd, President of Carter PTA, accepted the flag on behalf of the
Association.
and Michael Caine filming in
London.
_* • *
Pamela stars
HOLLYWOOD

(UPI) —

Pamela Franklin, acclaimed for
her role in "The Prime of Mee
Jean Brodie," will star in an
episode of television's "Medical
Center."

Religious
briefs
_
Another breakthrough
for the women
MINNEAPOLIS (OPI)—The
/,560,000-member American
-.Lutheran Church has ordained
its first woman minister. She
is Miss Barbara Andrewi, 35, a
victim of cerebral palsy who
works from a wheelchair.
Miss Andrews is the second
woman in North America to be
ordained into the Lutheran
ministry. The first was ordained in November in Baltimore by the nation's largest
Lutheran body, The Lutheran
Church in America.

Laymen active
in Amami:ibex
SPRINGFIELD,Mo.
(UPI)—
Laymen activity in the affairs
of churches is very evideat in
the Assemblies of God, says
Etorid natio—nil secretary of the denomination's
Fellowship Department.
Lay commitment and involvement in the work of the
Assemblies of God is reflected
in their organized activities, including seven major Impact
70 Crusades, foreign missions
literature
distribution
and
leadership with Royal Rangers,
the Assemblies of God church.
related outdoor program for
boys, with a membership of
more than 90,000.

Your Happy Shopping Store

'Heiress
Hosiery Sale
NINE DAYS ONLY, FEB. 25 THRU MARCH 6

23;

39;
3
for

3 FOR 4.50
USUALLY 1.99

3 PAIRS 2.34
USUALLY 1.00

Height proportioned to insure perfect fit. Choice
of Agilon* stretch mesh or Cantrece* seamless.
In all the new key fashion shades. And you save!

Wonderful fitting Cantrece* and Agilon* — plus
all the other great-fitting "Heiress" everyday
stockings! Plain, mesh, demi-toe, teenage styles!

i 1 00
*'HEIRESS' SEAMLESS STRETCH PANTY HOSE
3 FOR 4.00
USUALLY 1.59 SALE

1.38

45'

1

s

"noftoTHY

apkins
box

'45'
lb

29'

Dare's Exciting Ride—First Woman
in New York to Take A Spin
In a Horseless Carriage" was
headline for story with this
illustration in New York Journal, 1896 One of the excitements was a policeman's
threatening arrest for unauthorized use of a public thoroughfare.
Twenty-one years later, a
Massachusetts legislator spon,
sored a bill to forbid women
from driving high-powered
automobiles. i Anything over
10 hp. was high!l But investigation determined that
while women took out 6, r;
Of driving licenses, they had
bssi_than 21 2 r; of, accidents.
and the bill failed of passage.
' Dist by King Featurol SYndicale)

Welcome kind of comfort with a sleek fashion look
that lets you wear them every day for every occasion. Thank Lycra* spandex for the way you feel.

3 FOR 5.00 3 FOR 8.00

_
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CHEERIOS
Reg. Price 65' Box
Good Only at Storey's
utter Expirn 3/2/71

COUPON
mit: One per family
Regular Size
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

'COUPON
Limit: One per family
Puss & Boots

19

FAB

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

% CASH
SAVINGS

SALMON or
TUNA

71-oz. pkg.$1"
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/2/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/2//1

Yf

V

3

Qt.
Good Only at StorPy's
Offer Expires 3/2/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/2/71

COUPONS

BE[-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SPIN BLEND

TO YOUR FAVORITE CHURCH OR
CIVIC ORGANIZATION BY SAVING
YOUR FOOD GIANT CASH REGISTER
RECEIPTS.

2/29c

15-oz. Cans
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/2/71

WIENERS

12-oz. pk.
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USDA Inspected Whole

FRYERS

SOUTHERN STAR ALL-MEAT
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fa.omily
Limit: One per family

COUPON
Limit: One per family
Hellmann's

INSTANT 10-oz. $1 19
COFFEE

WITH THESE
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USDA Choice Beef
12-oz. pk.
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Hot 8 Ready To Eat

UVA (noice

SWISS STEAK

Bar-B-Q SANDWICHES

4/s1°°

Shank Portion

Reelfoot Slab

Fresh 8 Lean Pork

SLICED
BACON

1/4 Loin 9-11 Chops

SPARE RIBS
BONELESS BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST
USDA Choice Beef

Fresh and Meaty Pork

Country Style Fresh

CUT-UP FRYER

Regular Size

Farm Fresh

14

1b25

Slice Ends & Centers

HAM
FOLGER'S

or

lb.

59t

MAXWELL HOUSE

Western

10-oz cans

INSTANT
COFFEE

Hunt's
Halves or Slices

RICHTEX

PEACHES

(Limit: 1)

WITH s5' ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO PRODUCTS
NOTE 110' PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET BOTH Pepsi Colas aid Eggs

BANANAS
BALLARD
Yellow

CARROTS

I
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10
(

ONIONS

BISCUITS

WITH '5 - ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DA!RY & TOBACCO
DICK GEORGE PRODUCTS. NOTE '10 PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET B
Pepsi Colas and Eggs
GRADE A LARGE
8-oz CaP
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BABY FOOD

3 lb. can

Golden Ripe
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PORK SAUSAGE

54-oz. bot.
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Romney optimistic Here's the Proof!
about '71 housing Land Once Scarred

*

Daybook of America 1111.CrAintitir

'tidy

"He possesses great presence of
Dougall was arrested on the charge of crimmind, writes well, speaks aho'
inal libel. He refused to give bail and issued
• with some small impediment) with great
a defiance: "The arm of power could not
ease, has great fire and vehemence withhave fallen on a subject more fearless of Its
out hurry and precipitation." This was a conMenaces."
temporary's characterization of Alexander
The public sympathy evidenced strongly
McDougall, the immigrant from Scotland as
through crowds of visitors to McDougall's
a teenager who became an outstanding leadprison, and death of the key witness against
er in New York to British endeavors to
him the printer), brought his release from
crush resistance, 1770-71. He was comparconfinement early in 1771.
able to Boston's Samuel Adams as an orMcDougall was to continue a fomenter
ganizer and director of Sons of Liberty and
accelerator of public opinion 1771-74, and an
pamphleteer. Unlike Adams he became a
effective speaker in Provincial congresses.
soldier also.
With outbreak of war in 1775, he sacrificed
An anonymous broadside McDougall wrote
the extensive mercantile business he had
in 1769 was an incitation of the Sons' uprisbuilt up after retiring as a ship captain, and
ing in January 1770 in the so-called Battle
entered the army. Eventually a major genof Golden Hill, in lower Manhattan. Patriot
eral, he commanded Hudson River defenses.
blood was shed there
two months before the
battle of Sam Adams
To the BETRAYED Inhabitants of the City
partisans with British
troops made historic as
and Colony of NEW-YORK.
the "Boston Massacre."
Authorship of the
My dear Fellow Citizen., and Cesaitrymen,
stricture having been
N a Day when the Mottoes of Tyraaay and Defpotifm in the Mother Country, and the
Culoaies, are indefangabke in laying every Snare that their malvevolent and corrupt
traced to him through
I heats(an Inge*, total.* .fret People i when this unfortunwe Country has been
the printing office, Mcftniong under many Dtfadvantages kw three Tears pall, to prefer* their Freedom,

Key's

n iy

'29'
z Cans

'1

S.

I --• I Most of first paragraph of rousing McDougall appeal for
which he was prosecuted by royal authorities. It was printed on
both sides of one sheet.
From New-York Historical Society Collection by permission]

which to an Englithinan is as dew as ha Life,--v-when the Merchants*. this City and
Inc Capital Town. on time Continent, have nobly sad cheerfully *mixed thew private Intact",
to the publick Good, rather than to promote the Delegate of the Enemies of our happy Coatitution : 1. might juftk be expected, that in this Day of Coakautional Light, the FtepreCentatives of this Coy, would not be Co hardy, neer be fo loll to all Seale of Duty to their Coofhtuents tifpecially after the laudabk Example of the Colonies if Magschafeco Bay and SouthCarolina, before them) a• to betray the Trait committed to them That they have done, in pafing
the VUft tog... the Troops a ThouCand Poop*, out of any Monies that may be In the Treefury, and another Thaufand out of the limey that nuy be aunt to be put out on Loan,
which the Colony will be obliged to make gond, whether the LB for that PurpoCe does or dors
not obtain the Rosal ARC*. And the, they have betrayed the Liberties if the People, win
appear from the following Confakration, to tont. That the Miniltry are waning to fey, whether
the Colonies, under 'Lew dift,e1Ted Ciscundlaaces, wall derado on any of the grand Panes,
which they arc unwed on, sad contending I.t, yeah the Mothet•Counary; by which they may
carry their Dtfigns 'runt% the Colo**, and keep in the Adnandtratson. For of this &sold
,
• 4,4
.•11.* OS* r••••••1•0 • •rh.-11 .01 tu.• • 5r•I1..eb er, /lio4. rem.1.6R •••el
.- •-liv ...• 1.
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Appliance makers
tackle home noise
4/9"

F

lb. 49'

By DeROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UN)- Daily
we are bombarded with noise.
Outside there's the roar of
traffic, the clanging and pounding of construction equipment
arid myriad other assaults upon
the eardrums. Within the
home, there is a growing
chprus of sound as we put
more and more equipment and
appliances to work for our
comfort and convenience.
Increasingly, with growing
concern over ecology, there is
attention to lessening this form
of pollution.
The makers of one major
group of household electrical
appliances, for instance, say
their products can do the job
quietly, and they have new
"quietness ratings" to support
their claim.
Kitchen range-hood fans
and other exhaust fans made
by members of the Home Ventilating Institute now are labeled with sound ratings, certified
after independent testing at
Texas A Ayi M University.
The HVI label which identifies these fans also certifies
each product's CFM (cubic feet
per minute) capacity for exhausting- air-borne pollutants
such as grease, fumes and
moisture.'
The quietness ratings of
HVI testedsertified ventilating
fans will be stated in sones internationally recognized
units of loudness.
Why not rate in decibels?
Sones do a better job of telling
the consumer how much sound
a product puts out.
Sones are stated in simple
numbers on a "linear" scale,
which makes comparisons of
loudness easy, just as we measure and compare in inches and
pounds. Decibels, on the other
hand, are stated in a "logarithmic" scale -- more suitable for
engineers than layman -- in
which every 10 additional decibels indicates an approximate
doubling,of-loudness.

numbers is indicated in this
example by Britain's Committee on the,Problem of Noise:
"Do you think a heavy diesel vehicle 25 feet away sounds
only three times as loud as a
soft whisper at five feet? That's
what decibels (92 vs. 34) seem
to indicate. Actually, the diesel
sounds about 70 times as loud,
and that's what sone numbers
indicate (111 vs. 1.6)."
The HVI sone rating system
measures only the sound of the
range hood or exhaust fan itself, under laboratory controls,
permitting a true comparison
among certified models beeline* all are tested and rated
the same way. The consumer,
or even an expert, could not
isolate and measure accurately

the sound ot a fan in a store.
HVI has established the following sound level maximums
for range hoods and exhaust
fans:
Bathroom fans -- 6.5 sones.
Kitchen exhaust fans -- 9
sones.
Range hood fans(up tb 600
CFM) -- 9 sones.
The institute says all certified fans will have ratings no
higher than these comfort levels, and,some models are engineered for leveLs considerably
•
lower.
Switches for young
NEW YORK (UPI)- When
shopping for a new home make
sure the house you choose has
hall and stairway light switches
installed within easy reach of
the youngsters in the family.
The American Wood Council
Coffers this advice because some
bdilders locate key light
switches out of the reach of
snall hands.

Some hints
on lighting

820 ri.m.
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Super Size 24-oz. Bottle
REG. '2.05
SALE!
SCOPE

981
PRISTEEN
FEMININE HYGIENE

Deodorant
Spray

The advantage of the sones

2 5 oz

88

REG. '1.49 SALE!

494

Regular.
••-•

Hard-To-Hold

411RXICIE
HOLDINC
hair spray
discovery

to

Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00
WE RESERVE THE

RIGHT

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Gray,
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PURE
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ORANGE

To-Hold,
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New Sentry Lock Top Bottle
SALE!i9

REG. 39

Oic..,b••

Unscented

Shave
Lotion
After
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, 4A-oz
3
Spray Deodorant
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SALE
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Alka- Seltzer
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1 48

Box of 25 Tablets

REG. 69'

b9t

SALE!

39;

IVORY LIQUID

PRESSURE
COOKER

GENTLE WHITE
at

5 or
REG. '1.19

REG. 69'

88

SALE!
30

The new Chromium Edge blade!
5 Pack Double Edge

SALE'38

CALGON

BATH OIL
BEADS
Fragrant oils gently softens
skin. 16-oz. REG. '1.19

66;

SALE!

NEW
BRECK BASIC
TEXTURIZING

411Wle

re'llotk
Deter

SHAMPOO
with
PROTEIN

SQUIBB

100

WILKINSON

44

.0
•••

Theragran-M
High Potency

Vitamins
with Minerals
.......•

REG. '10.58
VALUE
with
30 Fite! SALE!$439
Bottle of 100

58;

SALE!
.

22-oz. Plastic Bottle

Unbreakable one piece pressure control
automatically regulates pressure at 15 lbs.
Removable self-sealing gasket. Metal safety.
$6
4-Qt
REG. '11.95 VALUE
SALE!

REG. 89'
I

99

MIRRO-MATIC

No M0404

9

AntiPerspirant

OLD SPICE

4 oz
12.50 VALUE SALE!

A

aame in JIM

mi

ao
-coo
REG. '1.59 SALE!

17 or

'3.24 Value

your ckild's

Fast pain relief...
Headache,,,Colds, Body
Aches; Neuralgia.

!Oka

"ASK CONGRESS," a . new
weekly telev„ision show, is
in the works. answermen
to he key members of the
!(ousy'. When and if it gets
:kreens. Speaker
Carl Albert tabOve) likery
Sy :II be the initial star. Oki.
lw

0 If he pledges to
fight cavities
Crest
win nut
0 Brushes with Crest
Regular & Mint
Extra Large 5-oz
REG. 89'
It'
MAGAZNE
I
SALE! Age

Bottle of 1G0 Tablets

FOR CHILDREN

b..APPROVED BY DOCTORS

Orthodox installation
HOUSTON, Tex,
)UPI)-The Very Rev. Archimandrite Christodoulos Kallos .4
of Somerville, Mass, , has been I
installed a bishop of the Greek
Orthodox Church iirelmerica,
the first native-born American
to gain the appointment.

DIAL DRY
co'

Super Hard
VO5
-

Still singing strong
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)The 375-member Mormon Tabernacle Choir was formed in
1847 and over the years has
won a Grammy Award for
"nettite-_Hynnt of the -Ayoublit ILLYWOOD (UN)
NIiievin :will star in "Prime lic" and has performed at the
Cut!" for Cinema Center Films inauguration of two Presidents.
playing a Kansas City racketeer.

st

ASPIRIN

FOR CHILDREN

of 36 Tablets

emotional effect of the environment. Colored light
should be used to enhance the
identification of an object or
area, and should be low in saturation when used as a general
light source.

ST. JOSEPH

FLAVOR

ST.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

By Central Press
CADIZ, Ohio-Sallie Buffalo
Park, a 408-acre tract in eastern Ohio, is a national showcase for conservationists. proving that land once scarred by
surface mining can be rAtored
to beauty and usefulness.
The park includes four large
artificial lakes stocked with
game fish, woodland trails, picnic facilities, and trailer camps,
all part of a restoration project
undertaken by the Hanna Coal
Company.
The Ohio Reclamation Association was formed by operators
of strip mines long before environmental pollution became a
Is
vital issue. The coal company,
which is working 10 mines on
this area, in 1941 launched an
extensive program to return to
a natural state the land disturbed by its activities.
• • •
EVERY year some 2,200 acres
of Hanna's surface mined land
are reclaimed and seeded with
vegetable cover. The company
has planted more than 12 million trees on old mine sites and
provided pastures for 18,000
cattle. Experiments have shown
that the reclaimed land also is
suitable for orchards.
Surface mined areas have
been transformed into vast flower gardens by crownvetch, a
hardy perennial legume that
produces a sea of little pink and
white blossoms which have a
0
purplish hue from a distance.
Believe it or not-this lovely park area providing
The value of crownvetch goes
picnic facilities, trailer comps and woodland trail
beyond esthetics. It restores niwas once the site of a strip mine which starred
trogen to the soil. Tests indicate
the area in the manner seen in the lower photo.
it is better than alfalfa for grazing cattle.
Mine Control Law. Then we cr.awler tractor for that specific
• •
•
tackled the tougher job,of grad- purpose. The 20-foot monider.
"We always have felLa.strong
ing the land to eliminate peaks weighs 147630 pounds when f
moral conviction to restore our
equipped with a ripper and bull-;
land to usefulness," says Hanna left by mining operations and dozer blade.
give
it
the
gentle
rolling
appearPresident Ralph W. Hatch. "We
Its ability to move 38 cu
began reclaiming strip land by ance in. conformity with the
yards of dirt and rocks with one
planting trees in 1941, a year surrounding terrain."
after the'first surface mine was
The formidable problem of pass of its 7-foot blade has
opened
grading huge areas was solved made this tractor a major asset
-Mit was six years before by Allis-Chalmers. which de- in the crusade for environmental
the state adopted the Strip veloped the world's largest improvement.

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

5.15

- Murray

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH

.. Advantage
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That also would help the
Administration reach its overall
economic goals.
Romney based his forecast
of 2.3 million housing starts on
the assumption that the Administration will be successful
in its efforts to put a cap on
the spiraling wage rates in the
building trades,
Nixon recently established a
construction industry collective bargaining commission to
draw up proposals to check the
wage-price spiral. The commission includes representatives of
business, labor and the general
public.
Wages in the building trades
are increasing about twice as
fast as manufacturing wages.
But the industry has an abnormally high unemployment rate
and many of its labor negotiations end in strikes.
Nixon wants to develop a
program that would moderate
the wage increases while also
reducing unemployment and
cutting back the number of
strikes. He argues that under
such conditions, the workers
would be no worse off and the
general economy would benebelow the 8'2 per cent rate that fit
prevailed for most of 1969 and
1970.
In addition, the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board said
the nationwide average interest
rate on conventional new home
mortgages was 8.37 per cent
last December, down from
8.43 per cent in November and " NEW YORK (UM- Housewell below the record 8.52 per hold lighting should accommocent established last August.
date personal requirements
whenever possible, says a lightBig gainer
ing expert. J.W. Griffith of the
Illuminating Engineering So-,
_ Housing was the big loser in eteTy offers these guidelinesTor
1969 and early 1970 when the good, personalized lighting:
government attempted to
--Plan lighting on the basis
check inflation by keeping df activities, not on the basis of
money tight and interest rates rooms. Determine what activihigh. It now appears that ties are to be carried on in each
housing will be the big gainer room and provide for them
as President Nixon attempts to first_
snap the economy out of a
--For work requiring the seerecession.
ing of smirk details, lighting
Most Administration econo- should provide good contrast
mists agree that increasing with background.
home building is a good way to
--Since the distribution of
stimulate the economy. It puts light is affected by fixture demen to work, provides a ready sign and placement, different
market for materials and pro- lamp shades, textures and sizes
duces a product needed by tne and types of lamps, all should
be selected on the basis orthe
public.
An increase in housing pro- actiyines to be performed.
--Color or tint of light is one
duction could help check he
steady advance of home
es: of the chief factors in the
by NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPDHousing construction in 1971
may surpass all previous records and start the nation on,
its way to fulfilling a
24-year-old commitment tr)
provide a decent home for
every American.
Secretary George Romney
of Housing and Urban Development said in a recent speech
that private housing starts
might reach 2.3 million this
year, eclipsing the record 1.95
million established in 1951.
Other predictions are not so
optimistic, but Romney -through various housing subsidy plans administered by
HUD and through his control
over FHA interest rates -appears to be in as good a
position as any to make his
own forecast come true.
As housing construction
rises from last year's 1.45
million units, the cost of
borrowing money for home
purchases is going down. The
FHA and VA interest ceiling
1
2 per
was reduced Jan. 12 to 7/
cent, a full percentage point

1

•

By Surface Mining
Can Be Restored- to Beauty, Usefulness

4
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6 oz Plastic
Bottle
REG. '1.47
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54 WAYS TO
WIN!
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COME ONE...
4-10 9v
=
COME ALL!

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

cc

IcibRisiri6AP
DOG FOOD
SCOTIFiSUE

4-bar pak

TWIN PET

* FROZEN FOODS *
Banquet Frozen
CREAM

ORANGE JUICE
6
BIRDSEYE AWAKE J

95,

DRINKBEAFST

eans $1

CRUSTS
AVONDAL
irlFi
n
E FROZEN
A InnLEAuT POTATOES

roll

146
3P

12-oz boz

PET MILK

14L-ois.1

336
85C

CRACDKERS

lb.
box

iir LPRI A11 SAUSAGE

Kroger Frozen

5P1

5-oz. can

216
256

SWEET

I

*DAIRY DEPARTMENT

MILK

58c

uu

A41::

ALL FLAVORS OF

CLUB

ErjR

59'
CREAM CHEESE
33'
CHEESE pkg. o
PARKAY OLEO
Half-Gal.

KRO
ED
riGiRRsraiN

8-oz. pkg

31'

HI-C DRINKS

79c.

I

Smooth, Delicious
KRAFT

PORK & BEANS • it

VELVEETA

IVORY LIQUID
IODI
MA6NRITIZEDSALT
FREEZE-DRIED
lA(IiiCOFFEE
II
F ROYNIEA BAGS
CCIOLCOELRARTE SYRUP

.794

-".bo
24
x

12'

KROGER PEPPER

ran 44'

HEINZ BABY FOOD

jar

SPOTLiGHT COFFEE

8'

1 lh
g

73'

BLEACH

ME1 0-SOFT
20-07. S 1
loaves

I11i

TENDEI

CLOROX

16-oz. can

4.1

JELL-O GELATIN
GRAPE JELLY
.,INUT BUTTER
PEANUT BUTTER
KALER:ArSYRUP
SWEET PICKLES

6-oz

MAZOLA
CORN OIL

b"

\

••.

12-oz ja r

DEMI-CUPS
& SAUCERS
••

2sets $

16 Oz. Sizes of 8 Pak Cto

•
With this coupon through' Feb 27th
•
forkwowokorrincumonsdra

••

DEODORANT

\

\••\ •\

TENDE
F.-Z Can

99c

TEND.
Shoulder C
TEND!

,4"616.

MEN'S HAIRDRESSING

TEND!

GROOM & CLEAN
RAPID SHAVE
POLIDENT
TOOTHPASTE
SCOPE I MOUTHWASH
N'YQUIL
r CAPSULES

5-oz
tub*.

SIRL
ALLGRO

$105

COUNT'

79'
89'
73'
89'

11-07

10 •

1 .1.TR A FIR ITE

RC

can

14alf4;al.

is s 63'

6.75-o/ tube

69c

434

FRESHEN-UP WITH

WV"

12-oz
bottle

COLD MED

919

6-oz bottle

WISHBONE DRESSING

THOUSAND ISLAND ZAP
CIDER VINEGAR
24'
ElL:Eif irlinA SOL
43'
25
TIDE DETERGENT
534
ii"RA
TIFis STAR CH
ER
89(
- DRANO1:16 D
896
jANITOR IN A DRUM

CHILI I

10's

'1"

pint

ING
STEMWARE COOK
Vol. 1
Vols. 2 10
piece
396 496 ea $1"

•
•
•
•

I

PALMOLIVE

BRISTOL

99

24-°"°ttle

BON

HEINZ

•\

TENDE

27'
65'
JUICE 'Llaz;,10'

ARRID

pint bottle

PRIDE OF GEORGIA

FREESTONE PEACHES

CHU(
Bosh

ilt

20-oz. ar476

18-oz. jar

TENDEI

Reg. or Unscented
Extra Dry

PETER PAN

49'
69'
396
Jar596

634
396

""
an

23`

7-UP,

LIPTON TEA BAGS

•

l&-oz. box

DENTURE TABS

PASTRIES w
Cinnamon Twist, Fruit Strip, Horns,
An•nr rInws nr Cinnamon Srhnerken

•

1012-oz. box

"

° COCOANUT

PEPSI,

licETIFCIOUS ICE MILK

purchases
• \• •• wirnsig•womcwom
FANTASIA CHINA

KELLOGG'S

BAKER'S

.•a

•.

TENDEf

TENDEF

AL!. FLAVORS OF

HIONED

TEA CUPS
with every 13 of your •,1161hie

48
SPECIAL "K"
QUAKER OATS,

c
96

53c

JUNIOR SIZE

WEEK

TENDER

276

•P

17-o/ ca( h

ENG
CUB
CLUI
RUN

929

SUGAR

Do/ for

Fantasia China
FEATURE-OF THE

7-oz. pkg.

MIRACLE

I

.A44

LAUNDRY

ea q

28

WHIP

t't RE GROUND

* BAKED FOODS *

DANISH

5-lb.bag

116
85'
336
32

KRAFT

GERBER'S

."1

SAVE 10 ON THESE ROYAL VIKING

15-oz. can

jafor $192r
8-ox. jar

OTH

3 89'
Bre— n serve ROLLS
SANDWICH BUNS 3 do, for89
EGG ASI HIP CAKE
79'
flEgfitsPiAY R CAKE
496

8'2-oz. can

-----

Quart bottle

KROGER
PURE CANE

—96

WHOLE-BEAN FRESH

09

GENTLE.WHITE

SHOWBOAT

12-oz.

4

COFFEE

44-°1 "
e

lb. 34
(

BREAD

!
i

296
186

Pkg. of 4 for

.11

oo

EATMORE
OLEO

or FOLGERS

76

KROGER HOMOGENIZED

PIES

2
SOS PADS
FRI
eAsi FOOD
CAT
,WIITTHA
DOG CHOW
ifLRGiDETTEISSUE
CHERRIOS

MAXWELL HOUSE

TALL CAN - EVAPORATED

17.v.

Chicken,
Turkey or Beet

CLEAN UP WITH

29'
76

BUN

Pkg. of Two 9-

MEAT

FUN! EXCITING!

14.

1.5'1-oz. can

CORN FLAKES
A

31"

141)i.
`•4 4
)

KELLOGG'S

PIES
I

TM

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

PRICES GOOD ONLY IN MURRAY
Through March 2nd
Limit Rights Reserved

a

SERIES
#66

/
10
#-Art4g4
i
gfOtoi

%•\

•••\

. •

\• •\•\

* FANTASIA CHINA *

LUNCHEON
PLATES

2 fo7 $249

with this coupon thru Feb 17

\•

Normal or Hard To

.11-o/ box

5-lbs s 1

IS-07 can

HEASY DUTY

1

Hold

SUAVE

V11

TE

IiHAIR SPRAY

FA%

CAT

45c

1)1

FIS
PE
•F 1

Wu art

,\N.
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•••
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AA•OFF.4.:
4.1..

111 up to $11000

100 EXTRA A

ODDS CHART

3,200,000 Tickets to be Distributed
in the 38 participating Kroger Stores located in West

as of

Tennessee, (excluding Memphis), Eastern Arkansas, Northern and Central
Mississippi, Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky. Scheduled termination
of this program is May 5, 1971.
WHAT IS TENDERAY

BRAND

BEEF?
I

TOP VALUE STAMPS

February 6, 1971

PRIZES

NO. OF PRIZES
UNREDEEMED

S1000
$100
$20
$5.00
$2.00
$ 1.00

8

with this coupon IA)
and '5.00 purchase
excluding tobacco. sole

43

188

Kroger Tenderay Brand Beef is
331
always U.S.D.A. Choice Grade,
861
grain-fed beef, which has been
placed in special rooms where
15,238
controlled temperature and
TOTAL NO. OF
PRIZES UNREDEEMED
16,589
humidity allow this fine beef to
tender NATURALLY, while Scheduled termination, May 5, 1971.
flavor and freshness are
retained.
WE GUARANTEE THE TENDERNF-SS OF EVERY CUT OF
TENDERAY BRAND BEEF!

sill

Expires
March 2, 1971

Limit one.
MURRAY ONLY

tot

•IIMINIMIL"fger
DO

.•11111111111.111.111,

•

COUNTRY STYLE

Sliced
Bacon
55c
,

TENDERAY BEEF

W4ole
Rib,
EYelb. $2'9
Fresh Picnic-

CRACKLINGS

TENDERAY BONELESS

ENGLISH ROAST
Teat STEAK
CLUB STEAKS

PORK
ROAST

9."

lb

FAMILY PAR

lb

TENDERAY BEEF

Frying

$139

lh

BEE
STEAK

TENDERA

FAAlift t

FAMILY
M

Chicken

CHUCK
Bosio7io
YiNIE1110AST

D
PAFRYER

QUARTERS

lb

37'

i
i ‘kLEG

QUARTERS

CHICKEN BREAST

1 09

lb

lb

P

99'
lb.

7:
*
F Wi
BONELESS KC STEAKS

$118
A

TENDERAYOm1

CRISP

COUNTRY BLUB

2

lb.

Pkg.

$1"

dibliribm

iir
SMOKED SAUSAGE
MARKET-MADE
lIRK SAUSAGE
EPIRED:BACON
SMOKED JOWLS
SERVE 8 SAVE

WIENERS

PAN-READY DRESSED

WHITING

29; 4
TEHH6iitkLOIN OF TROUT 55'
STEAKS
CATFISH
69'
A
Al
4
i STICKS
FISH

12-Pkgoz.

lb

II Oranges

••••••

Quarter
I

tf-oi

pkg<

lh

69'

lb

65'
29'

PORK LOIN

69

5 lb

53„

Bag

Ehlg

994:p

YOUNG

59;

69'
45'
lb. 49'

2 bchs.

beh

YOUNG, CUT

FRESH!TURNIPS
ItY TOMATOES
EQ,,,
RUSSET POTATOES

TENDER

lb.

LE

Pt

LITY

20 lb

bee

Fresh Young

49'
99'

EGG PLANTea19;
BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA

69'

59(
29'
39'
19'

5-lb bag

gailiioccotf

OD

396

SLICED

lb

It

59'

lb

ALL-MEAT WIENERS
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNA
Silas BOLOGNA
KROGER
NWEIGER
illcrth
KROGER

PERCH FILLETS

49'

12..7

SLICED BACON

lb

FRESH
TASTE CARROTS
iTilAa ONIONS

KWICK

TENDERAY BONELESS

k

20

59'

40"

RIB ROAST

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
HAMBURGER
CHUCK

POTATOES

39'

FLORIDA

E ZCarv

59

WASHED, RED

lb

PAK

TENDERAY BEEF

lb.

NU'fl'IOUS, SLICED

FI‘iiii
R
BREAST QUARTERS lb.41`
ILY
WHOLE FRYER LEGS
49'

RIB STEAKS
$

AKPORK STEAKS

YOUNG PORK LIVER
39'
TENDER,SELECT'
SLICED BEEF LIVER lb 5

39

RUMP

A

FiacI

49'

lb.

TENDERAYBRFAST
TENDERAY

I
'

lb

EXP

3.2.7

TOP0,VALUE STAMPS
,
p,k gses
in

ORANGE JUICE

69'
fESiiSf3gS
D
69'
DELICIOUS APPLES 10f0,69'
GRAPE JUICE DRINK ii-G.'69'
WASHINGTON

',Gal. Jug,

50
50
5V

Country Oven Cookies
ioor
wlth 177
.114-oz. art

1

2
3

n with two jars
Kror Olives
:4-0
0 pu
z,
1LIU Kroger Vanillal ktract
Golcic.e
two
—sTCKF3FE—,
)
V late -Covered Candy

n

h
h

Country
w
:
tw00:egs
5
5
o Donuts.
vvrt.h arty pkg of
alo
SeePak Sootood

4
S

6
7
8

X/ Breakfast Pork

Chops
a
with two pkgs. Fryer Breast, :
;
i
h‘g
oh
zs or 17.0i Kr-ogeri
i
kyT8
w
l..tc

).5ö
, 25
50
25
25 58
"
° .
2
/ 2.5
)25
50

hoed Lunch Meat
71
1
s
u.
RoUndi"
7t:c2
orre
C2°
k.,th
with 39c...pr more
vkoth 5-ths Potatoes
Pogiggi

C Oons
w;ih 3tbs
- headsds
Lettuce
kg
H
'
A, in
h
la k
o
dgi
ib,
Bu b
Peat 0. Sphagnum

wir—f

i2
13
14
15
16
17 (
18
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The Number-One
Choice is

urns Down Acting at 10, But Reconsiders

MAC
TV 5

tit
Sh

.Vtf sit c•;Hi

Film
Fbstival
The finest feature films
available for Television
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY, 10 30 PM

Christopissr Stone and Sandra Smith relax between shooting of sciin•s
for their popular medical series, "The Interns," seen on CBS-TV

AGE ONE—It's Good Housekeeping's Feb. 24 birthday I N.J. Clockwise from far left: Sala, Amy, Gordon, Ted,
photo of the Kienast quintuplets of Liberty Corners,
Abigail — in custom playpen. They are one year old.

Meet Amos E. Neyhart

Glove lore

The Man Who Started Driver Education!
By MICHAEL REMAS
Central Press Association
Correspondent
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.--1Dne
might think that Amos E. Neyhart, the father of driver education. would be content to sit
on his laurels as an ambassador
of traffic safety, but that would
riot be like Amos Neyhart_
Now professor emeritus of
the Institute of Public Safety
at Pennsylvania State University here at State College, Pa.,
Neyhart still has plenty of ideas
for improving highway safety.
There is only one way for a
poungater to learn how to drive
—and ihs,t's the right way, says
the man wkao in 1933 equipped
4raham Paige with
his 1V
dual cantrole paid the bills himself, and enrolled 34 State Colima High School students in
tbii nation's first driver-train1n1 course.
ince then some 15 million
students have learned good
driving habits from courses
tracing Neyhait's original drivmg manual. About 13.400 of
the nation's nearly 18.000 high
schools offer the courses, while
56 per cent of their students
are enrolled in the classes.
• • •
ACCORDING to figures from
Penn State's Institute of Public
Safety, graduates of driving
courses have 50 per cent less
traffic accidents and violations
that similar groups without
high school training.----- .
"You take a property educated driver, give him a well-englued vehicle, and then design a
modern highway that can handle the traffic and you'll see a
terrific redaction in the accident rate," says Neyhart, who
figures he has traveled 120,000
miles a year at the height of
his career to teach safety education.
"Eliminate one of these factors and you're in trouble. It's
like a three-legged stool. Knock
a leg out and the stool will fall."
Neyhart put this theory to
work in searching for a logical
- method of making traffic safety work. An Industrial engineer
by profession, Neyhart taught
that the driver must realize he
has a personal stake in accident
prevention,
"If we were going to make
traffic safety work," he says,
"we had to work with the indi-

CHICAGO (UP!)-- Let's
hear it for Catherine de
Medici, who trroved the
French are great overs.
Gloves got a ate historical
start. But by the 14th century, according to Encyclopaedia Britannica, they were
worn by the upper classes,
particularly by men.
As something for women,
however, glove-wearing made
no progress for the next 200
yegrs. Then Catherine, queen
of France,' began wearing
them. This immediately set a
fashion standard which still
gives women that 'Yekreased up"
feeling.
netrowat
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
The Japanese Film. Institute
staged an eight-film retrospective of Rod Steiger's movies
including "The Loved One."

Amos Neyhart (left) and student

driver in 1933 driver kissaisi.

program. He wrote the first
training texks dald,tpraung
distrfbbted
Olifv,er's education, and under AAA sponsorship in 1936 Penn State offered
the country's initial course for
driving instructors to 29 teachers from 17 states

To play astroaarat
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Gary Lockwood, who starred
in television's "The Lieutenant," will play an astronaut
in MGM's "Earth 11," a feature
length film for ABC-TV.

TONIGHT
"The Pink Panther"
(in Color)
starring
David Niven,
Peter Sellers.
Robert Wagner

ever needed, Sandra managed now include: six months on
by Bill DUNN
HANNIBAL, Missouri, counts to miss or be late for all three Broadway in "Any Wednesday,"
American satirist Mark Twain interviews, convincing everyone running roles in "The Guiding
Private
"Our
and
among its citizens who left town of her disinterest in the stags. Light"
Sandra's lack of enthusiasm World." with appearances in
to make it big elsewhere. Another Hannibalian to make it extended itself to school, which numerous series.
Sandra is now seen in the
in a related field is Sandra she thought a bore. But she
Smith, now seen in "The In- found a new thrill in reading, role of Dr. Lydia Thorpe, who
previousplace
which
the
fittest
is one of "The Interns" as well
terns" on CBS. Sharing some of
the qualities of Twain's char- ly held by radio. Of all the as being a woman in the pre,
discovered,
she
fabooks
her
dominantly male world of mediacters, Sandra told of her wandering childhood, a dislike for vorites were by Virginia Woolf, cine. Speaking of her role in
"a
of
thought
as
Sandra
which
terms of women's liberation,
scliool, and a fascination for
first touch with sanity."
Sandra pointed to Dr. Thorpe aa
fantasy.
• • •
the solution to modern worrian's
Born In Minneapolis. Sandra
GRADUATED
from
high dilemma, which is the problem
moved often because of her
sehopl and wondering what she of competing economiaclly with
father's frequent change of jobs
would do now, Sandra decided to men on an equal basis. But Sanin advertising and broadcasting.
try acting. The change of heart dra herself wouldn't want to
The repeated uprooting, she
from her earlier refusal to go carry the liberation to an exsaid, made her "an isolated
on the stage might be explained treme. She prefers to do well
child with no friends:. To comby the motivation. At 10 she professionally while being repensate for her loneliness, Sanhad been prompted by her par- spected as a woman.
dra eagerly accepted her faents to take up acting. But now
• • •
ther's offer to become an anthe choice was her own and
nouncer a* the radio station
freely made.
UNLIKE her childhood years
where he worked. Once she beIn either case, Sandra attend- of traveling, Sandra has settled
gan broadcasting "The Shadow"
ed The American Academy of in Los Angeles. not far from the
and -"Chandu,. The _Magician,"
Performitig Arts. As might be television-studios. And in con.
she found she could .pleasantly
expected, the first year out was treat to her childhood apathy
pass an otherwise uneventful
uneventful and passed with long towards. acting. Sandra now ad.
Saturday in a total fantasy,
hours of knocking on agents' mits that her career means a
world that her programs credoors and "we'll call you later" great deal to her. As for the
ated.
auditions. Looking back on it, series, "I enjoy it It's also nice
• • •
Sandra said, "We need turmoil. to give enjoyment to the viewIMPRESSED by his 10-year- Need more activity and compe- ers." But the one thing she
old daughter's handling' of her tition." With such a pragmatic couldn't give up from the days
broadcasting, Sandra's father approach to it all, she was in Hannibal was the outlet she
thought his girl might have pos- bound to land something.
found in books. Still reading'
sibilities as a child actress. SanShe finally did in the way of Woolf, Sandra also enjoys readdra recalled with a smile that modeling, to which her reddish ing philosophy. When time al,
three interviews were arranged hair and-green eyes lent thenar lows, she would also like to take
in New York for the purpose selves perteetly Inevilably, the up paintkig, -but that will have
f assessing her talent. With a commerefilis led to teieviaton to wait until shooting is corngreat capacity to dawdle when- parts and a play. Her credits pleted for "The Interns."
Distributed by King Features Syndicate

ESTIMATES today are that
some 25,000 driving teachers in
15,000 classrooms are busy
teaching driver education At
their disposal are 13,000 dualcontrol cars like that Neyhart
_.equipped-37-yeami-ege:
Neyhart became director of
Penn State's newly founded
Public Safety Institute in 1938,
dfreCting research and promoting traffic and driver safety
until retiring a few years ago.
But he is by no means idle.
"I twit can't sit back when
there's a lot of work to be done
and potentially a lot of lives to
be saved," he says.
Here are some of his recent
Ideas he would like to see followed: Teaching people how to
Ames Neyhart
drive at high speeds and how to
He had a good idea
handle their cars in emergenviduals„We had to get them be- cies; how to decelerate a vehicle
fore they became old enough to from the legal speed limit; condrive. Neyhart taught his driv- I struetion of community driving
ing course at State College High areas simulating obstacle coursthrough 1935, working simul- es to give drivers experience in
taneously as an industrial en - handling cars should brakes
gineering instructor at Pen n fail; teaching people how to
State The following year he handle cars In a skid, during
a
joined the American Automo- blowout, or when the
cars run
bile Association as director of , off the road shoulder.
Its national driver education
"Why not teach "'" he declares.

l'ennsylTICKETPROOF. ALMOST, is, Mts. Jthili
which she displays in Pittsburgh. The
numbers are upodc clown, and so is the clucked Libert'Y
Pell. on there to commemorate the ?rtate's bicentennial.
s ant.' license,

THE
FRIDAY
NIGHT
MOVIE

MAC
TV 5

BI

THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY.
11 30 PM

tate Show

e

Fine motion pictures everyone
will enjoy, but programmed
especially for the insomniacs

WRAC

non

Lady with plans
NEW YORK (UPI)-Julia
Henderson, United Natihns afr.
sociate commissioner for technical cooperation, has a new
job. She is the first woman
to serve as secretary general of
the 'International Planned Parenthood Federation.
- Commenting on her
pointment and new responsibilities, Miss Henderson said:
Shi convinced that the population
problem
deserves
a higher priority in terms of
development resources than it
has yet been given by the
membership of the United Nations."

Dialysis*,tipe
,
UNIVgll$ITY „Mfr. Pa.
(UPI)-HeIen E. Bell, . extension home management spe(tialiet pi,Ate,_,Pennayllania,-. State 1Tniversity, has some tips
for home„owders Who are(-tinsidering putehasing new dishwashers.
Miss Hell said that rack
design-is-one feature In consider.
Check the rack for
rails-am, flexibility of loading: .;
%limo Bell also suggested looking for washers that have a
Infilt-in heating element.

MAC
TV 5

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY, 10:30 PM

PERRY
MASON
Television's most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
full weekend's intriguing plots
and exciting action'

is a meal'at,Jerry'.s
:
__-There's
something
for everlfone.....1
(firmer, carry
out service or (Ipilf-in for on--"in-carptcnic

JO*
RESTAUR ANTS

South 12th, Murray, Ky.

Sm i

JIM ADAMS 1 0 A

'Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Prices Good Through

Next

Tuesday

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

*-'

LOWER

FIRST IN FINE MEATS
U.S. CHOICE

ri
val

e films
!vision.

DAY AND
D:30 PM

U.S. Choice Boneless

ROUND
STEAK

EVERYDAY

Roast
Sirloin
Bacon

RUMP or TIP
lb

99

U.S.Choice

anther"
For)

STEAK

1111 09

U.S.

T-BONE
STEAK

MATCHLESS

,en,

lagner

PRICES
ARE

*

lb

'1.19

49;

COLONIAL

Solid

Oleo
Baby Food

1/2 lb.

44441-

AY
IT
IIIE

Gerber
Strained
jar

Angel Food

Mackerel
CAKES
39; Poi

9'
9'D

each

FOLGER'S
COFFEE

,COFFEE
•

/
1
2 Gar

PEPSI, R.C.,
7-UP

I.G.A.

CATSUP

16-oz.
8-Bottle Ctn.

famous
with a
;Lime plots

Kracklin

DOG $199
FOOD
25 b Bag

Cross Road

PEACHES23;

14-oz. Bottle

No. 21
/
2 Uan

IRDAY
0:30 PM

ON

3-Lb. Can

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO s5N FORCED PURCHASES
JUST LOW PRICES !

s everyone
)(rammed
nsornniacs.

Beans

Shortening

79,

PUREX 29;

No. 3(0§Can

RICHTEX

1-1b. Can

SUNDAY.

,e

R

MAXWELL HOUSE or

1 lb. bag

a

1 lb. cr

Showboat

Maxwell House

Bleach

Eatwell

694
Smith

Teenie Weenie Whole Kernel Golden

Northern

Med.

EGGS TOWELS
CORN
29
37ct
17C
each

Big Roll

PRICES
ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

Iceberg

LETTUCE
Large Head
each

19

Fresh

GREEN
ONIONS
bunch
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No. 303 Can

- Fresh, Firm

CABBAGE

Ripe, Yellow

BANANAS
lb
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Factory
housing
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
The factory construction of
modular living units 'is predicted as the next boom in
mobile housing.
About 40 housing companies - most of them large
corporations - are getting into
factory housing construction,
according to a Bank of
America report.
Consumer demand has
boosted production of both
mobile homes and recreational
vehicles by about 20 per cent
annually in the past ten years,
the bank said, adding:
"The production of mobile
homes and recreational vehicles
during the next decade has
been predicted to increase between 9 and 15 per cent
innually."

*4*
Care for the aged
WASHINGTON
(UPI)Europe can set a good example
for the United States in caring
for older citizens, according
to the Rev. John M. Mason,
director of the Department of
Services to the Aging of the
American Lutheran Church.
Mr. Mason told a conference
on services to the aging: "You
may travel from country to
country and you will find that
care of the aged is entrusted
to the nonprofit Homes-where
love for and concern for the
right of an old person to be a
real persoe with a sense of personal value and integrity is held
high-and no place is allowed
for the polgram that permits
proprietary operators to exploit the aged to their own
advantage."
*4*
Artistic high school
NEW YORK (UPI) Andrew Jacksou High School
ars in New- York's borough- Cif
Queens has special music and
art classes leading to majots
in those fields and open to
any student who can show the
necessary potential.
The three-year music program includes folk guitar and
dance band classes as well as
the use of an electronic piano
lab. Students in the program
also take standard academic
studies.

r

Local 4-H Clubs Band
Together, Conservation
necessary in their communities.
Conservation
natural The junior leaders and their
of
resources is like God and advisors contact other local
motherhood. We all believe in it groups and invite them to aid in
but many of us take it for gran- the conservation program. In
ted.
nearly all cases the Boy Scouts,
But there is a growing group of Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls,
people, both young and old, who community and civic groups all
have quit saying "Let George do willingly join in the program.
it," and are doing something
The young people contact
about the problem themselves. various community officials,
These are the people active in clear the way for specific
the 4-H conservation of natural programs, alert their respective
resources program who have communities to what they are
banded together to work on a trying to do and then do it.
county-wide basis.
For instance: In Bergen
The system usually works like County in New Jersey the 4-H
this. The various local 4-H groups groups developed the START
in the county meet and decide a program-Saving
Today's
program in conservation is American Resources for Tommorrow. They conducted an
educational program to teach the
youngsters how to cope with the
problems of today's environment
and finally prepared a course of
to improve local areas.
action
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
The program is on a long-term
next time you have to decide
whether to serve your wine basis. The second START
chilled or at room tem- weekend is planned for April
perature, you might decide on where a major beautification and
the basis of bow good a wine conservation effort will be implemented with all the groups
it is.
Temporary taste insensiti- participating.
vity may arise at extreme temBoulder County, Colorado,
peratures, especially when a promoted a 4-H Conservation
fluid is very cold. According Camp and Girls Resource
to the Encyclopaedia Britan- Symposium held annually near
'taste seems to be at its Colorado Springs to teach 4-H
peak when the liquid is near members about covservation

- MI SHAY
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KENTUCKY

management.
They
ids() John McClave, county 4-H Club clubs and members could how to use resources without
promoted a county-wide Coro. agent, Boulder County, said, become directly involved in abusing them; to learn how
munity Pride program where "Plans are being made to ciri- communicating this problem to pollution affects our lives; to
conducted
clubs
learn about career opportunities
roadside tinue and strengthen existing the public."
cleanups, built trash cans for' program areas in conservation. In LaSalle County, Illinois, 4-H or hobbies in conservation, and to
parks and roadsides, built brush The Corrununity Pride Program Clubs have joined together in a Witness first-hand good and bad
shelters and windbreaks for was parricularly successful in program called "Outdoors in conservation practices.
wildlife bird sanctuaries, planted the county this year ( 1970). It is LaSalle." The program was This broad program had the
trees, promoted bike pathways felt that this program can be designed as an educational support and cooperation of
and encouraged bike riding to strengthened in the county 4-H device to teach youngsters to community, civic and church
reduce air pollution.
Council in 1971. To do this it may appreciate their surroundings; to groups throughout the county and
Civic groups throughout the be necessary successful local recognize natural resources; to the state. The program will be
county participated, including programs.
learn about the interdependence confirmed.
the American Legion, city
-This may be done," McClave of natural resources; the values This is just a sampling of what
council, bird clubs, Kiwanis said,"by sponsoring a contest on of trees and birds and man's can and is being done throughout
Clubs, and Park, Police, sou a county-wide basis to com- dependence upon them; to the country on a county-side
Conservation and Game and Fish municate to the public suggested recognize the scope, problems, basis.
Departments
pollution control programs. All benefits of conservation; to learn
John Deere is sponsor of the 4-

BLADE CUT

CHUCK STEAK

Evaluate wine
before chilling

or slightly below body tern
perature.
So it seems to folkm that
you can mask the taste of a

lesser quality wine by chilling
it. On the other hand, chilling
a good wine is likely to lessen
the taste.
But if all this adds to your .
confusion about wines, you

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES
By Kaki. a Mono..

HUCK ROAST
(BLADE CUT)
SUPER-RIGNT
BEEF

LB.

63;

PRICES GOOD

U.S.D.A.

INSPECTED GRADE A

Chuck Roast LB.79t
Chuck Roast LB 73
gjEluidi sm,ch5,
!
1 79C
Beef II Hmorgas,,,99
Whole-Fryers:25
Whole or Half
Slab Bacon 49
Halibut Steak
53
(LOi
ifiTI)
ERcu hops EB9;941S 89c

TURKEYS

ENGLISH OR ARM CUT

Feb. 24

CHARLES V
1500 • 1558

Head of Holy Roman Empire
Charles I, King of Spain

1.000 persons more than three
times the population of the community in which it is situated
and which it serves
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with your coupon and S5
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purchase

hr.

2/.19/1 I

ONE 12"x24" PLUS ONE 4"x
Choose from ova 250 c-tottui.'Huss shoe* Prints'

(104 OFF)

Never before have you seen such outstanding
replicas of the world's mOS.I treasured masterpieces
Ibis week you can even get 2 prints, free'
Custom -crafted frames and decorator accents,
too- yours now St sale priceS
SPECIAL

LEMON FRESHENED

WALL PLAQUE
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FAB DETERGENT

SAVINGS ON AU, DECORATOR ACCESSORIES.

3 LB.
1,
0Z.
BOX

RIPE

GOLDEN

Bananas
Oranges
Large Head
Lettuce
Kale
Orange Juice
s
BBRIESAKCFAUSTItDRINK
T
Stokely Bea
Tomato Juice
CALIF NAVEL

RUSSET
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Bill takes it off
HOLLYWOOD (.UPI) William Windom, after f25
years as an actor, will play
kis first scene in the-nude for
MGM's comedy, "Brewster
McCloud."

WITH COUPON IN AD

CELLO

FRESH FtORIDA

•••

GOLDEN RISE

ISAVE 206

ang

CUT

'massive hand-wrought hinges.
Inside, its appearance belies the
fact that the building was hand Made The vast sanctuary, with
its fine workmanship, gives no

At-inflows and
heavy wooden entrince doctira.
the towering building is perched
on a hilltop which overlooks the
town. Behind it is an .out-of; any visitor, regardless of relidoors shrine. a palish cemetery. gious 'conviction or travelling
and a perfect view of peaceful e•pereenee

GOLDEN CORN

LB

Greatest of the Hapsburg Lane

clams") and St Bernard's. Each church may be seen for two
community has its own individ- miles away, dominating the seual personality Nearly all has rene village.
The doors of the church are
its own Roman Catholic house
always open to the passerby,
e•f worship
swinging open heavily on their
This town, though,

evidence that it was constructed
by unskillkIlabor.
The highly-polished floors,
pews, and delicate hand-done
altar trimmings suggest the
work might well have been'ac=
complished by professional artisans rather than the loving
local citizens who spent 32 years
in its building.
One of the largest religious
structures in all of Nova Scotia,
St. Bernard's is sure to impress

Sr

CREAM STYLE

L6

Birthday of

NEW YORK (UPI) - It's
time to link the rise in chronic
ills to pollution, says Dr. John
J. Hanlon, assistant surgeon
general-of-the Public Health
Service.
"It is frustrating to hear
sometimes from fellow professionals that the predominant
illnesses of the day -- malignancies, cardio-vascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases, and the like -- are more
prevalent ,hecause people live
longer and have time to acquire -these conditions," he
said at the 1970 clinical meeting of the American Medical
Amociation.
"This is a gross oversimplification. Chronic and degenerative physical and mental ailments have increa.sed, probably
St Bernard's hand-mado church holds three times the
in large partlietause of enpopulation of the Nova Scotia community it graces.
vironmental
changes which
By STEVE LIBBY
have resulted from extensive
Central Press Association Curry apondent
and ever-increasing industrialST. BERNARD'S. Nova Scotia -Nova Scotia's western shore ization
and urbanization."
is famed for many reasons. One of these is Its

with a
population of only, 324, boasts
largest
the
and most beautiful
church and it was totally bunt
labor
local
and all by hand.
by
If took from 1910 to 1942 to
complete the huge stone edifice,
.1 massive structure which seats

WHOLE KERNEL

LB

blames
Nova Scotia Church pollution
Entirely Hand-Built for rise

scenic beauty,
.for here, along the Evangeline Route which is the Province's
Highway Number One, are snug homes of French-speaking Acadians nestled in green farmlands, rolling hills, towering fir and
spruce tree- -and the sea is never far away.
The Acadians returned here, a few families at a time, following
their expulsion from such nearby communities as Annapolis
Royal and Grand Pre They built neat homes in the farm country
along the St. Mary's Bay between Digby and Yarmouth, where
they farmed and fished. Their
children werebrough(up to do St. Mary's Bay. a mile or so to
the west.
the same.
• • •
Descendants of these AceA PARISH HOUSE built of
dians, still speaking the pure
French of their forefathera, live the same local stone is next door.
it alongside the major
today in towns with such typi- Both
cal names as Saulnierville, Corn- western shore highway. Apeauville, Grosse Coques 'large proaching from the south, the

If
WHERE
THINGS
ARE HAPPENING
!
THRU SAT., FEEL 27TH
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Catharses Fele,
in Philippines
MANILA (UPI)-In 196869, the
Roman Catholic
Church in the Philippines sponsored about 2,000 social action
projects
throughout
the
country, ranging from credit
unions to cottage industries.

THE GREAT

lb.

might corisider serving soda
-

69t

H conservation of natural
resources program and provides
a $50 cash award for one county
in each state reporting the most
out-standing conservation
program. The company also
provides additional support including an expense-paid trip to
the National 4-H Congress in
Chicago for state winners and six
educational scholarships of ;700
each to national winners.
The 4-H conservation of natural
resources program and all 4-H
activities are supervised by the
Cooperative Extension Serive.
For more information, contactyour county extension office.
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SWIFT'S
POTTED MEAT

301$100 8
loo 6
4401
CANS

CONFESSION - Susan Atkins (above) tQJd
t the
sentencing proceedings in

Los Angeles how she shot
musician Cary Hinman to
death and later- stabbed
Sharon Tatt; to death.

HUNT'S
TOMATO SAUCE

SWIFT'S
VIENNA SAUSAGE
CANS

8°Z
CANS

00

HUNT'S TOMATOES
(WHOLE OR STEVVFOI

$100

CANS

PAMPERS
DIAPERS
DAYTIME

DAYTIME lEifs

4
$156 I 89c
31pKG, 89c 1w 87t
14 OZ

CANS

HUNT'S
TOMATO PUREE
1007
CANS

304671°

100
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